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SCALING PRO PERTIES IN WEAK AND ELECTROMAGNETIC PRO CESSES*
T.D. Lee, Columbia University, New York, N.Y.
In this talk, I shall first review the natúré of the scaling property that has
been recently discovered in various high energy weak and electromagnetic processes,
then examine its theoretical basis, and finally comment on its implications fór the
future of high energy physics.
1. Scaling Hypothesis
The scaling property is the consequence of the scaling hypothesis which was 
first suggested^'by Bjorken and others. Here, we wish to state the scaling hypothesis 
in a form somewhat different from its original formulation, one that is perhaps more 
directly related to experimental results, and appears to be symmetric with respect to 
leptons and hadrons. Fór definiteness, we consider a purely leptonic or semi-leptonic 
reaction which can be either á second order electromagnetic process or a first order 
weak interaction process, e .g .,
+ -  + e + e - * | j + p  ,
e+ + e -» hadrons ,
v + n -► u + hadrons, etc.
Furthermore, fór the semi-leptonic reaction we shall always sum over all final had­
ronic channels. Let da be the appropriate differential cross section, which can be, 
in generál, written as
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where the factors a2 and G 2 are, respectively, the squares of the fine structure 
constant and of the Fermi constant, depending on whether the process is electromag­
netic or weak,
s = (center-of-mass energy )2 ,
q2 represents the various relevant (4-momentum transfer)2 , m  ̂ denotes the various 
lepton masses (m  ̂ or m ) , and m^ denotes the various hadron masses (which can 
be either the nucleon mass itself, or the p and pion masses, e tc .).
The scaling hypothesis states that (i) if s and ] q2 ] are much larger than
then it is a good approximation to set m  ̂ = 0 in the expression fór da and
(ii) if s and | q2 J are much larger than , then it is a good approximation to 
set = 0 in the expression fór da , provided that all final hadronic channels are
summed over. We emphasize that if one does nőt sum over different final hadron chan­
nels, then there would obviously be cases in which one cannot neglect hadron masses. 
Fór example, in e+e -* p° , the physical mass and the width of p° clearly cannot 
be neglected. One notes further that even in case (i) fór the leptons, though nőt ex- 
plicitly stated, it is understood that all different final channels of infrared photons are 
being summed over; otherwise dcr would be zero.
According to the scaling hypothesis, fór s and ] q2 ] larger than a few 
(G e V )2 , one may set as a good approximation m  ̂ = m^ = 0 ; therefore, (1) becomes 
simply
2 cr
da = f(s , q2 ) X (2)
3
Aport from the couplíng constant a2 or G 2 , the differential cross section d<j now
depends only on s and the various q2 . These quantities represent (in the natural
units "tí = c = 1) the only physical observables with the dimension (length)-2 . All
the consequences of the scaling hypothesis can then be easily derived by a pure and
2
simple dimensional analysis . The scaling hypothesis means simply the absence of any 
baslc physical energy scale, such as m  ̂ and . As we shall see, this enables us 
to connect various cross sections at a relatively low energy rangé to those at a much 
higher energy rangé.
2. Applications
(i) To illustrate the use of the scaling hypothesis, we shall first consider the föl—
lowing two electromagnetic processes, one purely leptonic and the other semi-leptonic:
■ + — . e + e — p + y  (3)
and
e + e -► hadrons. (4)
It follows from the scaling hypothesis that for
s = ( center-of-mass energy )2 »  m 2
one may set m̂  = m  ̂= 0 . The totál cross section for the purely leptonic reaction 
(3) depends then only on a2 and s .  From simple dimensional considerations, one 
sees that
a ( e +e -* p+p ) = constant • a2/ s  .
4
The constant can be evaluated by using quantum elecfrodynamics, which is consistent 
with the scaling hypothesis provided that radiative corrections are neglected; one 
finds then
, + - + - .  4na2a(e  e -  p p ) = ------ .
3 s
Similarly, according to the scaling hypothesis, if one sums over all final 
hadronic channels in the semi-leptonic reaction (4), for s > a few (G e V )2 one
may set = 0 . A simple dimensional analysis leads to
a (e+e -*■ hadrons) = constant • a 2/  s
where the constant may be determined by a relatively low energy experiment, which 
then enables one to predict the cross section in a much higher energy region. The pres-
.3 -1ént col liding'beam results from Frascati are in agreement with the predicted s de- 
pendence.
(ii) Next, we consider the following weak processes;
±  ± . v + e -► v + e (5)e e
and
v + N -* p + hadrons . (6)
H
Let q2 denote the (4-momentum transfer)2 between the incident neutrino and the 
target, and s be the (center-of-mass energy )2 , as before. For the purely leptonic 
reaction (5), if s and q2 are >> m j , on account of the scaling hypothesis, one 
may set m̂  = 0 in the expression for da . Similarly, for the semi-leptonic reaction
5
(6), if s and q2 are greater than a few (G e V )2 , one may set m “  = 0 ,
r
provided all hadron channels are summed over. In either case, the differential cross 
section is proportional to G 2 and the proportionality factor depends only on q2 
and s . Recalling that the dimension of G  is (length)2 , one finds from simple 
dimensional considerations that the differential cross sections of both reactions must 
be of the form
dCT -  r . 2 . t , q22 =  G 2 - f ( ^ - )  (7)
dq
where f is a dimensionless function depending only on the ratio (q2/ s )  , which
varies from 0 to 1 since s =  q2 , the maximum value of q2 . The correspond-max n r
ing totál cross sections are of the form
a = constant • G 2 s . (8)
According to the usual (Current X Current) theory of the weak interaction, 
one can readily show that
da . - G 2— „ (v e — v e ) = ----dq2 6 e ír
and
da / + +. G 2 , ,  q2 ,
T "  <v e e VG e ) = T "  < T" >dq e e it s
which agree with (7). In Figure 1, we reproduce the results from the CERN neutrino
4experiment , which gives, after averaging over N = p and n ,
a (v + N — p + hadrons) = 0 .6  X 10"^ (cm2/nucleon) X f ( E  ) in G e V l  
H L v láb J
in good agreement with (B).
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(iii) As a further example, one may consider the following two electromagnetic 
processes:
± ± ± ±e + p — e + (a (9)
and
e* + p -*■ + hadrons (10)
in which one sums over all final hadron channels, as is done in the "deep" inelastic 
experiments of SLAC^.
In this problem, there are three independent invariant variables: s , q2 
and p *q  where s is the center-of-mass-energy squared, q is the virtual photon 
momentum, and p denotes either the 4-momentum of the initial proton £ in (1 0 )J  
or that of the initial muon in (?)]]. It is customary to introduce a dimensioniess 
variable, called the scaling variable
u s  - 2 p • q / q 2 .
' L
According to the scaling hypothesis, fór s and q2 greater than a few (G e V )2 ,
one may set m  ̂ = m^ = 0 ; therefore, the differential cross section depends only
on q2 , s = q2 and u . From simple dimensional considerations, one deduces n Tnax r
that fór the deep inelastic ep scattering
d2 a _  a2 q2 . ....
77 F ( -7" / u ) • 0 Dd q2 du (q2 r  s
Fór the purely leptonic reaction (9), because ep  scattering is an elastic
process, one has p2 = (p + q )2 = - m 2 . Consequently, the scaling variable u
r
7
equals 1 and the corresponding function F is, therefore, proportional to 6 ( u - l ) .  
One may write, instead of (11),
d (7 j i i ± a r / Q \ j.—  (e H -* e H ) = -----  f (  ) . (12)
d<t (q2)2 ‘
The dependence in both (11) and (12) can be explicitly evaluated by 
using quantum electrodynamics, since it involves only lepton variables. One finds 
(fór m£ = mN = 0)
( , V - e V >  « = £  [ l -  £ ♦ * < £ >  ]  03)do . ± ± 4ir----- (e p -  e p ) = —




(e±p — e± + hadrons) = °  ["( -  -  —  ) (vW 2) + ( —  ) W , 1
dq2 du <q*)2 L “ 5 ‘ 'J
(14)
where W j and are cdl led structure functions; both are dimensionless and depend 
on u only. As shown in Figure 2, the validity of the scaling hypothesis has been veri-
5
fied by the recent SLAC data .
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3. Theoretical Difficuities
While the statement of the scaling property is simple, it tums out to be 
rather difficult to find a solid theoretical basis of such a property for the hadrons.
This difficulty is connected with the so-called "mass singularities" of local fíeld 
theories^. In the case of quantum electrodynamics, such mass singularities are well 
known. They are connected with the high degeneracy between all states consisting 
of any number of pairs and photons moving along the same direction and with the 
same totál momentum. The approximation m  ̂ = 0 can only be made in the first 
Born term; it leads to logarithmic divergences in higher order radiative corrections. 
Experimentally, the mass singularity is supported by the fact that all zero-mass 
particles, such as the neutrino, the photon and the graviton, are found to be neutral. 
Fortunately, in quantum electrodynamics, the coupling constant is small, and there­
fore the zero mass approximation is a good one provided the energy v is nőt extra-
ordinarily high, so that a In is «  1 . For the strong interaction of hadrons,
m  £
the problem becomes more serious because of the large coupling constant associated 
with strong interactions. Let me briefly review various previous theoretical attempts 
and their difficuities:
(i) Parton model
While the original parton idea of Feynman^ has important heuristic values, 
it nevertheless puts a special emphasis on the infinite-momentum frame of reference.
It is suggested that Sn the infinite-momentum frame, the electromagnetic property of 
the assumed pointlike constituents of the physical nucleon can be treated as that of 
an assembly of independent free particles. The "infinite momentum frame", by itself,
9
is clearly nőt a Lorentz invariant concept. Furthermore, one can easily show  ̂ that, 
in generál, the direction of the infinite momentum cannot be arbitrary. It must be 
limited to a certain restrictive set of directions, depending on the Virtual photon 
momentum; otherwise, the mass of each of the pointlike constituents has to be lighter 
than that of the physical proton, and that would be too unphysical. Naturally, this 
leads to questions of whether the parton model, especially of a spin i  partiele such 
as the physical proton, can be derived from a relativistically invariant theory.
(íi) Perturbation theory
In the literature, there have been several attempts to try to dérivé the scaling 
property from the usual relativistic local field theory. So far, the only success has 
been limited to either the trivial case of free particles (free except for their electro-
3
magnetic interaction), or the unphysical case of a super-renormalizable <J> -type 
a
theory in which all particles must be of zero spin. For the physically interesting 
case of spin 5 charged particles with somé non-electromagnetic interaction, straight- 
forward calculation in perturbative expansions leads to logarithmic deviations from 
9
scaling behavior .
(iii) Perturbation theory with cut-offs
Efforts have been made to introduce a transverse momentum cut-off^  to the 
perturbation theory. However, the transverse momentum cut-off in the field theo- 
retical derivation of scaling leads to a formalism and a scattering amplitude that are 
current-conserving only in the infinite momentum frame and in the scaling region. 
Therefore, it is difficult to see how one may dérivé such an ad hoc cut-off procedure 
in a bona fide relativistic and gauge invariant field theory.
(iv) Light cone commutator
A straightforward application of field equations fór interacting spin i  particles
leads to a current commutator that is more singular than that fór free fields  ̂ ;̂ there-
fore, it does nőt seem to yield the desired scaling properties. Efforts have been made
12to introduce the so-called "formai manipulation" of current operators . However, at 
present the theoretical foundation of such rules appears to be quite uncertain. In par- 
ticular, if one identifies such a "formai manipulation" with the usual Feynman regu­
lator with a negative metric, then it is possible to show that while one may regularize 
the light-cone commutator, it is nőt possible to regularize the deep inelastic cross 
section unless such negative-metric particles are indeed produced asymptotically; fhis 
would violate unitarity and is certainly unrelated to the SLAC experiments.
Remarks:
We note that in both ép and v p type experiments the magnitudes of the 
deep inelastic cross sections are comparable to those of the corresponding purely lep­
tonic ones. This strongly suggests that we may characterize the electromagnetic and 
weak interactions of hadrons, like those of the leptons, by somé local interactions.
On the other hand, as mentioned before, in a local field theory there is this difficulty 
of the "mass-singularity". Remembering that fór leptons, while the "mass-singularity" 
becomes important in the infinite energy rangé, the approximation m  ̂ = 0 remains 
a good one over quite an extensive intermediate energy rangé
m g < v < m exp ( a ^) .
Fór the hadrons, the theoretical difficulties discussed above are all associated with
#
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the mathematical infinite energy limit; only in such a limit are the deep inelastic 
scaling phenomena determined by the current commutator on the light cone. Com- 
parison with the similar situation fór leptons at least raises the question that perhaps 
fór hadrons one should alsó regard the scaling property to be valid nőt necessarily in 
the infinite energy limit, bút only in an intermediate energy rangé, one that includes 
all presently available machine energies. This view seems all the more reasonable, 
since at infinite energy and infinite 4-momentum transfer very likely the higher order 
electromagnetic and weak effects would become comparable in magnitude to the so- 
called strong interaction effects. In such a case, the observed deep inelastic cross 
sections are no longer simply related to the appropriate light-cone commutator. Ex- 
perimentally, the physical "scale" fór scaling is known to be only ~ 0  which
is alsó of the same order of magnitude as the physical scale fór the elastic electromag­
netic form factors of the nucleon. Thus, to explain the observed scaling phenomena 
it is certainly nőt necessary to require the relevant current commutator to have the 
desired behavior as an operator equation valid on the mathematical light cone. All 
that is needed is to construct theories in which the zero-mass approximation is a good 
one fór the mátrix element of the current commutator after it has been aVeraged over 
the physical nucleon state and at values of s and ] q2 | that are large bút need nőt 
be infinite.
As we shall see, it is indeed possible to develop such a bona fide local field 
theory, provided one regards the physical nucleon as a composite, nőt represented by 
a single elementary local field.
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4. Bound-State Model
Next, 1 wish to discuss somé recent theoretical progress made in this
direction; this work was done in collaboration with S. D. Drell. Our basic view
is to regard the physical proton p as a bound state of somé local fields. To i11us—
14
trate this bound-state concept, let me first discuss a simple model
The model that we shall discuss consists of only three fields: a spin £ charged 
field 1*(x) , a pseudoscalar neutral meson field ir(x) and a scalar neutral gluon field 
<}>(x) . [The model can, of course, be easily extended to include charged meson fields. J 
The interaction Lagrangian density is assumed to be
13
where
£  + £ ,  (15)K f ' '
£ = K ír2 *  ,
K O T
and are unrenormalized coupling constants. Since £^ is a superrenormal- 
izable interaction and £j. is a renormalizable one7 the usual renormalization process 
can be easily carried out. The physical proton p is assumed to be a bound system 
in the ŝ  state. Therefore, the field 4* is of opposite parity from p .  In 
order fór p to be the lowest baryon state, the renormalized coupling constants f
l
and k must satisfy
—  ~ 0(m  ) 06)
4u ’
13
To describe the bound state, one can easily set up the Bethe-Salpeter equa- 
tion. In the ladder approximation (which will be removed in later discussions), the 





where k is the relatíve momentum between <1* and ír , and V(q) is the covariant 
potential generated by the gluon field <J> . Since V(q) ~ 0 (“^ r ) at large momentum 
transfer q , one can easily establish that
£(k) o ( r r ) as k2 oo 07)
In the simple model in which only I1 is charged, the standard minimál elec­
tromagnetic interaction is
where denotes the electromagnetic field. In the "parton" language , one 
would then say that the charged constituent (or parton) 41 has a "point-like" elec­
tromagnetic structure. The evaluation of the electromagnetic form factors of the 
physical nucleon can be readily carried out. By using the diagram
14
one finds the familiar result that both F^(q2) and F^íq2) , being proportional
_4
to the square of the wave function, decrease as q (apart from In q2 factors) at 
large q2 .
In this theory, the field represents the interpolating field of the continuum 
(pír) . Because of parity conservation, 'P /  p ; 1> is consequently nőt an interpo­
lating field fór any single stable partidé. Therefore, in any collision process 'P 
cannot appear in the asymptotic states. The following are two typical diagrams fór
e + p -*■ e + p + • • • , 
where the final hadron state " . . .  11 can consist of any number of mesons, ír or <j>
15
0)
Because of the convergence property of the wave function <£(k) , one derives the 
desired scaling property.




leads only to additional convergent integrals. The asymptotic behavior of
^(k) ~ r r  's therefore unaltered. All the above conclusions on the elastic form 
k^
factors and the deep-inelastic scaling property remain valid if we include (at least 
iteratively) all crossed diagrams in the description of the bound state p . The only 
diagrams that may lead to non-scaling results are diagrams in which hard mesons 
( i .e . ,  mesons'with large transverse momentum) are emitted with a large probability, 
such as
To limit the probability of such hard meson emission we insist that
e =
4 tr
should be small , (17)
say < 0 (10 )̂ . This condition is certainly compatible with the coupling constant 
constraint (16) fór the bound-state description. The details of the model are given 
in Ref. 14. The following is a summary of the main features of this model:
16
1. Scaling holds (including all diagrams) for deep inelastic ep and en reactions, 
provided one neglects high order electromagnetic corrections and provided the labora- 
tory Virtual photon energy v , in units of G eV , is larger than 0(1) bút less than 
0 ( e ^ £ ) . Since e is a free (though non-zero) parameter, one may approach the 
light cone as nearly as possible by taking the limit e 0+ .
2. Because of (17), as e -* 0+ , there are only soft meson emissions; the transverse
momentum distribution of the mesons is ~  k d2 k at large transverse momentum k .
-L J. ±
-1 33. As the scaling variable x - u  -*■ 1 , both and vW^ approach ( 1 - x )  .
This is rather encouraging, since it is in good agreement with the present experimental 
result, unlike most spin i  parton models^ with an ad hoc transverse momentum cut-off 
which lead naturally to a linear ( 1 - x )  dependence as x -*• 1 .
/
-44. As mentioned before, the elastic form factors are ~ 0(q  ) at large q2 . In
this model, all masses are of the order of m or m ; this then "explains" why theír p
physical scale for deep inelastic scaling, as well as that for elastic form factors, are 
both of the order of 1 G eV  .
The idea that p is the bound State of (^ir) and <|> is the interpolating field 
of the (p ír) continuum differs from the bootstrap idea in a fundamental way. Here,
’l* is a local field; its interactions with the photon and with intermediate bosons (if 
they exist) must be of local character. If one wishes, one may alsó view this bound- 
state description as a Lorentz-invariant, gauge-invariant formulation of the parton 
model, in which the usual "point-like" assumption for the electromagnetic vertex 
of the constituent emerges simply as the standard minimál electromagnetic interaction 
in a local field theory.
17
Assuming that the bound-state concept is correct, the theoretical basis 
of scaling can therefore be understood at least qualitatively. While manyof the 
details remain to be worked out, fór most of the experimental applications, as we 
have discussed, all that is necessary is simply to use dimensional analysis, and that, 
after a little while, could become quite dull. Fortunately, there are good reasons 
to believe that the scaling hypothesis may nőt be an exact law of natúré in the ex- 
tremely high-energy limit. Besides the problem of mass singularities, mentioned 
earlier, we shall show that there must exist a new basic high energy scale, hitherto 
undiscovered. Since scaling means the absence of a basic physical energy scale, 
the presence of such a new basic energy scale therefore means the breakdown of 
scaling. It is well-known that at a center-of-mass energy higher than 300 GeV , 
the present Fermi theory of weak interactions would violate its unifarity limit. A 
new scale may alsó set in due to strong interactions, e . g . ,  if reál quarks do exist. 
Fór the Fermi theory, a natural possibility is to regard the basic scale to be given 
by the Fermi constant itself,
i
G  ~  300 GeV .
On the other hand, if one assumes the weak interaction is governed by the same 
dimensionless constant a as that in the electromagnetic interaction, then the rele- 
vant scale can be much lower,
( a / G ) ^  ~ 30 GeV .
5. Remarks
18
|^A more careful consideration may lead^ ' ^  to 37.3 G e V ,  or higher values^ . J  
Throughout the study of microscopic physics, new frontiers are opened whenever a new 
basic energy scale is reached. We have the case of atomic and molecular physics with 
the electron-volt energy scale, nuclear physics with the MeV energy scale and the 
present strong-interaction physics with the GeV energy scale. In each case, at the 
energy scale of interest, we encounter a vastly rich structure of multiple energy levels 
and detailed dynamics; yet, when viewed against a much larger energy scale, this 
superstructure simply dissolves intő the continuum. The recent discovery of the scaling 
property strongly indicates that we are now again in a transition region: The familiar 
GeV scale is no longer significant, bút the still higher new high-energy scale is, as 
yet, unreached. While scaling is important, the future discovery of its violation should 
be of even greater significance.
19
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Figure 1. Experimental data from CERN on totál neutrino cross sections as a 
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K ögerler: In your model you have a dimensional coupling constant 
G. Doesn't it disturb scaling?
L e e : G does have dimension, bút the scaling applies to the remain- 
ing hadronic part only. This kind of application is of a phenomenological 
natúré only. It must break down at higher energy, namely at the energy of 
the scale 1//G in distance.
F renkel: Can your model assure that after the interaction with the 
photon the physical proton doesn't break up intő particles corresponding to 
the fields which compose the proton?
Lee: In this type of field theories it is necessary to assume that 
the local field * belongs to the continuum, and no stable partiele correspond­
ing to it exists.
Te l e q d i : Are you expecting a new energy rangé, and what you are 
really saying is that scaling is wonderful bút let's wait till it's broken? 
That is really the next step in physics O . K . ?  Bút if I understand correctly 
the ISR results at a thousand G e V 2 c.m. energy still show scaling.
Lee: I do nőt think it is known what really happens with scaling 
at the highest ISR energy and perhaps somebody wants to comment on that.
Te l e g d i : I think the inclusive reactions show good scaling.
Lee: Oh, the scaling in strong interactions is rather different from 
the scaling as we have discussed in the electromagnetic and weak interactions
I think the analysis is nőt the same; bút Dick, may be you would like to 
comment...
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Feynman t I dönt know how to comment because I dönt know what you have 
added to the idea that many people have to separate strong interaction 
from weak interactions. Fór example in all of the discussion that we usually 
make of this leptic hadron interaction we separate the piece that has to do 
with the weak interaction from the strong interaction. Now let's suppose we 
can still do that. Then the 37 GeV that you were talking about might be a 
failure of scaling at the weak interaction end, and it could still be that 
the strong interaction system, if it could be separated, would scale ad in­
finitum and that the difficulty is only in the weak interactions or the 
electrodynamics. So I'd like to ask whether you feel that the weak interac­
tion scaling failure implies a failure of the scaling of strong interaction?
Lee: I think it probably does imply a failure. Nőt immediately, bút
in the distant future such a failure is almost inevitable because the separa-
tion between the weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions is only of a
2
temporary natúré. Let us consider reactions where all q 's are very, very 
lar g e .Theoretically the separation would be difficult because it can be made 
only after one is able to calculate everything. Experimentally it would be 
difficult because hadrons produced with very large transverse momenta may be 
due to strong or electromagnetic interactions or to a mixture of the two.
Thus I think a 30 GeV c.m.s. energy we may still separate these interactions,
bút at 300 GeV it would be much harder.
Marshak : Rough calculations due to several groups have indicated 
that a critical length in the weak interaction may correspond to 10 GeV 
rather than to 37 GeV. If it turnéd out that the mass of the W boson were 
down around ÍO GeV would this altér your statement?
L e e ; No, I think I would be delighted. I think most physicists 
would be very happy and certainly the goverments would be even h a ppier.
M o f f á t ; Is there a possibility to establish the critical length 
just working with the weak interactions?
Lee: This of course depends on when does the weak interaction length 
come in. If it comes in around 300 GeV, then the separation is nearly im-
possible because it reaches the unitarity limit. If it sets in at 37 GeV
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then it probably may be carried out; this will be just like with the electro­
magnetic interaction. If it comes in at your 10 GeV then I think the weak 
interaction is a very different entity.
B e l l : I would like to clarify the role played by the bound state of 
the proton. If you were to work out deep inelastic scattering on your pion 
would it show a scaling régimé?
L e e ; The answer is yes. While the physical proton must be a bound 
state because it has spin 1/2, the physical pion may be described either by 
a canonical field as in the model discussed here, or as a bound state, bút in 
the latter case you have to redo the whole game one step further.
B e l l : Does the Drell-Levy-Yan model, where the proton is nőt a bound 
state, show a scaling régimé?
L e e ; No. If you assume that there is a single local field fór the
physical proton, you will run intő difficulties. The electromagnetic form
-4factor will nőt go down like q . Scaling will nőt be true. Conversely, the 
-4q behavior of the form factor is a strong argument fór a compound proton, 
as Zachariasen and Amati stated before, and the scaling in deep-inelastic 
scattering indicates again that the proton cannot be described by a single 
canonical field.
Radicati; Two of the remarkable features of the quark model are that 
the three quarks predict the baryon spectrum so well and that they haven't 
been seen. Now how does your proton fit intő SU/3/ because it consists of a 
ij; and a it ?
L e e : The introduction of SU/3/ intő the model presents no difficulty. 
This, however, does nőt necessarily imply the existence of quarks. The present 
evidence on the mass spectrum, due to Gell-Mann, is of course a very strong 
argument fór the validity of SU/3/. The experimental evidence on sum rules 
alsó supports the validity of SU/3/, bút only indirectly does it suggest the 
possible existence of the quarks, since these are connected only with low- 
-energy phenomena of the order of a few GeV. To prove the existence of quarks 
we have to create them, and we have to go to very high energies.
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Fllippov: I have two remarks. The first one is that in nonrenor- 
malizable models /e.g. in a model with the exchange of p-mesons/ a powerlike 
asymptotic behaviour fór formactors is possible. This was shown somé time 
by ago B.Arbuzov and myself fór the model in which p-meson was considered as 
"bound state" of u-mesons. The crucial point is vanishing of the bound state 
wave function at the origin and this is quite possible fór nonrenormalizable 
interaction as wedl as fór renormalizable one. The second remark is that the 
applications of the dimensional analysis mentioned by professor Lee were 
investigated in details by the Dubna group and reviewed in the paper by 
Matveev, Muradian and Tavkhelidze. /JINR preprint E2-6036, Dubna 1971/
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE RATIO OF ANTINEUTRINO TO NEUTRINO TOTÁL 
CORSS-SECTIONS
Aachen, Brussels, CERN, Paris (E.P.), Milán, Orsay, London (UCL) 
Collaboration (presented by B. Degrange, LPNHE, Ecole Polytechnique 
Paris).
We present here the very preliminary results of the 
CERN 1971 neutrino experiment, using the large heavy.liquid 
bubble chamber "Gargamelle", exposed to the CERN neutrino beam.
500 OOO photographs, equally divided among neutrino and 
antineutrino exposures, are being aríalyzed in the laboratories 
at Aachen, Brussels, CERN, Paris (E.P.), Milán, Orsay and London (ÜCL
I.- EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
a) Rate of v and v events
Table 1 and table 2 show the comparison between the 
present experiment and the previous v and v experiments using 
the <1.2 m heavy liquid bubble chamber at CERN (1). One can see 
that the totál statistics expected in the 1.971 runs will be 
about 10 times the previous available statistics of v events, 
and 30 times the previous statistics of v events. This is due, first 
of all, to the large visible volume of "Gargamelle" (about 7 m 3) , 
which we have however restricted to a fiducial volume of 3.14 m 3 
fór neutrino interaction vertices, in order to avoid measurement 
problems.
The remaining factor in the increase of the statistics 
is due to a higher intensity of the CERN proton synchrotron and
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to improvements in the neutrino beam.
The preliminary results presented here are based on 
the analysis of 90% of the antineutrino film and only 3% of the
neutrino film.
b) The neutrino beam
The neutrino and antineutrino energy spectra allow 
cross-section measurements between 1 GeV and about 8 GeV. Under
1 GeV, the neutrino flux is badly known due to large uncertaintie* 
in the raeson production spectrum t neutrinos from pion decays 
contribute essentially under 5 GeV, whereas neutrinos from kaon 
decays contribute at! higher energies.
The neutrino (or antineutrino) flux is calculated by 
fitting the measured muon flux in the shielding to the results 
of a Monté Carlo program using as input the production spectra 
of pions and kaons measured experimentally at the proton energy 
of 24 GeV, and extrapulated at GeV, and the currents in the 
focusing horns.
Our present result only concerns the ratio of anti­
neutrino to neutrino cross sections t the errors on the neutrino 
and antineutrino flux normalizations are thus minimized.
c) Facllities offered by "Gargamelle" .
"Gargamelle" 1 is a cylindrical chamber, with a length 
of 4.8 m and a diameter of 2 m. The visible volume of 7 m^ allows 
'a good Identification of the muons, since pions have a high 
probability of interacting before leaving the chamber > (the pion 
interaction length, about 60 cm, has to be compared to the average 
potential length of 1.5 m ) .
Another advantage is the detection of neutral pions.
The y-rays from tt0 decays are most of the time converted intő 
electron pairs inside the visible volume, due to the short radia- 
tion length of CFjBr (X0 - 11 cm). The loss in Y.-rays is thus 
small and has a negligible effect when one compares the nergies
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of missing Y-rays and the totál visible energy of the neutrínó 
or ántineutrino event.
Moreover, neutrons produced by a neutrínó or ántineutrino 
interaction are often detected by the observation of a neutral 
star in the visible volume.
II.- ANALYSIS OF EVENTS
a) Selectlon of v and v candidates
Events haviing at least one muon candidate (i.e. having 
a track, leaving the chamber or decaying in the chamber, or a 
negative track stopping in the chamber) have been retained as 
neutrínó or ántineutrino candidates. They have been measured when 
the vertex was located in the 3.14 m fiduCial volume. We have 
requested that the totál visible momentum in the beam direction,
Px , be greater than 0.6 GeV/c in order to remove the interactions 
of incoming pions in the chamber sintulating a neutrínó (or 
ántineutrino) event. Candidates have been retained only if their 
totál visible energy was greater than 1 GeV since the flux is 
unknown at lower energies. Moreover this cut removes most of the 
background of neutron interactions.
The accuracy on the totál visible energy is of the order of 
ÍO %, and practically always better than 30 %.
b) Analysls of a part of the neutrínó film
This preliminary résult is based on the analysls of 11000
photographs only which leads to a sample of 214 events satisfying
the cuts defined previously. This sample is practically free of
background of neutral stars and ántineutrino events. Although
the statistics are still poor, the results shown in figure 1 are
compatible with the cross-section a(v) = (0.8 + 0.2) 10 cm xE„ ,,GeV m
pár nucleon obtained in the previous CERN bubble chamber experlments •
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c) Analysis of the antineutrino film
About 90% of the antineutrino film has been scanned and
measured.
A first correction has to be applied, since the scanning 
efficiency fór the antineutrino elastic interactions (v + p -*• y + n) 
is lower than the efficiency fór other interactions, due to
the special topology of these events, (one single muon), which 
can easily remain unnoticed by the scanner.
Another correction is related to the bacKground of 
neutrino events in the antineutrino film which is bigger than
the background of antineutrino events in the neutrino film.
In order to estimate the neutrino contamination in events 
having both a and a candidate, (called ambiguous events) , we 
have used the fact that ambiguous events in the neutrino film are 
practically all actual neutrino events ; the probability fór a neu­
trino event to be ambi^bus can thus be testimated in several energy 
regions } on the basis of these data from the neutrino film, and of 
the number of unambiguous neutrino events in the antineutrino 
.film, we find that the background is of the order of 2%. under
4 GeV, .and of the order of 10% at higher energy.
III.- RESULTS
Figure 2 shoWs the values found fór the ratio R of anti­
neutrino to neutrino cross-sections in five energy regions from 1 GeV 
,to 6 GeV ; the loss of elastic antineutrino events at the scanning 
stage has been accounted fór . One can conclude that this ratio is 
surely less than one.
Various theoretical models ^ p r e d i c t  values of this ratio( 
extending from 1/3 to 1, at least fór high energies. Our result is in 
contradiction with the diffractive models which predict the value R=li 
it is in agreement with the parton model which predicts 1 / 3 ^ R <  0.89 i 
it is even compatible with the lower limit R » ^  .
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In order to show a more precise comparison with
the parton model, we föllow the notations deflned by 0. NACHTMANN
( 4 ) —in a recent theoretical paper . The variables Z and Z, respec-
tively proportional to the neutrino and antineutrino totál
cross-sections, averaged on protons and neutrons, are defined by
the foliowing formuláé x
j  (avp + avn) - ~ ~ M.E.Z.
^  (o^p + oVn) » ~ ~ M.E.Z.
where G is the Fermi constant, M the nucleon mass, and E the 
neutrino (or antineutrino) energy.
Using the data from the SLAC electroproduction
experiment , NACHTMANN shows that Z and Z should obey several
inequalities in the framework of the parton model. The aliowed
region in the (Z, Z) pláne is inside the contour shown in
figure 3. In the same figure, we have indicated the previous
( 2 )CERN result on the neutrino totál cross-section and our2
preéent result on the ratio R = —  . In order to reduce the 
contiribution of elastic events we have only used here our data at 
energies greater than 3 GeV, which leads to the result :
R = 0.42 + 0.08
One can see that the experimental data, available at the present 
timé, favour a restricted area in the (Z, Z) pláne, compatible 
with the constraints of the parton model. The complete analysis 
of our neutrino film will allow to define this area with a higher 
accüracy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1 x Preliminary results on v totál cross-section using 
only 214 events. Comparison with the value obtained in 
the CERN 1967 experiment.
2 t Antineutrino to neutrino cross-section ratio.I
3 s Comparison with the parton model ; the dotted lines 
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HYPERON PRODUCTION BY ANTINEUTRINOS IN GARGAMELLE
A a c h e n , B r u s s e l s , CERN, Paris /E.P./, Milán, Orsay, London /ÜCL/ 
C ollaboration
/Paper presented by J.G. Morfin, Aachen/
We report today on the observation of hyperon 
production by antineutrinos in the large HLBC Garga­
melle. The analyses were performed by a collaboration 
consisting of groups from the Aachen Institute of Tech­
nology, Université Libre of Bruxelles, the CERN heavy 
liquid bubble chamber group, Ecole Polytechnique of 
Paris, Istituto di Fisica of Milano, Faculté des Sciences 
of Orsay, and University College London.
The existence of the sémi-1eptonic decay modes of 
the h^perons (i.e. A° p + v + v with branching ratio 
~ 10" ), has long suggested the possibility of producing 
single hyperons via a non-resonant, "elastic" strangeness 
changing antineutrino reaction. Among the |AY| = 1 
reactions, the AY = AQ rule allows only the three inter- . 
actions:
• \ — + ,1 ) v + p -► y + A
i i ) v + p u+ + 2°
iii) v + n-*-p+ + E~
All, as can be seen, using antineutrino primaries.
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All neutrino induced hyperon production is prohibited 
by a Y = a Q. Furthermore, should the a Y = -a Q transition 
be at all permitted, there is still only one quasi- 
elastic interaction of neutrinos off nucleon targets 
possible:
iv) v + n - * y " + z  +
It was nőt until an attempt was made to predict
the decay rates of the |AY| = 1 processes that the ori-
1 2ginal V-A model ’ encountered any major difficuities. 
While treating the a Y = 0 decays, the discrepancies 
between the predictions of the theory and the experi­
mental ’results could easily be explained by strong- 
interaction effects. However, for the |a Y| = 1 reac­
tions, the observed decay rates were always at least
3
an order of magnitude lower and as much as a factor 
of 50 lower for the i ~ leptonic decays.
At this point Cabibbo introduced his formulation 
of the universal current-current interaction based on 
a unified SU3 treatment of both the |a Y| = 1 and a Y = 0 
hadron currents. This theory was first applied by 
Cabibbo and Chilton ^ and M.M. Block 5 to antineutrino 
reactions during the course of the first CERN v/v expe- 
riment The generál expression for the vector and 
axial-vector mátrix elements involves six form factors 
all of which are functions of q and, assuming T-inva- 
riance, reál. For the treatment of the hyperon decays
the small four-momenta transfers involved (the highest
2 ? 
q is for i decay and is only ^ .06 GeV ) allowed.one
to use the q = 0  approximation and reduced the number
of form factors to two; one vector and one axial-vector
factor. For the study of antineutrino produced hyperons,
2
on the other hand, considerable q values are obtainable
2
and, of the sample we presently report on, 80 % have q
*
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higher than the upper limit fór decays. We must therefore
2
examine the q dependence of the three vector and three 
axial-vector form factors.
2The initial questions in determining the q depen­
dence of the form factors were whether a monopolé or 
dipólé form more closely agreed with the experimenta1 
results and what mass value should the pole 
itself have.
The generál form then is:
F(q2 ) = ( 1 + q2/M2 )'n
where n is one or two. Fig. 1 demonstrates the effect of 
the parameters M & n on the cross section fór A produc- 
g
tion . As is evident, the values derived from the single 
pole model are uniformly higher than those of the double 
pole model. Furthermore, the monopolé model predicts a 
much more rapid rise with v energy than the dipólé model. 
The results of the'last 7-experiment tend to support the 
dipólé model and, in light of this, table 1 presents the 
expected average cross section, using the CERN antineu- 
trino spectrum and the dipólé formula, as a function of 
the mass M.
This experiment is the first carried out in the 
large heavy liquid bubble chamber Gargamelle 7 . The 
chamber and the beam have been fully described earlier 
in this conference so we only repeat the essential 
characteristics that Gargamelle is a cylinder 4.8 m 
long and 1.85 m in diameter with a visible volume o.f
3
7 m and a magnetic field of 20 kg. Heavy freon CF^Br 
with radiation length 11 cm was used as the target 
giving y-ray detection efficiency greater than 90 t 
and facilitating the identification of muon secondaries.
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The beam used 26 GeV priraary protons and the chamber was 
exposed to the antineutrino beam fór 250,000 pictures.
The scan rulea were such that all everits were 
accepted which had a non-interacting positive track —  
ylt+ candidate —  and at least 1 "Vee" configuration asso- 
ciated with the primary vertex. After double scanning 
all film a totál of 30 events were found to exhibit possible 
hyperon production. Of these 3 0 , two are candidates fór 
single f  production, bút because of the difficulties in 
recognition and unambiguous Identification we have chosen 
nőt to consider this category at present. The reraaining 
28 events can be distributed in the following four cate- 
gories: .
a) 10 events with y +A (A -* p ír")
b) 8 events with y +A + * '  s , p's etc...
c) 2 events with y + E° (e° -»■ yA)
d) 8 events associated production
The ten type a) events are clear candidates fór quasi- 
elastic A  production. Of the eight type b) events, 
initially candidates fór Y * production, three have only 
a very low energy (t 4 30 friev) nucleon in addition to 
the A and can reasonably be included with the type a) 
events. The third category, weak production of the 21°, 
emphasizes the benefit of doing this experiment in heavy 
liquid since we v/ere able to detect the Y  and reconstruct 
the Z  . The eight associated production events were, 
naturally, somé combination of K + or K° with an S = -1 
state such as A,  k® or K“ .
Of our sample then, 13 events are possible candidates 
fór single A  production. It is this category that we
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concentrate on today.
There are several factors that we must consider 
before we may arrive at a croso section with which to 
compare the theory. To get the actual number of events 
among the observed candidates we examine possible back- 
ground sources. Next, to obtain the production rate in 
freon from these observed events involves the application 
of several experimental corrections. And finally to 
obtain the cross section with respect to a single nucleon 
involveö examining nuclear effects.
The purging of background events, our first step, 
leads us.to examine two possible sources. The first is 
associated production of AK° where the K e is nőt detected. 
Only two of our eight associated production events con- 
sist of a A and K* and of these one had pions and would 
nőt have been confused with quasi-elastic hyperon pro­
duction if the K° had nőt been detected. If one takes 
intő account the lqng lived K° and the neutral Kg decays 
we can estimate the background from associated production 
to be 1.5 - 1.5 events.
The other possible background source is neutron
stars having two short tracks in a Vee configuration
pointing toward the interaction vertex. These can only
contribute since the A's are mostly low momentum
(pA. ^ 0 . 5  GeV) and the track lengths of the decay pro- av g •
ducts are usually quite short. If such a neutron star 
background existö it would simulate a partiele with decay 
length equal to the interaction length in CF^Br which is 
~  60 cm, whereas the true A ’s within our sample would 
have decay lengths of only several centimeters. One 
would aleo expect a broad invariant mass distribution 
from neutron stars whereas true A  s should cluster at 
the A mass. Pig. 2 shows a scatter plot of momentum
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versus decay-length fór the quaei-elastic A  sample.
The decay length distribution is certainly normál within 
stati8tics, and we may safely conclude that the back- 
ground due to neutron stars is much less than one event 
out of the 13 original candidates. Thus, after back- 
ground considerations we are left with 11.5 - 1.5 events.
We now have the corrected number of observed 
events and to get the actual production rate in freon, 
our next step, we must apply three further corrections. 
These may be tabulated as followss
1) Since the neutral decay of the A involves ^ s  
7 )
which might be confused with TT° s produced at the origin, 
we have only counted those A ’s that decay via the charged 
mode. We must therefore apply a correction factor of 1.5 
to account fór these neutral decays.
2 ) To avoid, at this point, the possibly inaccurate 
task of determining the invariant mass of all ir~p combi- 
nations coming from the main origin we have demanded a 
minimum decay length. The loss of these very short decay
length events gives a factor of 1.2.
3 ) To correct fór scanning loss we apply a correction 
of i a  •
The final corrected number oí v  +/ \ events produced in
4-1 9
freon is 23 _ ^ . If we now take the calculated v flux 
passing through the viaible volume of Gargamelle we obtain 
an observed cross section fór A production in freon, 
averaged over the spectrum, of
(freon) = 1<3 ^ 3  x 10’4° cm2/proton 
where the error includes a 15% uncertainty in the y flux.
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Thus, we have at this point the cross section fór 
freon, a fairly complex configuration of nuclei, whereas 
theoretical values of the cross sections are with respect 
to eingle nucleons. To get our cross section in terms 
suitable fór comparison to the thoretical predictions 
we must consider nuclear effects, and fór'freon this is 
a non-trivial exercise. Portunately, we may reduce the 
number of effects studied to nuclear absorption and Z.
to A conversion during passage through máttér. The
— 8 earlier v/p experiment used studies by Jastrow and
Franzinetti and obtained totál absorption values in the
vicinity of 40%. Subsequent studies"^ of this problem
have resulted in reduced values fór this absorption
factor and, most recently, Monté Carlo calculations
performed at Bruxelles indicate a 15% A absorption and
a 20% 2T-*A conversion factor. If we now alsó take
intő account the prediction, as shown in Table 1, that
the £  production is approximately 75% of the A production,
essentially regardless of form factor, then the nuclear
effects imply that the cross section on free protons is
1.0 ~ 0.5 of the cross section in freon. The large
error in this factor certainly accommodates the uncer-
tainty in the nuclear effects.
We conclude then that we have definitely observed 
single A ' s produced by antineutrinos, inverse A decay, 
and the experimental cross section is
°A(P) = 1,3 - o .*7 x 10 40 cm2/proton
Again referring to Table 1 we see that although this 
value of<r favors a mass of .6 GeV in the dipólé form 
factor, the experimental errors make the result nőt 
incompatible with the assumption that M = MA = My = 0.84 GeV.
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Fig. 1 Totál cross-section for Lambda production vs. E
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Table 1
Theoretical hyperon production cross-sections, in unitB of 10”^°2
cm /proton or neutron averaged over the CERH antineutrino spectrum. 
The mass jjarameter M is that in the dipólé form factor formula 
P * (l +  ̂ . Values of other parameters;®cabibbo = 0.24,
f = 0.45JÍ d = 0.78.
K(CbV/c2j oA/proton o --/neutron ö.,o/l'roton
0.3 0.44 0.19 0.09
o./, 0.66 0.23 0.1f>
o.c 1.3 0.63 0.31
o.o , 2.2 1.1 0.!>5
■1.0 3.1 1.7 0.0
1.2 4.2 2.3 1.15
1.4 5.2 3.0 1.6
m o m e n t u m  VIERSUS D E C A Y  L É N & T H  FÓR A ’s 
O F  ft* A C A W D I D A T t S
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NEUTRINO PHYSICS AT BATAVIA: PROSPECTS AND PROGRESS 
B.C. Barish, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
I. XNTRODUCTION
Most of our knowledge of the weak interaction comes from measurements 
of weak decay processes. The limitations in these studies come from the 
rather small nuníber of reactions accessible and alsó the low center-of- 
mass energy and momentum transfer available.
For many years there have been high expectations for investigations 
of the inverse of the decay process using neutrino beams. The advantages 
are obvious: the neutrino becomes an "observable"; the accessible reactions 
are no longer so limited; and the energy and momentum transfer can be 
varied.
Although somé fundamental discoveries have already been made using 
neutrinos (i.e., two kinds of neutrinos) we have only made a beginning 
on studying these processes. In most regards neutrino induced physics 
can still be regarded as an unexplored field. This is due in large part 
to the fact that the experiments are extremely difficult. Large fluxes of 
neutrinos are needed and the spectrum shape must be well understood.
Alsó, very large sensitive detectors are necessary due to the tiny cross 
sections and the large transverse size of the v-beams. The new large 
bubble chambers along with improved beams at CEKN, Argonne, and Brook- 
hav^n should bring a new éra to these studies.
The high energy accelerator at Batavia (and later at CEKN) will add 
a new dimension to these studies. The prospects of using high energy 
neutrinos opens up the possibility of seelng modifications to the simple 
current x current theory of the weak interaction.
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In this theory the effective Lagrangian for decay is written:
L « J+ J
■J2 “ I*
+ ,
where the currents J are:
J = tfy (1 + y )t
p J'n' '5' vjL
This represents the interaction of four femions at a single space-time 
point. The same form is used to descrlbe hadron decays, vhere the
Lagrangian is then the product of a hadron current x lepton current.x\
This same theory that descrfbes muon decay 
+ + ~ u -»e + v + v e p.
alsó predicts cross sections for the inverse reaction,
v + e -> u + v p e
which do nőt make sense at high energy.
In particular, the cross section is
G2 2 
a = —  e
io -5
where G = -— - = veak interaction coupling constant and e = totál center-
mp
of-mass energy. However, we know that for s-wave scattering
a < a re ^—  max —  .2
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This gives the well-known re íj ült that a - a at ab out ‘e «  300 GeV.& max
This means we have a required cutoff to the veak interaction from 
unitarity
e < 300 GeV
c
and therefore, the Lagrangian written down fór muon decay must break 
down and is valid only at very low energies.
There are reasons to expect that effects will be observable at some- 
what lower energies. Fór example, second order calculations are divergent 
and require a cutoff to remain finite. This cutoff energy is another 
indicator of where modifications might be expected. Fór example, using 
second order calculations:
(l) The mass difference M^O - M^O has been calculated. by M o h a p a t r a ^  
et al. They require a cutoff ec- * 3-4 GeV in order to get the 
experimental value AM = 0.36 x 10 11 MeV.
(2) The experimental limit on the rate -» n+ + n has been measured to
i ca
CD
be p <  1.8 10 Tm • The rate has been lculated to vary as r ~ Ke c
and gives a cutoff energy ec <  5-15 GeV.
The difficulties with the theory have prompted various proposed 
modifications to the theory of weak interaction. A massive Intermediate 
Vector Boson that mediates the weak interaction and is responsible fór 
the force was proposed many years ago. The existence of such a partiele 
does nőt in itself solve the problems in the weak interaction. However, 
its existence would certainly bring us somé way in our understanding of 
the weak force. Prospects fór detecting such a partiele at NAL will be 
discussed later in this report.
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Various models that might lead to a renormalizable theory have been 
proposed. Somé posdible consequences might include existence of heavy 
leptons, neutral currents, or scaler bosons in addition to the vector 
boson.
Anyway, it is obvious that it vili be extremely important to start
obtaining information of the weak interaction at high energi j s.
In addition to the study of the weak interaction, high energy neutrinos
alsó will allov a study of deep inelastic scattering v + N -» n + hadrons
2
fór very large q (momentum transfer) and v (energy transfer to nucleon . 
system).
I will discuss in the following sections somé aspects of the neutrino 
program at NAL. I emphasize the use of high energy neutrinos and in 
particular the most likely early results.
II. PHYSICS
A. Neutrino Scattering
Ideally one would like to study lepton-lepton scattering at high
energies.
v + e _ -» u. + v H e
We have indicated that it is interesting to investigate the scattering 
process at very high COM energies. The energies given by the second order 





and fór € = .10 GeV we need E = 10^ GeV.v
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We can conclude frora this that in order to study the. weak interaction 
at reasonable values of e, we need a heavier target.
If a nucleon target is used, we have the "elastic reaction"
v + n + p.
The structure of the nucleon damps this cross section at high momentum 
transfers.
It appears then that the most promising way to study high center-of- 
mass energies soon will be to study the behavior of the totál cross section 
on nucleons with an eventual goal of understanding the detailed dependence 
of the inelastic scattering.
The inelastic neutrino scattering problem on nucleons can be written 




q2 = 2 EE1 (1 - cos©') 
v = E - E'
2
q and v are the four momentum transfer and the energy transfer to the 
nucleon system.
The cross section fór this process can be written in terms of the 
laboratory variables as:
2 2 f"
d a Bita ,„,^2 \„ e, 2  N 2 © „  „  e ,  2  * . 2  6
dE' d cos9*= " H T  ' |^2 * v^COS 2  + 2  W1 ’ v^sin 2 J
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where W and \Î  are the two structure function fór inelastic scattering. 
The very interesting result which at least seems tohold at SLAC energies 
is the principle of Scale Invariance. This is simply that
E ->oo
v W2 (q , v) -----> F2 (x )
E 00
where x = q /2Mv. This means that the structure functions written this
2way are only a function of x and nőt a function of q , v, E, or 9 
independently.
These results have been interpreted in many ways, bút fór example, 
in a "parton picture" it says that the constituents that make up the 
hadronic structure are point like. This is a very important point when 
we study neutrino scattering.




q2 = 2 EE1 (l - cos©') 
v » E - E*
The expression fór the scattering cross section is written
g V 2d 2ct
d E' d cos©'
© „ „ v . 2 © j. TT E + E T . 2 ©~|
2 + 2 ”l sln 2 ±  W 3 ~ v T  Sl" í j
SS
This formula is similar to the eleetron (or muon) case vith somé
important differences. First, the coefficients is nov the veak instead
of electromagnetic coupling constant. Second, a very important practical
/ 4difference arises since neutrino scattering does nőt have a 1/q depen-
dence. This is because in the eleetron case the propagator is zero mass
and fór neutrinos it is either infinlte mass or very heavy. In practice
this means that a much larger fraction of neutrino scattering is at large 
2
q , vhich is, of course, the very interesting region. The third 
difference is in the structure functions. In the neutrino case and 
Wg have both vector and axial vector parts and therefore a third structure 
function exists that represents the interference (or the parity violating 
part). Alsó, note that this extra structure function changes sign in 
changing from a neutrino to ántineutrino beam.
If scale invariance holds the constituents are point-like and this 
requires that
1 2 E Scale invariance: —  v W^(q , v) •--- >
■j o E -><»
|  v W 3(q ,v) ---->  F3(x )
E -> 00
W1 (q% v ) ---- ^  Fx (x)
2
vhere x * q /2mv as before. If ve integrate the expression fór the
t
differential cross section to obtain the totál cross section ve get
0
so in the limit of the hadron structure behaving point-like the cross
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section vili rise linearly with neutrino energy Ey .
The present data from CERN up to about 10 GeV appears to be consistent 
with a linearly rising cross section. That data is shovn in figure 1.
It will be extremely interesting to see vhether this behavior con- 
tinues at NAL energies. It appears quite feasable tomake accurate totál 
cross section measurements up to about E^ ~ 300 GeV at NAL. We have given 
considerable emphasis to this in the early program as I will explain later.
It is interesting to see how this linearly rising cross section might 
be affected, fór example, by the existence of an Intermediate Boson. If
Q
a boson exists then in the cross section formula G -* ------~--- ■=
2 1 + l M y
which will damp the cross section at high q~ causing the totál cross section 
to turn over. This is illustrated in figure 2.
Of course, if a non-linear rise vas observed further studies of the 
damping mechanism vould have to be studied to distinguish a breakdovn of 
scaling from the effect of a W-propagator.
W-Boson Search
A second thrust of the initial experiments vili be to search fór 
direct production of W-bosons. Just as ordinary neutrino interactions 
(v^ + N -» n + hadrons) is analogous to (e + N -> e + hadrons), W-produc- 
tion is analogous to Bremsstrahlung.
Bremsstrahlung e + Z - > e _ + 7 + Z 
"W-Bre msstrahlung" v + Z -* p, + Yí+ + Z .
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These cross sections have been calculated in deta'il and the production 
cross section, including coherent scattering, is shown in figure 3. The 
very steep energy dependence makes it clear that extremely high energy 
neutrinos are needed to search to M ~ 1.0-15 GeV. The present limit fromw
v-production of the W mass is <  2 GeV.
The W can decay either leptonically or intő hadrons.
+
M- + v „
w . ^ r mwe + ve
W hadrons r = ?
The rate intő leptons can be calculated and, fór example, a ~ 2 GeV
18 -1
decays at a rate r ~ 5 10 sec . Hovever, the rate intő hadrons is
completely unknown and, therefore, the branching ratio is nőt known.
This means that one would like to search fór a W-boson in a way that is
independent of the branching ratio. The scheme fór distinguishing 
W-events independent of decay mode will be discussed later.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
NAL has built a rather extensive area fór neutrino physics. The 
targeting region is built to be very flexible. Different types of 
focusing devices (beams) are interchangeable by use of a railroad system.
Two large counter-spark chamber experiments and a 15’ bubble chamber 
(30,000 liters) are being assembled in series along the neutrino beam line. 
The bubble chamber will be capable of using either hydrogen, deuterium, or 
neon. It is scheduled to come intő operation during 1973. The combination 
of different beams and the variety detection techniques should provide a
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powerful attack on neutrino physics.
The early prioriti.es of th>-; laboratory are to omphasize exploration 
of very high energy neutrino interactions. The Caltech-NAL experiment, 
which 1 will discuss, hús been optimlaeci fór this study.
The 'Fraditlonal" method fór producing a neutrino beam has been to 
strike a target with protont! from the accelerator, follow it with a broad 
barid focusing device (i.e., a horn), and send the resulting pions and 
kaons down a decay region. This decay region is then folloved by a 
shield, which first removes the hadrons by absorption, and then muons by 
rangé. The exact shape of the resulting v-spectrum depends on the 
properties of the focusing devices and the actual pion and kaon yields at 
high energy, which are unknowru One estimate of this spectruin at NAL 
energies is shown in figure 4.
The two most iuuaediate goals at high energies are to determine 
whether the totál cross séction continues to rise linearly and to search 
fór direct production of W-bosons. The rapidly falling neutrino spectruin 
with a preponderance of low energy neutrinos create severe probléma in 
making these measurements. The steeply falling spectruin makes determi- 
nation of o,j, vs extremely difficult. The large flux of low energy 
neutrinos plus the presence of antineutrinos present formidabíe background 
problems fór a W-boson search.
Fór these reasons, and alsó because of the obvious advantages of 
knowing the neutrino energy, the initial beam that has been installed at 
NAL is a "dichromatic" beam. The scheme fór making this type of neutrino. 
beam is rather sitnple. The protons are extracted from the accelerator and 
strike a target. The resulting pions and kaons are focussed, point to
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parallel, and momentum selected (Ap =±5$) by a simple beam transport 
system. The hadron beam is then dírected dovm a decay tűbe 400 meters 
long vhich is followed by a shield to remove the remaining pions and 
kaons by absorption and decay muons by rangé.
The important point is that fór two body decays K~> (i + v or 
it ~» u 4- v the neutrino energy is correlated with the laboratory decay 
angle. The detection apparatus is placed such that it subtends only 
small angle decays and therefore only accepts neutrinos within two small 
momentum bands near the respective end points fór pion and kaon decays:
The two bands of neutrinos differ in energy by more than a factor
of 2! Therefore, only a rough measurement (~25-30$) of the totál final
state energy in a neutrino interaction is necessary to determine whether
an event comes from the v or v peak. Once this ambiguity is resolvedrt K
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the incident neutrino energy is determined to about ±6$.
%
The generál experimental layoub at NAL is shown in fjgure 5. An
estimate of the final speetrum of neutrinos, including the momentum
spread of +.he beam, Ke3 and _K ^ contamination, wide bánd contamination,
and angular resolution of the apparatus is shown in figure 6.
The detection apparatus for the Caltech-NAL experiment consists of
a large target (170 tons of steel) which alsó serves as an ionization
calorimeter for measuring ^ adron • The hadron energy is measuring by
sampling the ionization in Fe every 10 cm following the interaction.
The apparatus can be restacked for finer resolution having 5 cam sampling.
The expected resolution is ~20$ on the hadron energy.
The muons from an interaction are identified by penetration and
tracked by wire spark chambers. The momentum is measured either by
rangé for E^ <  10 GeV or by measuring the bend in a toroidal magnet
following the target-detéctor.
Muons at large angles miss the toroidal magnet bút still represent
interpretable v-events. These events give most of their energy to hadrons
and the ambíguity is resolved from the calorimetry measurement. Then Ey,
E^ = E^ « E^ , and the angle of the muon are measured. This means the
2
apparatus has essentially uniform acceptance over the entire q , v
pláne. Eventually, for understanding the structure functions and study- 
2
ing the large q behavior this is an extremely important featuré of the 
experiment.
The events of interest will produce two main topologies in our 
apparatus:
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appearance of a muon (distinguishcd by ita penetration accompanied 
by a hadron induced shower:
Ve+o 
C ourtíí r i y St>í<rl< í'.hflMibtt'i
' V
■ Ca-lfCitneíet
( n o  í o ^ í )
The kinematical variablec q and v are reconstructed frora the 
measured muon energy and angle, and the know neutrino energy and 
direction. The hadron shover Information, besides separating the Ey 
peaks, further constralns the energy reconstruction.
(b) W-boson production. Fór these events tvo muons emerge from the 
interaction vertex, with no other visible particles.
v + z -* |T + w + z '
u „ + +
From the measurement of momentum and angle fór both muons, together 




W-production with decay other than (i -t- v will have topologies similar 
to inelastic scatters. Howcver, the distrilmtion of the will contain 
a large excess at both small angle and low energy (most of the v energy 
goes to the heavy W). This excess will be energy dependent and will. show 
the steep threshold behavior characteristic of V-production. Therefőre, 
if an anamolous distribution ds obseived, varying the v beam energy should 
provide a convincing check.
IV. EARLY EXPERIMENTAL PROSPECTS
A. Anamolous Events
The initial neutrino events will be studied at the few percent 
level for lepton conservation (m-++ events/(i events) , neutral currents 
(no - (i events/|a events), etc. These tests should come rather early 
and represent checks at much larger momentum transfers than in the pást.
B. Totál Cross Sections: Comparison a vs a-— — -------------------------------------- 4------  v---- v
The expected event rate for high energy neutrino interactions
for a linearly rising cross section is shown in figure 7. This is with
the dichromatic beam and only includes the kaon neutrino events. The pion
neutrino events are expectdd to be more plentiful. Therefore, it appears
12reasonable to start measuring v s  E at about 10 protons/pulse
1 7
(design intensity of NAL is 5 x 10 protons/pulse).
It should be noted that since the hadron beam is sign selected, the
v component in the v beam, and visa versa, are very small. This means
that by just reversing the sign of the hadron beam a vs a- will bev v
measured.
Measurements of the details of the inelastic spectrum will require 
high energy (400 GeV) and more intensity. Alternately, as the yields of
■VÉNT
E v e o t a




secondary particles and broad bánd spectrum become understood these
studies can proceed in a horn focussed beam.
C. W-Boson Search.
Again, direct W-boson production fór < 5 GeV can be searched 
12fór at ~10 protons/pulse. The number of W events vs is shown in
figure 8. Note that at 400 GeV and design intensities a W can be
directly produced at reasonable rate in the dichromatic beam up to
M - 10-12 GeV. 
v
Finally, it is interesting to compare signal vs nőise fór W-production.
Figure 9 shows the cross section fór W-production on Fe vs a -(including
damping from the presence of a W). Note that in a dichromatic beam where 
only the high energy component of the neutrino spectrum exists, fór 
= 5 GeV and Ev «  150 GeV about half the events in the apparatus are 
W-bosonsI So, if the W exists and happens to be "light" it will be very 
easy to identify.
V. C0NCLUSI0NS
Poss^bly the modifications to the weak interaction will be visable 
at NAL energies. If these modifications manifest themselves in obvious 
ways, exciting results should be forthcoming early in the program at NAL.
Tests of lepton conservation, absence of neutral currents, totál cross 
section behavior, plus "light" W-boson searches should be forthcoming early 
in the experimental program.
These early probes will be followed by an extensive program both in 
the counter-spark chamber experiments and bubble chamber to search fór 
heavier W-bosons, measure the inelastic structure functions, search fór
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four-fennion type events, analyze individual final states, etc.
We can look fotvard to a very rich future in high energy neutrino 
physics.
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W'HAT NEUTRINOS CAN TELL US ABOUT PARTONS
R.P. Feynman, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena
The parton model has been useful in guessing at regularities 
expected at high energy both fór hadron collisions and deep inelastic 
electron or lepton scattering. The model gets its idea from field theory. 
According to a field theory a hadron State wave function (an eigenstate 
of the field Hamiltonian), could be described by giving the amplitude to 
find various numbers of particles of the basic fields of the theory at 
various moraenta in the state. A quantum of the basic field theory, whose 
specific properties we do nőt know, of course, is called a parton. In 
our present knowledge of these things we shall have to guess both at the 
kinds of partons there might be as well as the way they are distributed 
in the hadron state. Both of these things can, of course, ultimately be 
determined by experiment - and this suggests a program fór the future - 
(provided the framework is correct). It is the purpose of this paper to 
show how this might be done. The method I shall use is to take, as an 
example, very specific assumptions on what partons are (quarks) and how 
they are distributed and to show, by this example, how predictions might be 
made and how the specific assumptions could be tested by experiment.
It should become obvious by analogy how to make testable predictions fór 
somé other choice of what partons are and how they act.
First we give a brief review of the parton idea and show how they 
have been applled to inclusive electron scattering ep -*■ e + anything.
Then the applications are described to inclusive neutrino scattering.
Our assumptions to thia point willbe consistent with the assumptions of 
light cone algebra so all the conclusions of that theory can be obtained 
here too. Finally in the last part of the paper we discuss how, by 
making additional hypotheses, predictions about the distribution of hadrons 
in the final state resulting from the collision can be made. In all cases 
we restrict ourselves to the deep inelastic region.
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THE PARTON PICTURE OF DEEP INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING
The wave function for a proton moving with a large momentum P to 
the right along the z axis, is supposed to be large only when the trans- 
verse momenta of the partons are finite (e.g. of order GeV). This is suggested 
by energetic hadron-hadron collisions. The longitudinal momenta may be 
finite,or large of order P. In the latter case we write the parton 
longitudinal momentum as xP and then suppose that as P approaches infinity 
the amplitude to find partons with various values of x (from 0 to 1) is 
independent of P. Reasons for these assumptions are discussed more fully 
in reference 1. These assumptions may or may nőt be consistent with the 
quantum field theory which inspired the model in the first piacé, bút 
we make them anyway, disregarding to somé extent the original motivation 
of the model.
When we scatter a high energy lepton from such a proton it scatters 
from a particular parton and, from the conservation of energy and momentum 
we can determine the momentum, or x, of the parton that did the 
scattering. Thus the spectrum of the scattered lepton determines the 
distribution in x of the parts inside, in a manner analogous to the way 
the frequency distribution of radar scattered from a swarm of bees determines 
the velocity distribution of the bees inside the swarm. To use the con­
servation of energy, however, we use, to sufficient approximation, the energy 
of the parton as if free, whereas it is in fact in interaction with the 
other partons of the proton. We explicitly assume that the interaction 
between two partons of large relative momentum is nőt similarly large, so 




Let q represent the change in momentum of ttelepton - therefore the
momentum of the Virtual photon in electron scattering. We shall review
very briefly electron scattering and then go on to our main subject,
neutrino scattering. Let p be the momentum of the proton, p*q = Mv where
2
v is the energy loss of the lepton in the láb. Now we take -q = 2Mvx 
and let v -* 00 keeping x fixed. A good system in which to visualize things 
is the one in which the Virtual photon momentum q is spacelike say
(0, - 2Px) and the proton has large momentum P, energy practically P alsó
2 2 2 2
p - (P,P). Hence P = M v /(—q ) and the deep inelastic region corresponds 
to P + ®. We picture the proton as a group of partons of which a typical 
one has momentum P5 (Figure 1)
(P,P)
---->




(a) Before Interaction (b) Immediately After
Interaction
FIGURE 1
When the Virtual photon interacts with one parton its momentum is 
changed by -2Px bút the magnitude of the momentum must nőt be changed 
(the approximate conservation of energy we mentioned above) so that only 
the parton with momentum Px can interact - it gets its momentum reversed 
to -Px. The state of the partons just after the event is illustrated in 
Figure l(b); there is one parton moving to the left with momentum -Px and 
the original set that were in the proton, less the parton at Px that was 
scattered away, going to the right. The totál momentum of this set is 
now P(l-x).
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The probability that something happens is proportional to the 
probability of finding a parton with momentum x times its charge (the 
coupling to the photon) squared.
PARTONS AS QÜARKS IN ELECTRON SCATTERING
To illustrate this we shall take as an example (as we will throughout 
this paper) the case that the charged partons are quarks or antiquarks.
We then may characterize the proton by six functions. Let u(x) be the 
number of up quarks (charge +2/3, isospln +1/2, zero strangeness) with 
momentum fraction x per dx in the proton. Let d(xX s(x) be the corres- 
ponding number of down (isospln - 1/2) and strange (isospln 0) quarks 
respectively; and u(x), d(x), s(x) the corresponding number of antiquarks.
We do nőt assume there are only three quarks in the proton, two ups 
and one down, as in the low energy quark model. There may be many quark 
pairs in addition, bút the totál charge + 1, and totál isospln + 1/2, 
and strangeness 0, of the.proton does require that the net number of up 
quarks be 2, net down be 1, and net strange be 0;
1
J ^u(x) - u(x)j dx - 2
0
1J (d(x) - d(x)j dx - 1 (1)
I ís(x) - s(x)J dx « 0
0
The probability it was an up quark that scattered the photon is
then 4/9 (the square of the charge 2/3) times u(x), the number of up
quarks available. Thus the totál probability of interaction with Virtual
photons is expressed in terms of our six functions by
*
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fep(x) = ^u(x) + ü(x)j + J  ^d(x) + d(x)j + ^s(x) + s(x)j (2)
(This f6p(x) is related to experimental quantities in a way described in 
2 )Kutis’ talk at this meeting. It is the function 2MW^ in the scaling 
limit.) We have been able to disregard the mass and transverse momenta 
of the partons as we are here only dealing with the leading terms in the 
results at high momentum.
Properly we should deal separately with three directions of polari- 
zation e^ of the Virtual photon which we can take as two transverse; 
positive helicity, negative helicity, and one "longitudinal" in the 
t direction (it must be perpendicular to q which is in the z direction).
For unpolarized protons the two helicities give the same result of course.
I
For brevity we shall nőt analyze the polarized proton case here, bút it
2)
is discussed by Kuti , where a remarkable sum rule for G./G„ due toA V
Bjorken, results. If partons are spin zero the coupling,, when one changes 
momentum from p^ to p^, is (p^ + p2)*e. We see this is zero (i.e. of 
lower order in P) for transverse e , and large for e in the t direction.y y
On the other hand if partons were spin 1/2 the coupling ( ^  4 u^) is large 
for transverse e^, bút zero for e in the direction of p^ + p^ (the t direction). 
In a given experiment with q, v fixed,as we vary the angle of the electron 
scattering by which the Virtual photon is produced,we vary the proportion 
of longitudinal and transverse polarization produced by the electron. Thus 
we can separate the contribution of the longitudinal and transverse polari­
zation. (Hence there are two structure functions which scale, they are 
combinations of vW^ and 2MW^). Experiments indicate that the longitudinal 
scattering is small, near 20% of the transverse. We shall, therefore, 
guess that the charged partons have spin 1/2, the remaining 20% would pre- 
sumably be the result of nőt having large enough P in the experiments.
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(Thus there should at high energy be only one independent function, 
we expect vW^-x^MW^ in the limit.) This is our first example of how 
lepton scattering can say something about the character of the charged 
partons.
The function fe^(x) is, of course, known from experiment. Fór small
V
x it goes roughly as .32/x, near x ■ 1/2 it is about .3 and as x approaches
3
1 it falls away possibly as(l-x) (as suggested by Drell and Yan who 
relate it to the proton form factor). A fali off near x * 1 is expected 
fór if one parton has nearly all the momentum all the others must be 
restricted to low momentum and the probability of that is small. Now we 
must discuss in more detail the region of small x.
WEE PARTON REGION
Fór a given P if x gets small enough, of order 1 GeV/P, which we 
call "wee," the momentum of the partons becomes finite and many of our 
approximations fail there. The formula dx/x probably falls there. We expect 
that it does nőt continue to rise in this region, fór it must eventually fali 
toward zero in the x negative wee region. The totál number of wee partons is 
then always finite and the totál number of partons grows logarithmically
with P (a wave function is nőt a covariant idea). This is best appreciated
e + p
by describing things in rapidity space, y « 1/2 Jln — ----- where p is theC •  p z
longitudinal momentum in GeV and e « \j^z^ + P_|_̂ + where m is somé con-
venient mass (say .3 GeV). Then fór finite x, p^ * Px and y fcnx + £n2P,
dxwhereas wee partons correspond to finite y. The —  behavior fór small x 
becomes a long plateau dy from finite y to the region of y ■ í,n2P. In this 




Scaling implles that as we increase £n2P the upper end moves out, only
the plateau region stretches. We shall suppose that the tail near y • 0 
stays the same.
This distribution arises from the Interactions among partons given 
by the field Hamiltonian and we shall suppose that lt happens In the 
folloving way:. Interactions are only important over a flnite rangé of y - 
the entire rangé of y gets filled by a cascading produced by the 
Hamiltonian. Finally, because the scaling character of the equation changes
n ear x - 0,the cascade I s  term inated In a c h a r a c t e r ls t ic  w ay. I t  i s  
analogous to  the cascad e o f  cosmlc ra y  showera* No m atter how they s t a r t  
they develop s i m ila r ly  and end (when io n iz a tio n  lo saee become In p o rtan t  
and change the eq u atio n ) in  a c h a r a c t e r ls t i c  w ay. I t  l a  l lk e  the wave 
fu n ctio n  fó r  a l lq u ld  la y e r  (w ith y  re p la ce d  by sp ace) between cwo su rfa ce e  
(excep t the number o f  m olecules la  nőt f i x e d ) .  A t each a u rfa c e  th ere la  
a c h a r a c t e r ls t ic  b e h a v io r, and th ere la  a uniform  d en aity  re gio n  In between  
although in te r a c t io n s  are  alw ays l o c a i .  I t  ia  the a p i r l t  o f  th is  paper 
to make aa stro n g  assum ptions aa p o s sib le  to gen erate ta r g e ts  fó r  e x p e r i-  
ments to shoot down. We a h a ll  t r y  the assumptlon th a t the wee region  
(y  near 0) and, by c o n tin u ity , the p la te a u  regio n  (x sm all) are the same 
fó r  e v e ry  hadron, o n ly  the y -  £n2P ( la r g e r  x) region  v a t le a  from case to  
c a s e .
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That implies the plateau is neutral having as many particles 
of a kind as antiparticles. It is indifferent as to isospin. Fór 
example near x = 0 we must have the ^  behavior of u(x), u(x) , d(x), 
d(x) to have the same coefficient a/x, and s(x), s(x) to go as Ba/x.
SU^ would imply 6 = 1  bút we do nőt have nerve enough to assume that - 
fór after all of the interactions, the SU^ breaking could produce 
differences. We know from experiment a = .24/(1 + (6-1)).
ELECTRON-NEUTRON SCATTERING
Fór scattering from neutrons we obtain the same formula as (2) 
except that u(x) would be replaced by the number of up quarks in the 
neutron etc. However by isospin reflection this is the number of down 
quarks in the proton, which we have called d(x). So if we do nőt change 
the definition of our six functions, so they still refer to the proton, 
we find
fÖ1 = J  ^d(x) + d(x)j' + ^  ^u(x) + u(x)) + ^s(x) + s(x)j (3)
Thus we have available two experimental functions to determine our six. 
Data on the neutron shows that fen/feP starts at 1 at x = 0 (as implied 
by our assumption of a universal plateau) and falls gradually to perhaps 
.4 at x * .8, data is nőt available above x = .8. Since all the functions 
u(x), etc., are positive, we see immediately that should the ratio fali 
below 1/4, the partons could nőt be quarks. There is no such difficulty 
as yet.
Fór x near 1 all the quarks bút one must be pushed to low x. Perhaps 
the difficulty of doing this depends on the totál quantum number of 
the state of these low quarks, e.g., whether I = 1 or I = 0. If 
this is so one case would be easiest and dominate. Only the 1 = 0  
(and quark number two) state gives fen/f0^ below 1, fór x 1, so we
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explicitly assume this State dominates. Then as x -> 1, the last quark
in the proton is an up quark (in the neutron a down quark) so fen/feP
1 P Nmust approach y  as x -*■ 1. The ratio of the form factors Gu/Gw would go íf M M
o
to -2 as q -*■ -0°. We shall alsó assume the totál angular
momentum of the slow quarks is zero, so the u spins as does the proton.
P 2Otherwise G^ would change sign as -q varies from zero to large values.
Finally we notice that the totál fractions of the proton momentum
f 1carried by the charged quarks is k = Jx(u + u + d + d + s + s)dx while
/ x  f6pdx - .18.J1x fendx * .13. From this we find that unless the strange
0 0
quarks carry 70% of the momentum of the proton, which is probably absurd, 
k is less than 1. Hence there must be somé kind of neutral partons in 
addition to quarks (that carry perhaps 40% of the momentum of the proton).
So far no experiment has definitely proved or disproved the reality 
of the peculiar quantum numbers of quarks. It should be possible soon, 
either by using polarized protons or by neutrino scattering. We discuas
this next.
NEUTRINO SCATTERING
We now turn to neutrino scattering experiments. We use the usual
theory of the lepton current coupling with a hadron current Ĵ 1. Tests
of whether scaling works directly as for point interaction or only after
2
a suitable q dependent factor for "intermediate W-meson propagation"
are,of course,of first importance. They do nőt ultimately effect what
we shall say here for we are studying the hadron current factor.
The other factor (from the leptons) can be, without implying any-
thing physical, represented as an external Virtual vector meson field 
hŴ  coupled to J^. Following Cabibbo we shall take this coupling to be
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<Q2 Yy (1+íY5)Q1)W^ (plus its complex conjugate) where Q2 is an up
quark and is a "Cabibbo quark" that is one which has amplitude
2
cos 0 to be down and sin 0 to be strange. Experimentally sin 0 c c c
is small (.06) and fór clarity and simplicity I shall give all the 
discussion here neglecting it. It will be obvious how to rederive all 
the formulas to allow fór this generally small correction. Thus a 
positive Virtual W, produced by incoming neutrinos going to p , can 
convert a d parton in the proton to a u or a u to a d.
This "virtual W meson" will have momentum q and three polarizations 
helicity + , say, W+ ; helicity -, W ; and longitudinal, Ŵ .. The proportion 
of these produced by the neutrino depends on the angle of v,p“ scattering, 
therefore three structure functions are needed to describe the data now, 
(they are vW^, 2MW^ and vW^). As before the shouldn't couple in the 
deep region P -> », (so vW^ should be equal to x • 2MW^). Conservation 
of z-component spin requires that the positive helicity W+ couple only 
with a positive helicity parton, sending it back with + helicity.(We neglect 
mass and transverse momentum.) Bút the 1 + iy,. says that energetic 
quarks interact in the weak interaction only if these have negative 
helicity, antiquarks interact only if they have positive helicity. Thus 
W+ couples only with antiquarks and hence only with u, converting it to d. 
W_ sends d -*■ u. Using antineutrinos generates anti-W which if they have 
positive helicity W+ convert d to u; W converts u d. Thus neutrino 
and antineutrino scattering can permit us to select the action on one
type of quark at a time and permits, fór example, separate determination
-  -  2 of u(x), d(x), u(x) and d(x).(Because of the smallness of sin 0c our
handle on s(x) or s(x) is too weak to be useful.) We describe below the
one arm structure functions (e.g. f ^  is fór scattering of neutrinos on
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protons positive helicity part, hence done vla W+ etc.) fór each case,
give their expressions in terms of the conventional structure functions
(f^ ■■ 2MW^, f^ «= V W 3 ) and give their theoretical expression in terms
2
of u(x) etc., fór sin 0 = 0 :c
V u -*• d :
1
4 ( f f  +
fVP) 
3 ' = ü(x)
w_, d -*■ u : f f
1
4 ( f f  -
fVp )
3 ; - d (x)
V
d -*■ u : f f 183 —4 ( f f  +
fVp )
3 ' - d(x)
W_, u -► d : f f
1*! -
4 ( f f  -
fVp ) 
3 ' - u(x) (4)
Havlng the possibility of determlning these four functions individually 
now leads to a lót of predictions obtained upon substituting these intő our 
previous formulas. (We note that f^ will be much easier to measure than 
f^.) First we get two sum-rules by substituting intő equation (1); we 
write them separating the f^ and f^ parts:
1
f  (ff - f f  )dx - 2
V  -
I (ff + f f  )d* - -6 (5)
0
The first was discovered by Adler, derived from the equal time 
commutation rules of Gell-Mann. It is of central importance to check 
it. It does nőt check the specific assumptions of the quark model as 
well as would the second relation in (5), due to Llewellyn Smith. The 
~6 here is a special consequence of quark quantum numbers.
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The difference of f6p (Eq.(2))and fen(Eq.(3)) is j  (u+u) - i- (d+d) 
and can be expressed via (4) as
fvP _ fvp = 6 (fep _ fen} (6)
This relation, alsó due to Llewellyn Smith, is to be valid at every value of
x and is definitely quark dependeat. It's verification would represent
a fundamental deraonstration of the reality of quark quantum numbers. 
Unfortunately its verification requires measuring the difficult quantities 
f^. If only f^ is available, we note
fep + fen = (u + u + d + d) + |- (s + s) = — - (f^P + f^P) + |- (s + s)
(7)
and we do have the possibility of seeing the theory is wrong right away
because the s + s term must be positive (an inequality) and probably a
fairly small fraction (e.g. less than 20%) of the term preceding it.~*
Fór small x all four functions in (4) should become equal to a/x, so
f^ should nőt go as 1/x fór small x.
Fór x -* 1 where we expect only u(x) to survive, f^P is t! e largest,
and should ultimately become equal to (9/4) fep(x).
Fór scattering from neutrons, fór example fvn should give. scattering
from the up quarks in the neutron, equal in number to the down quarks of
the proton or f^P . We find in generál antineutrino on neutron is neutrino
2on proton and vice versa. This should work only if sin 9^ = 0. If data
ever becomes accurate enough, neutron data can be used along with proton to
2
eliminate somé sin 0c uncertain terms in other tests. One experiment,
neutrino on deuterium, would directly measure f^P + f^P needed to test
fiinequality (7) where it is compared to electron on deuterium.
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FINAL STATE HADRONS FROM DEEP INELASTIC COLLISIONS
We now come to discuss two arm experiments on v + p + p + one 
hadron + other hadrons in which somé attempt is made to study the hadron 
products of the collision. To do this we shall have to make further 
theoretical suggestions. We shall suppose that immediately after a 
collision at a given x the partons in rapidity space appear as in 
Figure 3a (corresponding to Figure lb).
Jln(2P)-í,n(2Px) 0 3
(a) Partons Immediately After Interaction
(c) Hadrons in Final State 
FIGURE 3
This is like our originai distribution of Figure 2 with an additlonal
parton at p «* -Px and one missing at Px. Now this is an initial state z
and, with time, the Hamiltonian operator forms a cascade ói partons
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producing a distribution like Figure 3b. There is a long plateau 
reaching from -2Px to 0. Whether this really fits smoothly at 0 to 
the previous pleateau or there is a jog in level there I do nőt now 
know. It will nőt effect what I am going to say, fór I will again 
yuppose that the plateau (to the left of zero at least) is universal 
aad does nőt depend on the charactér of the parton which produced it .
This final state is then realized in natúré as a set of outgoing hadron
particles with finite transverse momenta and witli rapidities-
1 P ̂ 2 2 2 2
(y = 7T in —----- with K “ p  ̂ + p + M where M is the hadron mass)
J 2 h - p vz
rz
spread over the former rangé. Bút the character of each hadron will 
be determined, I shall suppose, by the partons within a finite rangé
Ay of its own rapidity. (This may nőt be physicallv directly true,
bút things farther away on the plateau are universal, so product hadrons
in two experlments will differ only if nearby partons are expected to be
different in the two experiments.) It is seen that the thrust of these 
ideas is that, back in the coordinate system of Figure 1, fór a fixed x 
as P increases, hadrons moving with momentum -Pxz to the left will depend 
only on z and on what parton is going to the left in Figure Ib; whereas 
those going to the right at momentum Prj depend on n, the fact.it was a 
proton collísion, what parton was taken out, and, of course, x. Particles 
with finite p^ in this system come out with a distribution which is universal 
and independent of all these variables. We should remark at once that this 
may only apply in detail at very high energy indeed - scaling fór the totál 
one ara experiment may set in much before the products scale precisely - 
if experience with corresponding non-relativistic models is any guide. Bút 
at least the appearance of jets with finite transverse momenta should 
becorae clear early.
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We shall study here, primarily the products to the left - the 
fragmentation products of the parton, of the quark. Neutrino experiments 
permit us to choose an especially simple case fór consideration - the 
case where the left moving quark is purely of one kind. Fór example 
consider the products expected from a pure W_, a W meson of negative 
helicity, which plucks a d quark from the proton and kicks it out to the 
left at momentum - Px as a pure up quark. The probability it does any- 
thing is d(x) bút having done it the probability that a particular hadron 
type i has longitudinal momentum - Pxz,(i.e. a fraction z of the quark momen- 
tum)is a function of z only, appropriate to up quarks, D (z). If p^ is the
four momentum of the product hadron i, p is that of the proton then z = 
(P’P^/ÍP-q} simply the laboratory energy of the product divided 
by v,the energy loss of the lepton. The probability we get such a product 
using a W meson with q^ =-2Mvx is D^(z)d(x) This could be tested by 
seeing if the result was indeed a product - that the z distribution aside 
from normalization is indeed independent of x.
Theoretically we are led to define a set of distribution functions 
D^(z) which we could call parton fragmentation functions; the probability 
that a product i is found to the left with z (in dz) if it is known that 
a parton a goes to the left. a has six values u, d, u, d, s, s. Fór four 
of these, neutrino experiments could, in principle, determine D^(z).
If this is all true we see that we would be getting near to measuring 
fundamental properties of the hadron system - a limited number of dis­
tribution functions having to do with kinds of partons (which in our 
example are quarks). There are many obvious ways to test these ideas 
and I shall nőt attempt to choose among them to find the most easily 
analyzed fór the experiments to be done soonest. Instead I will just 
give a number of theoretical examples.
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For small z the universal plateau idea suggests that D*(2) varies 
inversly with z like C^/z with a constant that depends on the product 
hadron i bút nőt on a.
+  —
Relations can be derived from I-spin syrametry like Du ** , or
charge conjugation like ** , thus there are only three lndependent
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Neutrino experiments have the theoretical advantage that the functions 
can be separated for pure quarks and hence as a product of a function of 
z and of x. Bút if less is measured, for example only the products in 
Vp corresponding to f^P we have for the number of left-going hadrons i of 
momentum z in an experiment done at fixed x,
N'^Cz.x) ■>= 2 D: (z)u(x) + 2 D*(z)d(x)
d u
normalized to f^P (x). This is a little more complicated to test for it 
is in generál a combination of two functions depending on z. If certain 
special questions are asked it will factor again. For example if we ask 
for the number of tt+ (so i = tt+ ) by (8) the functions are equal and we have
N* (z,x) > D* (z) f^P (x) 
a factorization which should be easy to test, and to determine . In 
the same way from Nn (z,x) we can get (z).
For electron proton scattering the expected number of hadron i is a 
considerable tangle in generál,
bút even here we may do a lót to simplify it. Fór example if we measure 
the excess of Tr+ over ír , we find again a simple product in virtue of (8)
N71 (z,x) - N7' (z,x) = [DJ (z) - D™ (,] [f(u(x) - u(x)j - ^ ^d(x) - d(x)j
The last x dependent factor has somé obvious sum rule properties in view 
of (1); its integrál over x from 0 to 1 should be 7/9. As another 
example it turns out that, if we measure the number of charged k's minus
the number of neutral k's, it . should be a function of z times the function
4 - 1 -of x, —  (u + u) - —  (d + d). Thus measurements on final hadrons in electron
scattering could alsó help in isolating the functions u(x) etc.
We have noted that a proton, when nearly a pure quark (x near 1), 
is a u quark. This leads us to guess that of all quarks which produce 
protons near z -*■ 1, u quarks do it most easily. Thus whereas all D^Cz) 
probably fali as a power of (1-z) as z -> 1 that power is probably least fór 
a = u. Arturo Cisneros (priváté communication) has suggested by analogy 
that fór a pion or kaon near z -+ 1, IV̂ (z) is largest fór the quark and 
antiquark that make them up according to the low energy quark model. Thus 
+ +
(z) >> D- (z) as z ■* 1 (although they both go to zero) . If this is 
true there are still further ways of finding the u(x) etc., from electron 




There is one point of considerable theoretical interest that 'should 
be made. Suppose Q is somé additive conserved quantum number like charge, 
or 3-component isospin or baryon number and 0 is that number fór a 
particular hadron species i that appears to the left in relative mean
number N^(z). The totál Q N (z)dz we shall call the mean totál
quantum number Q fór all the left-moving particles. We refer nőt to the 
value fór one particular event, of course, bút to the statistical average 
over events. Near the lower limit z = 0 various N^(z) are going to
infinity as 1/z bút in a neutral manner, as many of positive charge as of
negative charge, fór example, fór the y plateau is neutral - so the
integrál converges, and we do nőt have to specify precisely where in the
y plateau we cut the integrál off (near z = 0) in defining the distinction 
of left and right momenta. Suppose fór example we know the reaction is 
via W_ so we know we have a. u quark initially to the left. Then the parton 
cascading and the eventual conversion to hadrons cannot change the totál 
quantum number provided we have a sufficiently long plateau. Fór then all 
kinds of hadrons, atrange and baryon, had a reasonable chance to be formed,
so that the plateau is fully neutral to all quantum numbers. Under these 
circumstances the left mean quantum numbers j  ̂T(}^D^(z)dz must be those of 
the quark Q^, or in generál ^
’• 7 ? v : (z)dz (9)
Thus,in principle,quantum numbers of the partons can be defined directly 
in terms of experimental quantities. The charge of a parton thus defined 
need nőt be integrál, like the hadrons, fór it is statistically defined.
Evén were it to t ű m  out that a field theory with parton quarks does nőt
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exist, it might still come out that experiments to determine the sums in 
(9) from neutrino scattering to select "pure quark" states could give 
the characteristic third-integral quantum numbers.
However, how high in energy would we have to go to verify this?
Probably pions are easier to make than kaons as products, and these are 
still easier than baryons. Therefore I think the required mean will be 
approximated most rapidly (lower Px will be sufficient) for 3-isospin, 
less rapidly for hyperon charge and least easily for baryon number 
(+ 1/3 for a quark, - 1/3 for antiquark). Therefore charge (which is 
3-isospin plus 1/2 hypercharge) will only work when we have enough energy 
to balance hypercharge. Strangeness requires baryon number be averaged 
by the plateau.
The easiest to check is isospin, bút that is less interesting as the 
characteristic one-thirds do nőt yet come in. The easiest piacé is f^p
neutrino-proton scattering. (There is no need to isolate f^p from f^p
for they both produce quarks of the same isospin, + 1/2; d and u respectively.)
We measure; (Number of 7r"*" - Number of tt ) + 1/2 (Number of k - Number of k )
- 1/2 (Number of k° - Number of k°) + etc., integrated over all positive z 
greater than somé small number. The totál should be + 1/2. Probably the 
first term alone gives the bulk of the sum.
It goes without saying that the mean quantum number of the left and 
the rights together is just that expected from conservation of totál
quantum number because that is so even for each event alone. For example
2
sin 0^ could be measured, in principle, by a W+ experiment, by the mean 
totál strangeness per collision of all the products right and left at high 
energy.
We have said little about the products to the right; those moving in the 
system of Figure 1 to the right with momentum + P£ for fixed £ as P goes to <»,
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They are more complicated and less fundamer.tal than those going to the 
left,, as they depend on all the quarks in the proton less one at x.
In the special case x is very small, we can say something. Only the 
iow x partons are disturbed, those at larger x are distributed just 
as in the proton in hadron-proton collisions where only the wee partons 
interact. Thus for sufficiently small x and for £ nőt too small (nőt. 
as small as x) the right fragments are unique, independent of x. In fact 
for small x(and alsó for -q finite, v *>) the proton fragments in a unique
way, the same way as it does in a hadron-proton collision at very high
energy. Further, under these circumstances, the lepton alsó fragments 
in a characteristlc way independent of what hadron was hit, proton or 
whatever. This is because we assume the wee and small x region is the 
same for all initial hadrons. (Further details on all these matters
may be found in reference 4.)
In our exercise here we have assumed many things, somé of which may 
be inconsistent (e.g. partons as quarks interacting only for low relatíve 
momentum yet unable to come apart intő reál quark states). Evén the 
basis of partons may be quite incorrect. Bút what the example shows 
clearly, nevertheless, is that deep inelastic lepton scattering has
a.lready told us much that is fundamental about the strong interactions 
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6. This can be applied to the totál cross section of v and v 
on nuclei, fór which preliminary results from 2 to 7 GeV have 
been presented at this meeting.
Let us measure all cross sections in unites of G s /2 tt 
where G is the Fermi constant and s the square of the
center of mass energy. Fór nucleons then, our unit is GME/ir
where E is the laboratory energy.
The totál cross section of a neutrino with a spin 1/2 
partiele is 2. With an antipartiele it is 2/3. Hence on a 
proton the cross section is
the factor x coming because the cross section varies with s. 
Fór neutrons we replace d by u, etc, so the mean neutrino 







The antineutrino cross section is
1
Ö = y ( a Vp + ö ^ n ) = ^ x (d + u + -j(d + u ) ) dx
°
Since d, u are positive, bút undoubtedly less than d,u, 




(J + (J ■ ^  | x(u + u + d + d)dx
o
However integrating (7) we have
1 1 1
 ̂ x(fep + fe n )dx - ~  j x (u ♦ u + d + d)dx ♦ j  j x(s + s)dx
o o o
Experimentally this integrál is 0.31, so if we could forget the 
integrál Jx(s + s)dx we would have 0+5 » ■ 0.74. Bút
s+s must surely be less than d+d and u+u and, when weighted
by x, surely much less. It would be hard to manage to make 
inclusion of the last term produce more than a 10Z effect. Thus 
we have a very stringent test of our parton quark model: 0 + 0  
cannot exceed 0.74 and yet almost surely cannot fali below 0.74 
by more_than 10%. One can alsó calculate upper limits fór 
o Vp + o Vp and o Vn ♦ o Vn separately (using other proportions 
°f fCP and fe n ) they are .64 and .84 r e s p e c t i v e l y .
These numerical estimates must be revised by a few percent
fór we have neglected sin 0 £ . They are valid only at asymptotic
energy, of course, bút T.D.Lee has pointed out that electron data 
indicate that this should only require a few GeV. These results 
are those of Bjorken.
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D1SCUSSI0N
Mo f f a t ; Why have nőt quarks and partons been produced at SLAC and
ISR?
F e y n m a n ; I am so used to the idea that quarks are nőt produced that 
I forgot to mention that there is a paradox: is it possible that quarks only 
have interactions for finite relative moraenta and yet they do nőt get isolated, 
they car.not get separated? I do nőt understand that at all, and I am happy with 
that. I like p a r a d o x e s . So what I am trying to do is this: I deduce everything 
I can from a quark model, except that they should come apart. And in the strug- 
gle to be consistent, to have quarks inside which do nőt come apart, I have 
to figure all this out and I must say that we might be headed for a paradox.
One of the two things can happen: either(one, we find that all this quark 
stuff, these quark quantum numbers, do nőt work and then that is very easy: 
there are no quarks, so they do nőt come apart; or, two,*-mystery of mysteriesl- 
All these predictions / 0.74 for average totál cross-section of neutrinos and 
antineutrinos on nucleons, and so on/ all work, and yet the quarks do nőt come 
apart! That will be interesting. I was very interested to notice that if the 
quarks come apart int ő  a kind of comet tail of hadrons,intő a plateau in r a p - 
idity space, they can still disintegrate consistently that way, even tho they 
have non-integral quantum numbers. It is still possible that we do nőt have 
any inconsistency. So I am going to assurae as long as I can, a paradoxical com- 
bination of things, that quarks cannot come apart as free and they are inside 
of the particles. i do nőt know how. Bút that is the fun.
B e l l : Part of the trouble seems to come just from the idea that the
interactions are restricted over a small interval in the x pace. Is that an 
e 3sential part of the model, could you say a little where this particular idea 
comes from?
Fe y n m a n : It is essential to the totality of what I said. Bút it is
nőt essential to everything. Various things that I said do nőt require that 
particular assumption, other things definitely do. I got that idea from the 
fact that transverse momenta were limited. That may be illegal and irrational.
I do nőt know how well based this idea is. The ideas of limiting fragmentation 
due to Yang et al,/that the fragments going to one side and the other in 
hadron coillsions depend only on the objects that were going in that direction/ 
if they continue to work, seem to me alsó to imply that interactions only occur
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over a finite rangé of y space /nőt x ^pace/ which means relatíve momentum is 
finite. Well, I make this assumption I do nőt know why, and how its based.
W e i s skopf: What you said I understand only as an assumption that
there is just nőt much interaction between these particles of relatively high 
momentum, bút nőt that the interaction is only between particles of almost 
equal y .
F e y n m a n : You are absolutely right. The only thing I really need is
that in the strong interaction the interaction of things with high relative 
momenta is small. And the only space left fór me to pút the interaction was 
at finite relative y.
K ö g erler; Is there any theoretical reason that the final State in­
teraction between the partons preserves scaling?
F e ynman: If the final state interaction is over a limited rangé of
relative momentum then we come to scaling.
Kögerler: This is an assumption?
F e y n m a n : Yes, I use this all the time. I do nőt know exactly what I
need to get to each piacé. The Babilonians did geometry by knowing a whole lót 
of theorems and when they forgot one theorem they proved it by those that they 
remembered, bút did nőt organize in a way that they started at something cal- 
led assumptions and everything else was deduced from that. And I got myself 
intő a terrible tangle as I have all these fac t s . And when I lose one, I re- 
member from an other one. Bút I cannot remember where I started any more. I 
start in the middle, I do nőt have a logical way of doing it. I think it scales 
I think the interaction is over a finite rangé; I think the transverse momenta 
are finite; I suspect there is a relation in the logic, that all these are nőt 
independent assumptions. Bút I do nőt know....
M a r s h a k ; Do you think that the reason we do nőt see quarks is they 




Fe y n m a n ; This is a completely different direction, bút nőt the di- 
rection I am going. If the quark masses are high, then you have strong inter­
actions between them, strong interaction makes the scaling hopeless to under- 
stand, transverse momenta become large, the whole thing goes haywire, and the 
picture is very bad. My quarks have small masses, and they do nőt came apart 
because of something I'll teli you about 25 years from now. The masses that I 
want are so low that we would have absolutely definitely seen them. Thus per- 
haps the whole thing is nonsenae, and that experiment will teli us very soon.
Or if it is right, then this is very very exciting, because we are approaching 
a paradox, and the hope of physics is to find a paradox. This is the reál way 
of making a revolution. We have to find a piacé where we are shocked. And I 
think we are getting near to one. I hope we are....
Weiss k o p f : If somebody detects a quark with a high mass - God
forbid.....
Fey n m a n ; Right! God forbid!
i
W eiss k o p f : Still, we would nőt be lost, because it may be that the
quark has an effective mass inside which is small /with a scalar interaction 
or something like that/so it need nőt be in contradiction with all that you say.
Feynman: I would try,however to answer as you said, by "God forbid":
a heavy quark, a reál heavy quark is as embarrassing and difficult to under- 
stand as no quarks at all. It would nőt help me much except to confirm the 
reality of quark quantum numbers, a thing which I believe we can confirm with- 
out finding any quarks.
A c h i m a n : In one of your guesses you said that neutral quarks probab-
ly exist alsó; Where did they come from, where can you pút these neutral quarks 
in your theory?
F e y n m a n : 1 did nőt say neutral quark, I said neutral parton, somé
partiele other than a quark which is neutral. I have nőt found any way, by 
eleetron scattering or neutrino scattering, to teli us anything more about 
these neutral partons except their existence, induced by the fact that the 
conservation of momentum does nőt work with the charged quarks.
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M a r s h a k : I am suggesting a more specific model in analogy to the
strong cubic W boson model where we introduce a new quantum number like cubic 1 
parity in the strong interaction among the triplet of W's. Let us translate 
this idea to a triplet of p artons. Then you do nőt have a strong interaction 
between two partons, bút one between the parton and the antiparton to give the j 
pion and alsó one among the three partons to give the proton. Perhaps a new 
selection principle can reconcile scaling and large masses fór the partons?
Fe y n m a n ; Your are quite right, I have tried to do things vaguely 
like that. Bút at the present time I would rather like to have somé k.ind of 
Information showing quark quantum numbers are reál before I have the energy to 
move on to such definite questions.
Bu d i n i ; In view of the recent theory of Salam and Weinberg and so on 
to unify weak and electromagnetic interaction can you teli us what this would 
do?
F e y n m a n : I believe, if I have "not-understood" Weinberg's theory cor-j
rectly, this theory does nőt change the lepton-hadron interaction at all. All
I have used here is the lepton-hadron interaction.
Somebody from the a u d i e n c e : What would be the effect of introducing
partons with quantum numbers different from those of the normál quarks?
Fe y n m a n : Another system of partons with other quantum numbers /such
as the triplet quark model and other models/ definitely have a big effect. It 
changes many of the numerical coefficients and in a paper by Nacthman /CERN 
Report LPTHE 71/29 /1971// fór example, it is shown that already the crude 
totál neutrino-nucleon cross section, if it remain near the present value, is 
almost ready to eliminate most of the alternatives. And new more accurate meas- 
urements of neutrino and antineutrino-nucleon cross section will clarify the 






J.Kuti, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 
and Eötvös University, Budapest
I shall discuss the following topics:
(1) Kinematics of deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon 
scat Uering
C?-) Experimental results with comments on sum 
rules and inequalities
O) Probing the partons and light-cone physics 
in spin-dependent deep-inelastic electro- 
production
1. KINEI.'ATICS OF DEEP-INELASTIC LEPTON-NUCLEON SCATTERING
I briefly summarize the kinematics mainly because nőt all of you 
are familiar with the spin-dependent scattering. Then in the parallel 
discussion of inelastic lepton-nucleon processes I can introduce the 
structure functions and cross sections which have been analyzed at 
this conference.
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( i ) T h e  process of inelastic electron-nucleon scattering is 
shown in Fig.l where an electron with four-momentum *covariant spin
P> is incident on a nucleon of four-momentum p  ,covariant spin ^  
and scatters with resulting final four-momentum by an angle ö
due to the exchange of a single photon of four-momentum Ĉ , .We do nőt 
observe the hadronic final sfcate with four-momentum ‘pn = 
suia over polarization of the scattered electron.
Q i) inelastic electron scattering ^.ii) inelastic neutrino scattering
v O O M i ^ )
L i k J / U k J
N  C p )
K f i V  ~> eCk2ili')+anythín<j v (^ )/v (J ‘1)+N(f>)-> K k ^ / t  (kx ) + Q n ^ ,nJ -
F I } ,  i
The differential cross section of process (i^ is given by




“  2 L  U p ,  [lej) ^  U,p (k4 ) U ^  (kj ) f a  LLp< (kz ).
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is the leptonic £>iece °£ the cross section, and
v J  - l d \ e ' r
describes Uhe hadronic mátrix element;.* is the hadronic
part of the electromagnetic current.
Next, I split L ^ y and l V ^  (p,cp) intő symmetric and antisyminetric 
par bs in thejj.} v> indice3
/ /  = L s + l L °  ,/* v '-/*•? m v  7




x n ormaiization of states < f  \ r |  f > , s > - 2 p 0 (ai) 
spinor normalization >^Cp)v^Cp) * 2.M
motric /p 1= ^  - v n ^  ^  = ̂ > = - 1
€  » 1
1 1 i *
^  - í^-l^z) = ~  Q  Cin the láb sy.'jtem
^ 2  / r- i- • Z &  , r~ . of the nucleon )
Q  ' J V 5  > * « . ■ £ >
energy loss of the electron
v  = £ 3in the laboratory Af *
invariánt mass W of the hadron
sí
e 1 1
final tate W *  = ( P  + Cj,)1)
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( i ) T h e  process of inelastic electron-nucloon scattering is 
shown in Fig.l where an electron with four-momentum ,covariant spin
is incident on a nucleon of f our-momentum. p  ,covariant spin 
and scabters with resulting final four-momentum. by an angle ö
due to bhe exchange of a single photon of four-momentum Ĉ , .We do nőt 
observe the hadronic final sbate with four-momentum p n := ^ ^ P ’ 
sum over polarization of the scatbered electron.
(_i) inelastic electron scattering ^ii) inelastic neutrino scattering
v W / v ( k 4)
U M / U k j )
~>e(k2lfi') +anythin<] V ^ / v C k ^ + N f y ) ^  ((kj/í(Ux)+Qntjthin<].
Fi} , i





d  k, 0 .1)
“  2 1  U p ,  (kz ) Ltp (k4 ) u.^ (kj) f y  U , ^  (kz  ).
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is the leptonic piece of the cross section, and
= jV *  e  ̂ (pjlJ’J*)Jy(o)if, , />,
describes Uhe hadronic raatrix element-.* is the hadronic
part of tho electromagnetic current.
Next, I split L ^ y and w j ^ ( p tcp) intő symmetric and antisymmetric 
parts in t h e i n d i c e s
/ ^  - / $  + • / **-/*»> /*»y> L mv  7





normálization of states O p 1) r  I ^ o , s > = 2 p o (2ir) 6 ‘(p-jS,) ő r
spinor normalization ^  lp) Va Cp) =* 2.M
raetric /p 1= ^  ~ T  = = ” 1
é  “ /
Cjf - { ^ - k j )  = - É ? 2 Cin the láb syjjtem
_ ? , r~ - 2 0  , _ , of the nucleon )
^ E )Eí s m  ~  t ku * El , ku  * Et  ,
energy loss of the electron
V  = J - ?in the laboratory M  >
invarianb mass W of the hadron
2. 2
final state W  = ( p  + cfi) J
_ _ef; _ J__
*  " A T  ‘
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and
( 1 - 5 )
PT-symmetry allows us to write
|J \ d “x e  *  < 1 ° , } $ >
and
kJ (r^ ) --í^ ^ {< p,ii^ (»)Zfo jifj>-<pr jtjj*)iío>/prp )
is independent of the electron’s spin, and does nőt
depend on the spin of the nucleon target, their combination yields the
spin-averaged cross section. In what follows the lepton mass m will be
HL oneglected which is a good approximation for -q »  nm
To work out explicit formuláé for the cross sections, I define 
four structure functions in
( ~ - l ~ )  ‘ X T * ,  ( ? , - >  *
and ' 7 '
and ^ ) have been measured in the SLAC-MIT experiment,
while d(cf,u) and <!(<{,») will appear in polarization effects only.^




j  wx ( . cí \ ' ' )  +  l t a n l i *^cÁSlcÁB^ d f l
where OÍŐ^/dílls the lőtt cross sec bion fór a pointlike charge
, _ Z 2. O
CA<f„ o( COÓ x
d-íl h  E *
The derivation of (l.6j is straightforward algebra from the 
definition (l.l^ using Eqs.íl.2^ and
The longitudinal and transverse structure functions őre defined by
w l s  W l ( i  + Q ^  ~  w i ,
w T - w 1 .
V/ith this definition, the ratio of the longitudinal photoabsorption 
cross sec bion 6 ^  of Virtual photons over the transverse cross 
section €f can be written as
n  _ O'u = W L  (<},'')
ffT H/T  >>) (1-7)
R v/*-
The spin-dependent cross section, proportional to fj
bilinear in ^  and fb . Clearly, it is only the relative őrienbation 
of the spin vectors of the incident beain and the target which counts 
in the asymmetry
dér -  o<6>
fl = , * n  „  Z ^ T r  ' ̂CÍ6 + cl 6̂
tt
I write down au expression fór the asymmetry which is valid if OlCf 
is the cross section when the spins of the eleetron and the nucleon
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are parallel and along the direction of motion of incident olectron 
(right-handed electron) ; ol<T is the crot;s section fór antiparallel
Ejpins
\ M ( B . t E 1 cosO) o l i - ( B  t E JL)(E^-EJLc o s e )  g 
fi = ---------- 2--------------------------  *
'3T k w  + 1  c o t - * 1  —  • IV.
1 Í Z *  (1.9;
This expression is positive in pointlilce scattering.
(ij.) The kinematics of deep-inelastic neutrino (antineutrino) - 
J)
-nucleon scattering can be calculated from an effective sémi leptonic
Lagrangian ó [ . Consider the process (Fig.l )
^ ( k f ) j v ( k 4 )  t N ( p ) -----*. ■C(it ) l í ( í í )  + anything
’.7s assume
p G , > t+ ) \
cff. ~ j + horillitian conjugate/^ (*• *°)
r  - S  - 2.
where Ci - 10 M p  is the weak coupling constant, -*-s ^ ie
weak current constructed from the hadronic fields, and £  ^ denotes 
bha leptonic current
A — j A
j ( * ) °
iiq. (l. 1 0 )represents an effective Lagrangian fór the semileptonic weak
interactions; the exiotence of an intermediate vector boson W -  would 
require the cubstitution
A 7 £
in the cross section formuláé. The differential cross section is given
t>y
</</'" ö 2 E* f . a  . . , B -
r f ^ í  { * ,
o t Q 1 ch> E.
+  A l i W l  K ' * )  +  0 ( m 2 ) > (-1 -11)
M  Z  o
where 0  is the angle between the directions of the initial and final 
leptons in the laboratory with incoming energy E-̂  , and outgoing 
energy E0 ; m denotes the mass of the lepton in the final state. The 
neutrino (antineutrino) structure functions are defined in the 
hadronic mátrix element
I . f h iqx ( + ) (-1 .
> =íl^jdxe { f i i  I 'U l*)Jl (0) ^wM V
the contribution of the omitted structure functions to the cross 
sections (denoted by dofcs) is of the order of 0(fy)2). in
(l.l2) is averaged over the 3pin state_s of the initial nucleon. You
/ y> * . y y
may have noticed that and Vv^ are defined slightly
differently from Y/-̂ and W2 in Olectroproduction.
The hadronic weak current can be separated intő vector and 
axial vector parbs
ÍOö
In the language of the quark model
(r? _
V ^  C * )  = -p  ( * ) ypu. ( l ) M c o * Q c  + A ( x ) s i n  e c  ) }
O)RA ( X ) »  p  (n(«)cos9c + A (x) sin ec )> Cl.13;
where the sarne Gabibbo angle was chosen both in the vector and 
axial vector currents; 7 ” - (  T ‘" y  The quark fields are
/í /1
denoted in Cl.l3)by *£>(*), fl(*) and A(x)
Scale invariance implies that in the deep inelastic limit the
• y v —•/ 1
dimensionless sbructure functions W j '  - x t n  wl ) v h  v 3 "scale" ;
they are the functions of the scaling variable oj onlyt
}fl/ V> *r  ̂  _________  v -r- *
v  — »oö------------- >  ̂
co  -f.ixe.ot
2vM V/ (Cf ,»)---------------- > F. (u>) > I = Z, 5 .
To discuss the consequences of this hypothesis I will define structure 
functions which describe the production of non-strange (f) and strange
A'
( f ) final states
V( _ V, V r^V)y
K (u?) - cos & ■ f. (co) + sin 6>c fc (co) , (, = 1,2,5.
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9P  * -t
Feynman uc;ed the notation Cx ) ~ his lecture
Assuming scale invariance, Eq. (1 .1 1 ; implies
/;« e ( E ) . - — - . E J « M —  — r ) .
ao
Eq-Cl-14) is the basic formula fór comparison with the neutrino 
Qantineutrino) data.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH COMMENTS 
ON Slí,I RULES AND INEQUALITIES
In this Section I will review the most important results from
the SLAC-MIT experiment. Fór an oxcellent report on the present status
of the exoerimont I refer you to the review paper by Friedman and 
5 )
Kendali <
T .D Lee has discussed Bjorken’s conjecture that in the limit of
2,
-q and much larger than bhe characteristic dimensional paramaters 
of the nucleon, with the ratio u>- 2 Mv/QZ held fixed, bhe two 
dimensiohlers strucbure functions Z H W 1 and v M £  "scale", they become 
funcbions of the scaling variable cO only
*co -fixed
Jj I
Feynman used the nótabion : f o c ,  = F  ( COa X in his lecture.
' A
In order to test the scaling hypothesis, it is necessary to
seoarate W. and W_ from the measured differential cross sections. 
i £
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This separation has anobher important application in the theoretical 
analysis: the values of í? =<JL / y i e l d  information about the 
constituents* spin inside the nucleon.
The kineraatic region v/here proton data was available and the 
subregion in which separation was carried out are shovm in Fig.2.
The heavy line bounds all data points fór scattering of electrons
9  O  9  0 Omeasured at 6 , 10 , 18 , 26, and 54 . The area marked "Separation
Region" includes all points where data at three or more angles exist. 
In this region ^  and can bo separately calculated from the
cross sections without assumptions about R. In Fig>5 the measured
X
valucs of R are shovm as a function of Q . Data from a rangé of W, 
(roughly from 2 to aboufc 4 GeVJl are averaged fór each value of Q 4 .
If we assume thab R is constant in the measured kinematic rangé, the 
average value of R fór the proton is 0.18*0.10 .
In a preliminary analysis of the new body of electron-proton 
data taken in conjunction with the deutérium measurements an average
S)
value of R =  O. 4^ 1 . 0 . 4 0  was found. Fig.'i shows the preliminary
n
results fór R, fór hydrogen and fór deuterium as functions of Q .
In the parton model with spin 1/2 constituents the longitudinal
cross section vanishes^ therefore R=0. The same prediction has emerged
0)
of course, from the light-cone algebra of free quark fields. This 
morning Feynman discusoed the important role of H. = j  C~-p
in our understanding of the nucleon structure. If you look. at the old
data ( Fig 5*} it is obvious that R is small, it may even vanish in
the asyraptotic scaling limit. The vague indication fór a vanishing R 
2.
at very large Q is there from the preliminary analysis of the new 
body of őata (Fig.4 ), however we should better wait fór the final 
results of the experimentslists.
Ili
The validiby of scaling for ( V  ) ,r.oton has boen stúdiód
inaidé the "Geparation Region" of Mg.2. Oubside bho separation region, 
only consistenc.y v/ith scaling can be stúdiód. Region I in Fig.2
indicnt^s the doiaain v/horo the claba are consiobenb v/ith scaling in cO.
Region II shows bhe exbension of bbc scaling region if bhc daba are
i , tyz
analysed m  CO = 7 .
G r
I suruuarize hőre our preoenb i:nov/ledge about bhc scaling behavior of
S)
bhe data:/
In Region A of Fig.2 iu3<tí) bhe experimcnbal values of yH/^ scale
for H/ > JL-G Ge.V . This re; ion covers data with 17 betv/een 2.6 GeV
and 4.9 GeV and v/ith Q2, bebween 2 CGeV/c and 20(GeV/c) .
2. 2-
In Region B ( 4 < C*K fi > for v: > 2  GeV and Q > l(GeV/c), V i s  consbanb
v/ithin bhe error bars and scales in (o ; bhe data poinbs are in bhe
1  x *-
range 2 GeV < ’.V <. 5 GeV, and UGeV/c) ^ Q, < 7(GeV/e) .
2. 2.
In Region 0 (co>(2.) there are only few £>oinbs above Q = l(GeV/c} and
% 2no poinbs abovo Q = 2(.0eV/e) . There are no iiieasuroments of R in this
region, and is sensitive to bhe variátion of R. Gcaling cannob
be tested cribically in bhis region.
One of bhe most remarkablo aspecbs of the above resulbs is Lhat
alroady ab l(GcV/cH \i 2-5  GeV, biie scaling limit is roached v/ith
considerable accuracy. TJiis facb can hardly be explained by pure
dimonsional analysis. "Precocious soalin; " is nőt well undorsbood
dynamically and bhe quesbion is v/hebher this feature of bhe daba is a
\S )
reasonable expecbation or nob. ITo convincing answer has emerged yet.
A prelirainary de torminőt ion of R for the deuteron is consistent 
v/ith bhe assumption ^  vhicli allov/s bhe exbraction of
from bhe available data. In Fig-5 (a) displays V  for 0  - & ° and
10 and (b) for lo° , 20°, and 54°, as funcbions of cO . Daba poinbs
P  ■*)
for V  W .  measured in bhe same experimenbs are alsó shov/n there.
The deuteron resülbs oxhibit scale invariance v/ithin bhe experimental
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errors-
The neutron cross secbions have been extracted from the deuteron 
cross secbions in impulse auproximation. Howevor, a number of 
corrections have been considered to improve bhe .impulse approximation: 
^ijijorrecbions for bhe.internál motion of bhe nuclaons \;ithin 
the deuteron /hich is cnlled smearing 
CiiJGlauber correctionCles^ than one percent?
(iii)meoonic exchangé currenbs(they are aasumed to be small from 
elastic electron-deuteron scattering>
limitations described in Ref. S  the values of the smoared neutron cross 
sections divided by the smeared proton cross section. The points plotted
rabio of the neutron and proton cross sections is cons.istent with a
single function of co ,therefore within the experimental errors the
neutron cross sections exhibit scaling.
The effecb of the calculated smearing correcbion is shown in Fig.?
The dashed line goes through bhe corrected points of Fig.6 , the solid
curve corresponds to the dashed one before smearing corrections.
The working hypothesis that quarks are partons has been used to
dérivé an interesbing inequality for the inelastic structure functions. 
9)
Nachtman has shown that the ratio of the deep-inelastic structure 
functions of the neutron and proton is limited by the values 4 and 1/4 
if only isospin symmetry is assumed. To explain bhe low rabio 
J I Friedman has pointed out lasb year at bhe Oornell conference^that 
if one supposes a strong anti-correlation in the 1 = 1  State for two 
valence quarlcs v/ibh low relative momentum then there could be a
(.iv)final state interactions nőne of bhese effects can 
v/e 1 1  be estimát ed at 
presentCvjpossible off-mass shell effects
F i g .6 shows the values of ( D / H -1 ) which reprosent within the
s
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considerable raduction in the scattering from neutron relative to the
k)
proton. Feynman has discussed this in the previous lecture. He assumes 
that fór x near 1 the difficulty of pushing all the quarks bút one to 
low x iaay depend on the totál quantum number of the state of these 
low quarks. If the 1=0 (^and quark number two) state dominates fór
x 1 )
P
3° W /'.V ̂  must approach 1/4 as x-»l.
You have seen the data; the measured ratio ’.V, appears2. ' Z.
to fali to as low a value as 0-35-í. 0.07 at x ^ O . 8 . It will be
extremely difficult bo £';et closer to x=l experimentally.
In Fig. 8 ( V J *  -  ) smeared is shovm as a function of x .
You may have noticed a maximum in the data at about x= — .
3
There are two integrála over the scaling function which
are important in testing sum rules of the parton raodel and the light- 
-cone algebra of currents:






The experimental values of the integrals evaluabed from interpolated
data at fixed Q are given in Table 1. The cut-off value ( o  ) of the#Vl
S)integrals is indicated in the Table
Measurement m a ^ ö e V / c ) 2,
0.159 ± -005 20 1 . 0
T  P 0.165 *-005 20 1-5
J1 0.172 +.009 20 1-5
0.154 * .0 0 5 1 2 2 . 0
T N 0 . 1 2 0  *.008 20 1 . 0
T1 0 . 1 1 5  -^.008 20 1-5
0.107 ± .009 1 2 2 . 0
0 . 7 3 9  - -029 20 1.0
0.761 i .027 20 1-5
IoP 0.780 í  .04 20 1-52 0.607 - -021 1 2 2.0
0.592 - .051 20 1.0
I N 0 . 5 8 4 ± .0 5 0 20 1-52 0.429 --056 1 2 2.0
0.147 - *059 20 1.0




The values of the integrals are nőt sensitive to the
upper lírait of integration beyond 2 * 0 • If we assume a constant
value, of about 0.25, íor fór , the inüegrals in Feynman’s
notation have the following numerical values 
\
I ? “  S X í CfCx) o U  = O H S ±  o .o i  
1 T ? (2.X)
L M * '  { * 0 0  cl* - 0 . \ k Z O . 0 i .
o V
Feynman has discussed what these numbers teli us in the quarlc-parton 
model.
t  r*The integrals J. represent the sum of the squared charge
y
of the partons. Since the nurnber of partons goes like lóg “  , these
integrals diverge fór P-> oo . The divergence is removed from the 
•p tv
difference I ̂  . A very siraple and definite sum rule fór the
«  A,
difference 1 ^  - based upon the radical assumption that the core
of qq -pairs carries vacuum quantum numbers so that the isotopic spin
• l°̂
of the nucleon is completely carried by the valence quarks can be 
written as
> < * • >
where and are the squared chargés of up quarks and down quarks,
respectively. Unfortunately it is difficult to extract the correct value 
of the left-hand side inC*-3) due to ambiguities at large cO  . If
I extrapolate V  W  —  V  fór cO > on the basis of Regge
*> n. S)
theory, a rough estimate of I „ —  1^ = 0.22X0.07 can be obtained. We
have to wait fór more accurate data at large cO . The present data 
suggests that it may be a pretty rough simplification to picture the 
fást raoving nucleon as three valence quarks decoupled from the infinite 
sea of qq -pairs which carries vacuum qué>ntum numbers.
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>. SPU'I-DE -BNDENT DSEP HIELASTIO ELEG L'ROPRODUCTIOW
This experiment is feasible now. It is in the stage of preparation 
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Cenbor. The approved SLAG proposal 
of V-V/.Hughes et al describes a generál schemo of the experiment vvhxch 
is siiiiilar to the experiments done at SLAG on deep inelastic electron 
scattering, and, in particular, would be very sirnilar to the SLAC 
experiments which measured asymmetries in inelastic scattering of 
eleetrons from polarized protons in a search for T-invariance violation, 
and in elastic eleetron-proton scattering.
The scattered electron only is observed, and its energy and 
scattering angle is measured with eibher the 8 GeV/c or 20 GeV/c 
speetrometer. The principal differences of the proposed experiments are 
first that a polarized electron beam, obtained by accelerating polarized 
eleetrons from a low energy polarized electron source ^injector) will 
be used. Secondly, the target will be a polarized proton target with 
proton polarization longitudinal to the direction of the incident 
electron beam. Reversal of either the electron polarization or the proton 
polarization can be done to obtain the antiparallel and parallel casös. 
The experiment is scheduled for the year 1973-




€  ------------—  )
N *  + N *
^ ^ V
where H ( N  ) is the number of counts per unit incident beam for 
target polarization along Copposite to> the target direction. The 
target polarization has to be reversed periodically in order to avoid 
systematic errors. The asymmetry A defined in (1.8> is related to 
the experimentally measured asymmetry € by
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R =  €
r T - h f  ’
where is the target proton polarization and is a function
of the counts due to hydrogen in the target. The asymmetry A would 
be equal to €  fór a hundred percent polarized target consisting of 
pure hydrogen. I wrote down the expression fór A in terms of W . , W
I
and the spin-dependent structure functions in c i -S)
A sizeable asymmetry would be expected fór a proton with quark 
constituents. It is important to note, however, that the asymmetry 
is bounded kinematically through the spin averaged structure functions 
Wj and V/i . The most generál restriction is given by the positivity
W
condition
O^C5Cf+o^-pn) U ^ |cti3^o)K'>a^-»-<pí jí*| J/lA(o))rv'> l "
«**< ». yrt . A/* ot/\>
= ^  a ■ + K y  ( p r f ) k  *
p r J .  Ja . t  *  0 * 1 ^
*  >
where
1' C PÍp.£0  “ SotV al<J,‘< <. ,̂-.1 I f ,  f-> .
cí and fi are arbitrary polarization vectors of the proton; C\
and are arbitrary complex four-vectors. FromCj.l) with straight-
forward mátrix algebra we get two inequalities fór the spin-dependent 
structure functions
u; á  fi í m jc v) {a míc Wa ofw +m +<?)[
and
l*d(c\t») + M(\?7’- cj:í)(^(cj1̂ )I bHír W r tcf'l\>').
The inequalities imply rigorous upper and lower bounds on the asymmetry,
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a *-
C£,'^lcaí0)(£l̂ ) * 2 &£,£*'
q v i ^ ;  + s g ~ í j T T






v e  t + g  + s í j < ^ | ;
R • 5  f l+cfe)flh*9
C£,-£j <*>Q)C£,*£x) + 4 (£. +&*.)(/:,-f̂ toso)
* 0 * g + * ? " * { }  )
It is remarkable that the bounds in (. 5.2 > depend on the dynamical 
details through the functional form of r C o ^ v )  only. R is lcnown to 
he small in the scaling region, and careful inspection shovvs that (_ 3 -2 ) 
is only slightly 'lependent on the acbual numerical values of R . Upper 
bounds ( A + ) and lower bounds (. A - ) are plotted fór E ^ t o c u v ,  e - u 0, ^









lo fi .v '  i i *
lO&t/ |g*
The quark light-cone algebra of currents implies that the 
following scaling lav/s hold:






v/here ot(>0 and are dimensionless scaling functions. We inbroduce
/
the síuii of the tv/o scaling functions
^(S) = 0<-Cx) +- Y>CX)
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and integrate over X
1
i j f S r l x ) « * x  = z ,
0 .3 ;
•• sJ I
where Z is given by í u ( ° )  l p • T h e  local
operator (o ) which has emerged is the Q  O  limit of the
bilocal operator :
( c > > (3 .'.)
2. z  0 i x _ L
3 ^  + B  ^  ^2»pT C Go 1.1-Hanti’s A matrices ). The sum rule
(3-3 ) was originally propooed by Bjorken in the form
o o
r \ ^ ( c L + » n a ) ------------ *  | i
hnir ?  " z q x  0'^>)
0 t\ <*=>
The nice thing about the sum rules (3*3^ and (3* 5) is that the 
integrals are convergont fór fixed q*' in Regge theory £  Appendix.)
The experimental evaluation of the sum rule in (.3-3) would be 
very interesting. Unfortunately, the value of Z is model dependent:
—  1  I G/v
G  y
2 :*- g




^  g  J (~7 I neutron target
Here \ G ^ /  G y  | i• CL is the ratio of J& -decay coupling constants 
and 2  is an isoscalar contribution which depends upon the model of
the nucleon. ( G ~ /£. | comos from the isovector part of T ^ ( x )  ( —
5" - s\ '**’
in Hq. (3 . * ) ) -  SU.C6 ) predicts "  and 2  Vx= 0  . The unknown




J  ( n ( * > -  n  = 3  / | f /• (,.7Í
It would be a fundamental test of the light-cone algebra of currents,
as abstracted from the free quark fiöld model, to check the validity
of (,3.7) ! Experimentally this is dií’ficult bút nőt impossible.
To get a qualitative idea about polarization effects in the parton
10)
picture, a simple relativistic quark-parton model was proposed in which 
the core of qq-pairs carries vacuutn quantum numbers and does nőt 
contribute to spin-dependent effects. Evén if the assumption turns out 
to be only a rough approximation to a more sophisticated picture, 
it is instructive to see the qualitative implications.
An immediate consequence of the model is that the spin-dependent 
diffractive component of the structure functions vanisbes. The spin- 
-dependence of the scattering is entirely given by the valence quark 
structure which represents nondiffractive scattering- The sum rule (3-3? 
is, of course valid in the model, and the precise value of H  depends 
on the spin distribution of the constituents quarks inside the fást 
moving nucleon.
Qualitatively we expect that the polarization asymmetry for the proton 
is large and positive over a considerable rangé of the energy loss V*
The asymmetry is probably rauch smaller for neutron target. The sign of 
the asymmetry from the experiment will be informative. What a surprise 
for theoretists if next year they will find a sizable negative asymraetry. 
This would imply for example, that somehow more constituent spins point 
backv/ard than forward when the fást moving proton is polarized in the 
forward direction.
There are many interesting points which I cannot discuss here. V/e
•9will complete our long-delayed review paper on this field soon, and I 




Gálfi and Patkós have exbensively studied the J-plane expansion 
for spin-dependent Virtual Compton scattering in the forward direction. 
Their conclusion is that known Regge poles with intercepts O^oí(o) ± 1 
do nőt contribute to the leading asymptotic behavior of d. (Cj1/ ? )  
and in the limit q2* fixed and *>-*<>=>. The decoupling of the
Pomeranchuk brajectory with intercept is a well-lcnown
consequence of theorens on the spin-dependence of high energy -scattering 
amplitudcs. The Pomeranchuk cut, however, doos contribute to the 
asymptotic expansion in f)
í°)" ̂ /• j
(°>
d t ó v h v l l a í f r ) --------- ' + ■ ■ ■ ■
Y -> I n  pj t
fiíxecj C A  l)
o<c(o)-2.
v/here \ . The power behavior V  corresponds to
posibive signature. A nógat ive signature piece of the Pomeranchuk cut 
( nőt aliowed if the product rule for bhe signature of cuts holds ) 
would increase the power behavior by one unit. The A^ trajectory with 
° ^ ( o )  aJ — © . 0 2 . is the siuplest candidate for the leading term in the 
nondiffractive, 1 = 1 component. The asymptotic behavior in ( 4 )
guarantees the convergence of bhe integrál in 0 * 5 )  f°r ^
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REPORT ON W BüSON MODEL OF WEAK INTERACTIONS WITH MAXIMAL CP VIOLATION 
R.E. Marshak, Cit y  College of New York
js J Introduction
The Universal (V-A) current-current theory of w e a k  interactions w as formu-
lated in 195 7 - in the face of several contradictory experiments - and in the ensuing
fifteen years, the predictions of this current-current model (with the addition of the
Cabibbo angle) have been confirmed in an enormous number of íeptonic, semi-leptonic
and hadronic w eak processes^ . The first derivation of this current-current theory
' (2)
by Sudarshan and the author w a s  based on the principle of chirality invariance fór
spin 1/2 Dirac fields and this was soon followed by Feynman and Gell-Mann's 
(3)derivation on the basis of the non-derivative interaction of two-component Klein- 
Gordon spinor fields fór spin 1/2 particles. Both derivations of the correct theory 
were carried out within the current-current framework and can only artificially be 
applíed to the semi-weak W  boson-current interaction which can be used to gener- 
ate the (V-A) current-current theory in the limit of m w  •* ( m ^  is the W  boson
mass).
Unfortunately, the remarkably successful (V-A) current-current theory has
one defect - it predicts C P  conservation in all wea k  processes. While the C P  violaticn
o , ~ seffects associated with the decay of the mes o n  are small (of the order of 10 ) and
it is possible to introduce a phenomenological parameter intő the (V-A) current-
current theory to explain these effects, such an approach telis us very líttle about
the origin of C P  - violation in weak interactions.
There is a second major question which must be faced in connection with
further refinements of the universal (V-A) current-current theory and that has to do
(4)
with the very existence of the W  boson. Experiment has already demonstrated
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that if the W  boson exists at all, its mass m ^  a 2 Gev. This large m ass explains
2' 2 2
w h y  the experiments carried out until n o w  (with q < <  m w  where q is the four- 
m o m e n t u m  transfer squared) can nőt decide whether the current-current interaction 
is the basic interaction (whose field-theoretic content must still be delineated 
through a deeper study of higher order w e a k  interactions^ and a refined analysis 
of lowest order w e a k  interactions fór large q2) or whether the current-current inter­
action is itself a second order effect resulting from the more fundamental semi-weak 
Yukawa-type interaction involving the W  boson (or bosons). If w e  adopt the latter 
viewpoint and postulate the existence of a massive W  boson (or bosons), w e  open 
up the very reál possibility of developing a unified theory of CP-conserving and 
CP-violating w e a k  processes on the basis of a single semi-weak W  boson-current 
interaction, The strong cubic W  boson model of w e a k  interactions as developed by 
Ok u b o  and the author^, is the best example of such a theory and the one whose 
consequences have been most fully explored. The interest of this W  boson model
is further enhanced by the fact that it is the only extant theory which offers any
(7)
hope of explaining the recent -+ Z\i puzzle in a "natural" fashion .
In what follows w e  shall describe the essential features of the strong 
cubic W  boson model ( ^2) and then s how h o w  this model can explain both the 
low rate fór K L -♦ 2^ decay and the high rate fór K g -» 2p,decay ( ^ 3). Finally, w e  
shall summarize other experimental tests of the strong cubic W  boson-model (£ 4).
2. Strong Cubic W  Boson Model
The strong cubic W  boson model of w e a k  interactions arose out of the 
observation that the C P  - violating parameter e (which appears in the definition of 
|Kl  > = |K2 ) + « lKj), with |K1 > and |K2 > the C P  = +1 and C P  « -1 combinationí 
of |K°> and |R°) respectively) is of the o r d e r ^  of the semi-weak coupling con- 
stant g. This line of argument leads to writing d o w n  a "pure" C P  = -1 semi-weak 
W  boson-current interaction which is capable of duplicating the results of the 
usual C P  - conserving (V-A) current-current theory in order g2 (in the limit m w  -♦ ■) 
and the CP-vlolating effects (in K L decay) in order g 3 . This can be accomplished 
by postulaiing the existence of a triplet of W  b o s o n s ^  (with totál charge 0)
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interacting strongly am o n g  themselves via a cubic interaction (hence the expression 
"strong cubic W  boson rAodel") and writing d ow n  a C P  = -1 semi-weak interaction 
between this triplet of W  bosons and suitable lepton and hadron currents.
O  —  -L
More explicitly, w e  a s s u m e  that the triplet of W  bosons ( W  , W  , W  )
i
are described by the following Lagrangian:
- i [ av w/ a) (*: - <v w v(0) <*>] [ avw ,.(a) <*> - \  w va) w  ]
-  %  w „W M  w  <a)M  -  1 fo ,abc [ V a)W w<b)(x) w xtc>(x) (1)
íaF (b) XTr (c)- W (a,(x) W  (b) (x) W . (C) 1 
W V X J
where a = l, 2, 3-(corresponding to charges 0, -1, +1), represents the vector 
W  boson field, f is the strong coupling constant fór the three W ' s  and « ,O 3 DC
is the usual antisymmetric tensor. Eq. (1) can be given a more convincing origin 
If w e  note that a quasi-Yang-Mills approach to the W  Lagrangian suggests a n e w
definition fór the fields F la' (x) (note the bars over the W ' s  in the second term):
M* ̂  .
V (a) (x) = fa W  (a)(x) - a W  (a)(x) *! + if e , w (b)(x) W  (c)(x) (2)
M-v  L | í v  v  h J o  abc (j, v '
It is easy to sho w  that if the W ^ a ^fields transformaccording to the triplet repré-
sentation of S U 0 , the same will be true of the quasi-Yang-Mills fields F ^  .
3 n v
The W  Lagrangian (1) can then be rewritten in terms of the F ^  fields as^®'-p, V
'=£ = - £ F (a)(x) F (a)(x) - m  2 W (a)(x) W (a)(x) (3)o E M,v nv O (i . |x
where £ is manifestly invariant under S l L .
o j
Another important property of Eq. (1) [and Eq. (3) ] is its invariance 
under the transformation:
W  (a)(x) -.X W  (a)(x ) , w  |a '(x) W  (a)(x) (4)
^  (J/ a  [J,
where \Q is a complex constant satisfying the cubic equation:
A - 3 » 1 (4a)a
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The parameters XQ , X ^  , X c are the cube roots of unity ahd effectively assign 
different "cubic parities" to the three W  fields. The concept of "cubic parity" 
is basic to the strong cubic W  boson model.
If w e  further define the charge conjugation operation for the W  field by: •
C  : W  (a) (X ) - - w f a) (x) - (4b)
H Mi
the simplest C P  = -1 totál semi-weak interaction which can be written d o w n  is 
(6 is the Cabibbo angle):
’li + P V33 )
+ w<-> ( r k + 5 1»)
+ W
n ( Cl + «• %  ) ] - h-c- } (5)
where a, (3, y, 6, V  and 5' are reál coefficients, l  =íÍy (1+yJ v + íÜy (1+Yc)v0 0 [L o
is the totál (V-A) charged lepton current 3nd J^j (i,j = 1, 2, 3) is the octet hadron 
current (in tensor notation). Note the coefficient i and the subtraction of the 
hennitian conjugate in Eq. (5); these features account for the CP= -1 property of 
the semi-weak interaction since C  and P are defined by virtue of the strong cubic 
self-interaction of the W's. The interaction (5) alsó possesses the property that 
it is the most generál semi-weak interaction which forbids A Y*2 (Y is the -hyper- 
charge) transitions ̂  ̂  to order g 2 and g"’.
It is n o w  possible to show tha t the first-order effects in g are for- 
bidden by the invariance of Eq. (5) under the "cubic parity" transformation (4); 
this forbiddenness extends to any process which i s  first-order in g and of arbi1- 
trary order in e (electric charge) and therefore excludes the occurrence of anelectric 
dipólé'mortient of the neutron in this ord er^  The first non-vanishing effects
in the strong cubic W  boson model occur in order g 2 since a term like 
( W^(x) ^ v (>í))0 is consistent with cubic parity conservation. In this way, one 
can dérivé an effectíve C P *  +1 current-current interaction in order g 2 
(in the limit m ^  -* ») which can explain the whole rangé of C P-conserving  leptonic ,
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semi-leptonic and hadronic w e a k  processes. Indeed, one can fix the coefficients 
in Eq. (5) by the requírement that they reproduce in order g 2 the results of the
universal (V-A) current-current w e a k  interaction:
l - —  í w  r rH w  = 7 =
where
(̂x) = cos 0 J^2 (x) + sin 0 J^3 (x) + £^(x) (6a)
2 2
is the Cabibbo current and G / / T  = 9 / m w r * E q * ^) yields a contribution of
2 2 2 2 2
order g to purely leptonic processes and g . cos 0 and g sin 0 contributions
tó the A Y=0 and A Y*1 semi-leptonic w e a k  processes respectively. These features
are readily recaptured by the iteration of Eq. (5) through the unique choice:
6 = 6' = | , y = cos 0 , y ' * sin 0 (7)
The choice of (x and p) in Eq. (5) can nőt soeasily be determined by comparing 
the iteration of Eq. (5) with the g 2 cos 0 sin 0 contribution of Eq. (6) to the 
A Y=1 w e a k  hadron processes since w e  are asked to equate:
“ e <11 ’J  i j  11 > ■cos«*‘n e < f li*, í j  n > (8)
Eq. (8) does nőt yield a simple determination of the coefficients a and p since its
L.H.S. (originating from the W  boson model) involves neutral hadron currents
(14)
exclusively and its R.H.S. (originating from the current-current theory) invol­
ves pnly charged hadror currents; consequently, at the present stage of the strong 
cubic W  boson theory, the choice of a and p is dictated by experiment (we shall 
find below that a ~ p  ~  1). The structure of the L.H.S. of Eq. (8) has the very 
desirable consequence that the A Y=1 w e a k  hadron processes automatically obey 
the AI=£ rule (I is the isospirüin the W  boson theory - in contrast to the artificial 
suppression of the Al=3/2 contribution (through octet enhancement or somé other 
mechanism) .equired in the current-current theory.
The C P = - 1  semiweak V/ boson interaction which is consistent with the
C P =  + 1 w e a k  current-current interaction thus becomes:
H s.w. ■ f [ w “ (” V 2 )
+ w<-> ( f T  cos ei1̂  + t j n  ) (9)
+ W (+) (/TTsin e + Zi4/ / T ) - h . c .  }
Eq. (9) will be used to compute the mátrix elements following from the W  boson 
model. However, it is illuminatíng to recast Eq. (9) intő the form:
H S . W .  • l°' { K <0) (“ ' ’u3 + P ' ’J
* (w " - w i+)) ( - é l j  ♦ sin 0I„‘ ♦ *,) (10,
-•(cos 9,tt2 ' Sln 9 'll3 ) ]  " h '°‘ )
where g' = g//"2~ , a' « / y  a , p' = f~z p. Ihs second term n o w  contains the 
interaction of the usual Cabibbo current (consisting of charged hadron and lepton 
currents) with the normalized combination ^  ̂- W J +^)
---------7 T
In the third term, the orthogonal combination of the and W  ^  fields in-teracts
M- M-
with a purely charged hadron current while in the first term the neutral vector field 
interacts with a purely neutral hadron current. It is worth remarking that the 
combinations of and which enter in Eq. (10) are precisely the ones that
interact with the electromagnetic field w h e n  one adds this field to the quasi-Yang- 
Mills Lagrangian (3). This piacé s the semi-weak interaction of the W  boson 
model on an attractive theoretical foundation.
The basic difference between the current-current interaction model (6) 
írnd the strong cubic W  boson model first arises in order g (1° the .W boson model) 
where one encounters a term óf the type ( W  (x) W  (x) W ^ ( X ))Q which conserves 
cublc parity" and is large because of the strong cubic self-coupling of the W
v'T
+ + w ^ +))
\ .u U /
J T
boson triplet. Thus, the strong cubic W  boson model allows certain w e a k  pro-
3
cesses to occur in order g which can only occur in the current-current theory in
order g 4 ~  Moreover, the w e a k  processes occurring in order g 3 récéivé
C P  = -1 contributions in this order and can exhibit CP-violation effects under
3
suitable circumstances. W h e n  the C P  = ~1 g amplitude interferes with the
2 -3
C P =  +lg amplitude, the CP-viola ting effect will be of the order g ~10 whereas
2 n
if it interferes with a C P =  +1 ^ ---- g e amplitude (a combined weak-electro-
magnetic amplitude), the CP-violating effect can be m u c h  larger (gross C P  vio- 
lation^°^). The CP-violating effect in -* 2tt decay is an example of the former 
type of interference effect (and w a s  the reason for proposing the strong cubic 
W  boson model in the first piacé) while K^ 2p, decay would be an example of
the latter type of interference effect. W e  conclude this section with a sketch of 
the calculation for -+ 2it decay - to indicate the natúré of the approximations 
invoked - and in the next section apply the strong cubic W  boson model to'the 
Kl -* 2 problem .
The diagram contributing to -* 2ir° decay is given in Fig. 1 (a similar 
diagram can be drawn for -»Tr+n-) and the mátrix element following from Eq. (9) is:
m  . r A  ^ <k2> y r V ^  (..)
po ] 0 20 ^  V
* ra'P'Y' (P- <K2 (P) |v J j |it'(q»<ir~(q) |V*2 |«°(kj) > <»°<k2) |A^ } | 0)
W  i
where A is the W  boson propagator, r lol , is the triple W  vertex and V . and p,v Q'p'y (Xj
A  are the vector and axial vector hadron currents with suitable tensor indices 
respectively. From symmetry considerations:
ra'p'V " f(q2 -q-P-q*k2) [öa .p.(P-íí+k2)v, - 6a ,Y((2p-2q-k2y  + 6p, y  (p-q)Q , 1 (12)
W e  assume that f (q^, q • p, q • k^) ~  f and, retaining the most divergent contri­
butions, w e  get
IS 6
where f is the pion decay amplitude. Hence:
TT
| M  (KL ->2Tr)/M(Ks -»2Tr) |_~ 10-3 fQ ( ) 9P (14)
Another relation between f and A is derived by calculating the self-mass of the •
I
W  boson with cubic interaction: using the same approximations fór the triple 
W  vertex, one gets:
3 ^o ^6 n i "■■■.=----------- --  m w  (15)W ~  4 / Z  ti m w  -  W
4
or
f A2/ m w 2 ~  2tt (16)o " 7 ‘“W  =
These approximate calculations s how that the correct order of magnitude of the
CP-violating amplitude fór K^ -♦ 2 tt decay can be obtained from the strong cubic
_ 2
W  boson model fór a reasonable choíce of parameters: g ~ 3 x  10 (corresponding 
to m yj ~  10 Gev), A ~  2 m ^  and P ~  1 .
Ó 3. Application of the Stronq Cubic W  Boson Model to Kj -* 2y, Puzzle
The strong cubic W  boson model w a s  nőt invented to explain the recent
(7)Kj -* 2p, puzzle' ' , It w a s  pút forward as the simplest W  boson model capable 
of providing a unified description of both CP-conserving and CP-violating w e a k  
processes. However, it turns out that the same feature of the modöl which
3
predicts the existence of the CP-violating K T -» 27T decay in order g alsó predictsJ-i
the existence of effective neutral lepton currents in the same order and this, w h e n  
comblned with the symmetry properties of the model, enables us to understand the 
low rate fór Kj -* 2y, decay and a m u c h  higher rate fór Kg 2p, decay. This 
interesting prediction of the strong cubic W  boson model is n o w  examined in somé
detail.
Let us write in the usual fashion:
|Kl  > = |K2 > + c |Kj > (17a)
|Kg > = |Kj > + « |K2 > (17b)
where t ~  «0 e ll,//4 (f = 2 X iq-3) and terms of higher order in e have been
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dropped. It is easy to s how that in the "local" approximation^^ to the g 3 mátrix 
element, the C P *  - 1 |K2 > state does nőt decay intő 2u whereas the C P  = + 1 |K. )
3
State does. Indeed, the effective CP*=-1 g interaction in the local limit takes 
the CP°+.l |Kj> state intő the CP.» -1 (*SQ) state of the 2 ^ system with the 
amplitude:
M  |Kj ■* 2|i) b 10 b v5 v (i8)
where u and v are the Dirac spinors fór the muons and b is computed from the
diagram In Fig. 2. Üsing the same approximations m ade in computing K. -* 2-n
la
decay (see ^ 2), one obtains:
b ■ 2 /z~ m  G  S  sin 8 a f „  (19)
where f+ Is the K + decay amplitude and
Z  E - 3 fo ( " m ~ )  9 cos 0 — '  T T  g cos * (19a)16w£ ° ' m vy 
[uslng relation (16) ] . The rate becomes:
r(Kj-*2ii) «■ (G sin 8 a fz J f^ m^)2 (mR2 - (20)
*» 12 | z |2 Tl  (a ~ 1) (21)
where w e  have expressed the decay rate in Eq. (21) in term s of **a W *
It Is important to note that the amplitude (18) fór -♦ 2y, is pure imaginary since 
the diagram in Fig. 2 gives a reál contribution and the i comes from the fact that 
the C P *  -1 part of the interaction is responsible fór this contribution. It is thisI
feature which enables (18) to partially cancel the C P =  +1 absorpttve contribution 
to the amplitude fór -»2vi given by the weak-electromagnetic diagram in Fig. 3.
Let us be more explicit: w e  m a y  write the totál amplitudes fór •* 2 |x 
and Kg ■4 2 ^ a s  follows:
* <2 l*± lT  lKL .S >  ’  « » * f T  |K2 _ , > t . « u ± l T | K1 a > (22,
where the subscripts é on » de note the C P »  * 1 final statcs of the u £  system





rON/ |TT I K2>
b ± = <2n± |T± | K 1 >
c ± = Re <2^± lT ± 1 V
d ± =
Re <2,± !t t 1 K2>
(23)
where the subscripts on T denote the C P =  1 character of the effective interaction 
respectively. Using the definitions (23), w e  get:
J m  <2^± | T | K L > = a ± + eQ b ±
fe <2n± |T| K l  > = d ± - ej b ±
where * = Re (c), e, = lm (e). The corresponding relations fór the K c -* 2p, ampli-
O  1 o
tudes are:
ím  < 2 ^ | T |  Ks > = b ± + «o a ±
(25)
Re <2u± | T | K s > = c ± - « a ±
3
W e  repeat that 2 la, are in a P State and 2u in a lp state.+ o - So
Four of the quantities in Eq. (23), b , c , a + , d^, involve the C P  = -1
3
part of the interaction and must be estimated on the basis of the g diagram in
Fig. 2; b is precisely the amplitude b defined by Eq. (18); c_ ~  0 since m ^  is
large; a + ~  0 in the local limit; d + ~  0 fór the same reason as c . The other four
quantities, a , d , b + , c + involve the C P =  +1 part of the interaction and must be
2 4
estimated on the basis of the g e diagram in Fig. 3: a_ is the-quantity computed
fi 7) 2 4
by Sehgar d is the dispersive part of the g e contribution and is nőt ex­
pected to exceed the absorptive part a_ (although a good calculation has nőt yet 
been carried out as yet); b + is estimated to be the same order as a and the same 
can be said of c + . Inserting our results intő Eqs. (24) and (25), w e  get
*
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(all amplitudes are given in units of /r
i L
’ j?m < 2 W+ T ! Kl > = 7 x  10-5 eO
Re < 2p. + 1 T| k l >
= ~ D L *1
[ ím < 2p,_ |T| K L ) = 7 x 10“ 5 - 3.5 Iz | e 1 0
f
f Re < 2^_ 1 T | k l > SS + 3. 5 }z*[ ej
fim < 2(i+ 1 T 1Kg > s 1 x 10-4
Re < 2^+ T | Kg > s Ds
i?m < 2|i_ 1 T | K g ) s - 3.5 [z | + 1 x  10“4 eQ





where D T and D c are the reál parts of the weak-electromagnetic amplitudes fór JL o*
(18)K x and K 0 decay intő 2p, respectively (via-'the two-photon mechanism of Fig. 3).
L o
From Eqs. (26) - (29), w e  obtain the estimated partial transition rates fór 
the 2p, decays of and K c intő the C P =  +1 (^PQ) and C P =  -1 (*SQ) states:
F (KT -♦ 2a ) ~  5 x 10“9 • 2 x 10“6 • rT (30)
JL *T* L
r (Kl -» 2p._) ~  (7 x 10~5 - 3. 5-1.4 X 10"3 |z|) rL (31)
r (Ks -*2^+) ~  10"8 • rL (32)
r (ks 2 n_) ~  12 |z l2 rL (33)
and hence fór the totál rates:
r (Kl  2^) ~  (7 x 10"5 - 3.5-l.^xlO"3 |z|) rL (34)
r (Kg +2\i) ~  12 |z|2 rL (35)
It is clear from Eqs. (34) and (35) that the Kj -♦ 2y, puzzle can readily be 
resolved by a suitable choice of the parameter (z| (and therefore of m w .).
-9
T hus, w e  can match (34) to the upper limit 1.8 x 10 fór the branching ratio
B.R. (Kj. -♦ Zp,) by choostng [z | ~  5 . 5 x 1 0  (and a fortlorl * 15 Gev).
Inserting this value intő (35) yields r (Kg -♦ 2p,)/Tg ~  0.6 x 10~^ which is
fairly close to Steinberger’s upper limit^1^  0.8 x 10 ^ . It should be emphasized
that the predicted ^.R. (Kg -> 2^,) is very sensitive to the observed B.R. (K^-» 2 vx);
-9thus, if B.R. (Kl  -♦ 2p,) turnéd out to be 3 x 10 (a small change in such a difficult
— 3
experiment), w e  would get |z | ~  3 x  10~ (mw  ~  10 Gev) and the predicted
T (Kg -♦ 2p,)/rs would be 0.2 x 10-^. It should alsó be pointed out that if only 
2 4
the g e diagram contributes to Kg -♦ 2p, , the predicted r (Kg -»2p,)/rg would be 
~ 2  x 10 ^  , an extremely small value; any evidence for a substantially larger 
branching ratio would require a modification of the (V-A) current-current theory.
i 4. Further Predictlons of the Strong Cubic W  Boson Model
W e  have seen that one consequence of the strong cubic W  boson model 
is the automatic prediction of an effective (y, p,) current interaction with the Kj
3
m e s o n  in order g which interferes destíuctively with the weak-electromagnetic
2 4
current interaction in order g e for the K^ m e s o n  bút nőt for the Kg meson.
This is a negative sort of triumph and the true test of this model will lie with
positive confirmation of a variety of predictions for w e a k  processes involving
the effective interaction of neutral lepton currents with hadrons in order g 3 and
the competition, where appropriate, with weak-electromagnetic transitions to the
2 2 2 4
same final states in order g e or g e . M a n y  of the relevant calculations in
// \
this regard have been given in previous papers and only the more interesting 
results will be mentioned here.
A  more perspicuous w a y  to deduce the consequences of the strong cubic 
W  boson model for neutral lepton pair effects in semi-leptonic processes is to 
dérivé the local limit (together with first-order c o r r e c t i o n s f o r  the effective 




- í G s ü L L  |z j (j x32 _ Jx 3 } ' { [i ve vx (l+V5)ve+ii vx (l+v5)e
+ i V x (1+V  V i Í Y A ( l t i r < r ^  (36)
“ 2P' [ W ®  V )+nV ax(íl y5^ ]}
The first term in brackets in (36) is the strict local interaction whereas the second
g  2 2term is of order -3—  (q is the four-momentum tranefer); terms of order q / m w  (and m w  w
2 2 r 3 / 2 / 1 7m ^ / m w ) have been neglected. The current jj (x) - Ĵ 3 (x)J = 2i J (x) (in the
octet notation) is a A Y=l, CP= -1 neutral hadronic current which can be written
in the form:
jJJ (x) = Ax7 .+ 6 v J  (37)
The parameters Jz |, p (we set pf m ^  = p - 1) and 6 can, in principle, be determined 
from three experiments and the results then used to make further predictions. How- 
ever, in view of the unreliability of the experimental data (and the fact that only 
upper limits are actually known for the releva-ftt transition rates), we shall make 
the reasonable assumption that 6 ~ 1  and see whether the estimated values of | z j 
and p are consistent with the present data.
W e  can determine | z | from B.R. (Kg -> 2|i) if we choose that value,
|z j ~ 4 x 10 , which most plausibly reconciles B.R. (K^ -♦ 2y,) and B. R. (Kg -♦ 2^)
at the present time. A value of pcan then be found from the predicted rafio tor 
B.R. (Kg ■* 2p,) to B.R. (K+ -♦ it+ y v ), namely:
B.R. (Kg h  2u,) = Q Z 3 ( Z (38)
B.R. (K+ -♦ tt vv)
The experimental upper l i m i t f o r  B.R. (K+ -♦ tt+ v v  ) is 1.2 x 10 ^ and if we
insert this value intő Eq. (38), we obtain p2 ~  1.5. The branching ratio 
T (K+ •* ir+ vv) / T (K+ -* ir0 e+ ve) itself gives an independent determination of |z |
through the re lation:
r (K+ tt* y y) = 2 |z |2 (39)
"r (K+ -♦ ir° e* vg
whence jz | < 3.5 x 10- 3 which is of the right magnttude.
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W e  n o w  üst somé predictions fór several other interesting K m e s o n  decays
involving the emission of a neutral lepton pair. Consider the decay K. -*tt° l  J
' JL
3
which proceeds in order g without violating any symmetries of the basic interaction.
2 4
This implies that the C P *  +1 g e weak-electromagnetic contribution to this decay 
nuiy be ncglected with respect to the C P  = -1 g 3 contribution. The rate fór 
K ) ** decay involves p2 whereas w e  can neglect this term fór - * n ° e é
decay; w e  predict (using |z | ~ 3  x 10 ):
B.R. (Kj -*ir° e e  ) ■ 0.41 |z |2 ~  3 x 10-6 (40)
r (Kt - 1,0 US> = i _ L L .  { 0 . 5 1 +  LSI (0.17) + 1 . 5 A (41)
r  (Kl ->TT° e e ) 2 p2 + !
-  i i L -  (o. 16- 0. 13? - 0 . 0 3 5 2 ) }
p2 + 1
which, fór X + = 0.03, ? * - 0.6 and p2 «vl ,5 yields the value^22  ̂0.40 so that the 
predicted B.R. ( K ^ -♦ ír0 y,)i ) ~. 1 . 2 x 1 0  It would be interesting to have measure-
ments of the se rare decay mod e s  of K^.
+ + —The decay process K -♦ ír ií is more complicated because n o w  the
C P  = +1 weak-electromagnetic amplitude involves one photon (and is therefore of
2 2 3 
order g e ) and is comparable with the C P =  -1 g amplitude. Estimates of the
weak-electromagnetic contributions to the branching ratios have been m ade with
the results:
B.R. (K+ -»Tr+ nji) = 3 . 5 x l 0 ~ 7 (42)
, 2  2,
(g e ):
B.R. (K+ -♦ ir+ e e  ) «= 8 . 5 x 1 0 “ 7 (43)
The g J contributions to K + -♦ ir+ l  1 are identical with the corresponding contribu- 
tíons to K -* tt v v  so that w e  have [ cf. Eq. 09) ]
B.R. (K+ -4 u + n ü  ) ~  5 X 10"7 (44)
(g3):
B.R. (K+ -♦ tt+ e e  ) ~  12 x 10~7 (45)
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If w e  recall that Eqs . (42) and (43 ) were obtained from absorptive amplitudes and
that Eqs. (44) and (45) were derived from reál amplitudes multiplied by i (to repre-
sent the CP= -1 natúré of the W  boson interaction), it follows that destructive
interference m a y  occur between the corresponding amplitudes and thereby reduce
the actual branching rations. This m a y  account fór the measured lower upper bound
fór B.R. (K+ -»tt+ ee )<, 0.4 x  10 ^ compared to B.R. (K+ -*it + v n 7),< 1.2x 10 If
the above estimates are at all reasonable, the strong cubic W  boson model would
alsó predict gross C P  violation effects fór these rare decay modes of K + . The
magnitude of these effects and their modejof detection have already been discussed
(15)
in considerable detail. In the same paper will be found a discussion of gross 
C P  violation effects in the related rare decay mode: E + -* pee as well as in the W
boson production reaction itself, namely, v + N  + W  + N. In the latter case,
M-
the detection of an appreciable transverse pofarization of the muo n  from the decay-
ing W  boson would provide evidence fór gross C P  violation.
W e  conclude our status report on the strong cubic W  boson model by
remarking that a search fór neutral lepton pairs from decaying bosons or baryons
3
at the g level is of great interest independent of our model. C P  violation is, so
3
to speak, a large effect at this (g ) level and it is difficult to believe that this 
departure from the "classical" (V, A) current-currr.nt interaction theory will nőt
1 3
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V I RTUAL NEUTRINO EFFECTS
P. Budini, International Centre fór T h e o retical Physics, Trieste
Let us considér the interaction Lagrangian density responsible fór the
lepton weak interactions in the conventional Fermí current-current form:
G
j p(x ) (dw Jg p
with
jP(x) = : i(x)yP(l + y^)ve (x) : + : ij(x)yP(l + Y5 )vy U )  :
This Lagrangian implies the existence of forces. between leptons due to the 
exchange of neutrinos (see Fig.la) where SL stands fór lepton).
Since the Lagrangian in the form (l) is non-renormalizable, it must
2
be modified in an as yet unknown way near x = 0 One such modification,
ás in the intermediate vector boson theory, consists in starting,instead of 
from (l), from the Lagrangian:
= g(j + (x) WP (x) + JP(x). W*(x)) , (l1)
W p p
which in turn might be made renormalizable and the corresponding neutrino
2
exchange is represented in Fig.lb. These modifications near x = 0 , and
hopefully renormalizations, will only modify the neutrino forces at shox*t dis-
tance (high momenta) while their behaviour at large distance (low momenta)
will be uniquely determined by the experimentally well-established behaviour
2
of the Lagrangian (l) or (l') at large x
2 )
Their behaviour has been studied and is represented by the behaviour 
2
(fór x ^ 0) of the vacuum expectation value (corresponding to the neutrino 
loop of Fig.la):
nXp(x) = <0 |tj£v)(x) jpV)(o)|o) (2 )
where
= : v (x )y ^(1 + y 5 )v (x ) :
At large distance, IL (x) decreases with x a? x ^ . The corresponding
Ap
static potential in the three-dimensional space is:
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°F -5Vlr) = - — r r 5 , (3)
Utt
^ 2 2 X
where r = (x1  + Xg + x^) and the corresponding r - dependent force is 
repulsiv^ between two leptons yet attractive between lepton and antilepton.
—6Due to the x dependence, the neutrino forces may become strong at 
' , -
short distances. The problem is now up to which (short) distance does the
well-established x ^ behaviour remain valid.
In the intermediate boson theory one would say up to the Compton wave- 
length of the W mass. In the current-current theory (l), since the only
inbuilt length is G^ »it would be reasonable'to take this as the lower limit
fór the validity of the large-distance behaviour.(this corresponds to the 
unitary cut-off in momentum Bpace).
Let us then examine which are the consequences of the following working 
hypothesis:
Hypothesis: The modification of the neutrino forces due to the modification
of the Lagrangian (l) (and hopefully of its renormalization) happens, fór leptons,
at distances of the order of G* :F
nXf)(x) is given by (2 ) fór x2 j>* G?
(U)
II. (x) is nőt more singular
P -2  2than x fór x X Gp
•This hypothesis does nőt conflict with the knowledge we have at present. of the
lepton weak interactions and is particularly harmless fór the neutrino forces.
We have in fact that if we admit the gener&lly accepted hypothesis 
that neutrinos are both massless and chargeless, the function (2 ) obeys the 
equation:
3X nlpu> = o
and, as a corisequence, its Fourier transform can be pút in the form
V k) * (kx V " k2 sxp)n(k2> (5)
and TI(k ) is represented by only a logarithmically divergent integrál
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instead of quadratically, as one would deduce from power counting. (And this 
is true even at higher orders in G_, , that is, if we take the neutrino loop
in higher orders, inserting intő it an arbitrary number of lepton and neutrino
, \2) \ loops. (see B.F.II) •;
2
The consequence of the logarithmic divergence of ü(k ) is that the
unitary cut-off (A 'v G~5 300 GeV) or regularization of the neutrino loopí
is harmless fór the higher-order weak lepton processes. It is plausible that
3)(see fór example A.T. Filippov’s report at the present meeting) the unitary
cut-off is harmless fór all lepton weak processes. Now precisely the unitary
cut-off or regularization corresponds, in the x space, to the assumed hypo-
thesis(4) that the neutrino forces have the behaviour (2) and (3) up to dis- 
2
tances x 'v* G_ and that the Lagrangian (l) has to be modified only fór r
2 „ 
x < G_~ F
Obviously, the most interesting consequence of these neutrino forces 
would be the formation of lepton-antilepton resonances or composite states.
The best instrument we have to examine this possibility is the Bethe- 
Salpeter equation, which, starting from the Lagrangian density (l), has the 
generál form:
U3-L - m ^ X p U ^ M i S g  + m2 ) = - ^  Y P(l + Y? )
<0|T JpV^(x1)<.1(x1)I2(x2) j ^ ( x 2)|p)> y *(1 + Y5)
(6 )
where the U x 1* function Xp(xnx2 ) = K. 0|tA(x^)A(x2 ) |p)> represents the wave 
function of the possible bound state of totál momentum P built up,. due to 
neutrino forces,by the leptons fc^x^) . The left-hand side member
of (6) is usually called the vertex function V  :
A /%
T p U ^ )  = (i^ - m) X p U ^ H i ^  + m2) ; (7)
and, in the ladder approximation, is represented in Fig.2. Beőause of the
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projectors (l + ) in (6) the vertex (.7) can have only the form
r X̂lX2  ̂= yP^  + Y5 r̂p^xlX2  ̂ ^
and the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the ladder approximation assumes a particularly
simple form both fór the vertex T and fór the bound state wave function Xp .
and the sectors fór their tensor components are decoupled (see B.F. II). It
is well known that the Bethe-Salpeter equation acquires a particularly simple
2and symmetric form fór massless composite states (P = 0) .
In our case the equation fór the r appearing in (8) becomes, in
i)
momentum space and reference system = 0, (see B.FII Eq.(39')):
r p(P) - - ko2F Jl[(n-q)2 ] , ,2 r 2 t „ T, „ , ,q ---‘"2 2 p̂-q' ^  gA - qXq  ̂ » (9)
(1-q )
where p is the relative momentum of the constituents.
In a generál reference system the vertex appearing in (9) will be both
a function of the totál momentum P and of the relative momentum p . It
is easy to show that the solution of the equation fór F (P,P) is invariant
0
against the gauge transformátion
rp'P,p) - rp(p »P) + PpMP,p) (10)
with A(P,p) an arbitrary well-behaved function of P and p . This means 
that one can impose on the vertex T^ÍP.p) the condition
pprp(p,p) = 0 (11)
and,consequently, further decompose it in the form
rpr ^(p) =exr ^ S p  S(p2 ) + (kpApp - p2Gp)D(p2 )] (12)
(r)
where £ is a unit polarization vector and the equations fór S and D 
can be reduced to one-dimensional integrál equations (B.F.II).^
In order to solve Eq.(9) or the corresponding equations fór S and 
D one has now to regularize the logarithmically divergent kernel II(k) re-
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presenting the neutrino loop. This can be done iri many, to somé extent equi- 
valent, ways. If one uses the non-polynomial technique in which the regular-
ization depends on a regularizing coupling constant f (of dimensions
- 2  - 
M ) one finds that, fór different approximations of the kernel and of the
integrál equations, the condition fór Eq.(9) to admit a massless solution is *)
/ x 2)(see B.F.l)
f - 0 F (13)
This condition in ordinary space implies that the behaviour of the peutrino
forces will deviate from the long-distance behaviour (they will become less
2
singular fór x ->■ 0) at distances of the order of
x2 « f » 0F (11+)
that is Eq. (13) corresponds to the hypothesis (!+)•
From (ll) and (12) we see further that the lepton-antilepton composite 
states may only have spin-1. Their coupling to the free leptons can alsó be 
computed, properly normalizing the wave function ' X p í ^ 3̂ )  » It turns
out that in our approximations it is either strong or médium strong (see
.1)
B.F.I).
We have then that from the Lagrangian (l) the two following poss.ible 
consequences can be drawn:
a) Hypothesis (U) is valid and as a consequence spin-one lepton 
composite states exist. Since they are presumably nőt weakly coupled 
to the free leptons it should be easy to verify their existence 
experiméntally.
b) Neither the composite states nor resonances exist. Bút then
The equation* fór S and D can easily be reduced to the Goldstein or 
k)Thirring type of integrál equations.
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the hypothesis (.*+) must be discarded and the neutrino forces must
deviate from their x ^ dependence at a distance muoh larger than
i . . .
2G_ . The condition of non-existence of resonances or bound states F
could establish then a lower distance of validity of the Fermi current- 
current Lagrangian Cl) which shöuld be larger than Gp . In the 
intermediate vector boson theory it would establish an upper bound 
on the W mass.
Let us keep hypothesis 0+) from which (a) follows, and let us draw 
somé further consequences from it.
It is known ^ ' that a composite state can always be represented by a 
field, and in this frame the amplitude (8) could be considered to be derived 
(in the limit of long wavelength: X »  Ĝ , ) from the effective Lagrangian:
i eff = e iF(x)YP(l + Y5)*(x)Ap(x) (15)
where x stands for the c.m. co-ordinate of the composite system and Ap(x) 
is defined, in momentum .space, by
e Ap(P) = Tp(P,p^ = m2 , p| = m) . (l6)
Because of (10) and (ll) we may impose on Ap the condition
3PAp(x) = 0  (17)
The Lagrangian (15) implies the existence of a spin-1 field quasilocally (in
.the limit X »  G^) coupled tothe electron and muon fiélds.
We shall suppose that the bare (with respect to the weak interactions) 
electron eq and muon have the same mass. As a consequence, because of
weak universality, will obey the same equation, (9), both for electron
and muon, and e in (l6) will be the same for these two leptons. (1 5 ) will 
be explicitly:
15 5
^teff = e[é0(x)YP(l + Y5 )e0(x) + U0(x)YPCL + Y5)UQU)]ApCx) . Cl5‘)
2.)
Approximate solutions of Eq..(9) (se'e B.F.I) give for e values 
between 0.1 and 1 . . If these values are confirmed by further calculatioris,
the composite states represented by Ap should be easily detectable.
It is known that the only spin-one boson medium-strongly coupled to 
the massive leptonsis the photon.
One would then be naturally brought to identify the spin-one massless 
lepton composite state represented by the field Ap as the photon. Bút
the difficulty in this interpretation is that from the weak Lagrangian the 
only permissible vertex of both electron and muon with the composite state 
is the parity non-conserving (15') while notoriously electromagnetic inter- 
.actions conserve parity. One must enquire if there might be a mechanism by 
which the effective Lagrangian (15') deduced from the weak lepton Lagrangian 
might give rise to the space (and charge) reflection invariant form of the 
quantum electrodynamical Lagrangian.
The problem here is similar to that encountered in the recent successful
• - s 
attempts ^  to unify electrodynamics and weak interactions; there alsó, one 
has to find a mechanism to get rid of the Y^ term in the neutral weak .currents. 
One can then borrow from those models the mechanism for the restoration of 
parity (space and charge) conservation in going from weak to electromagnetic 
intefactions.
One such possibility would be to take the Salam-Weinberg model ^  and 
choose the coupling constants g and g 1 in the intermediate boson Lagrangian 
in such a way as to make the diagonal weak Lagrangian parity-conserving for the 
massive leptons. In this way one would obviously obtain parity- 
conserving vertex for the free lepton-composite state amplitude. Bút the 
matherjatical simplicity brought to our model by the projectors (l + Yc)
v • ?
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would be spoiled. Besides, öné needs the introduction of more neutral 
vector bosons.
Another possibility is offered by the recent wörk of Georgi and 
Glashow ^^ in which no new neutral vector bosons are introduced besides the 
.photon, which would be fór us the lepton composite'state. New unobserved 
massive leptons are introduced instead, build-ing up two triplets of electronic 
states (and further two fór the muon). In our case we would have that mass- 
less neutrino exchange generates_ composite states between these leptons; the 
charged and massive ones (we would bind a charged lepton and a neutral anti- 
lepton with different masses) would be the charged W meson and the only . 
neutral massless one the photon. The 0(3)-invariant coupling of these vector 
bosons to the fermions would give both the known weak and the parity-conserving 
electromagnetic coupling of the composite lepton-antilepton state with the 
leptons (the charged ones) plus weak an<V electromagnetic interactions of the 
unobserved leptons, as in the Glashow-Georgi model. Since the theory is re-
normalizable, we should obtain a well determined regularization of the kernel
n(k ) . Bút still free parameters like the lepton masses would be left in
the theory.
Yet we prefer to think that if hypothesis (h) and its consequence(a) 
are correct there should be a more economical way to restore parity (P and <*) 
conservation. A possible way <?ould be the following. Take the Konopinsky 
weak Lagrangian in the two equivalent forms:
Q
= ~ V ‘°VP(l - Y5)v eyp(l + y5)v + h.c. (1 8 )
= —  vyP(1 + y )u vy ( 1 - y )ec + h.c. (l8 ')
/2 5 P 5
Starting from these we could deduce fór the vertex amplitude corresponding to 
(8 ):
r  = y P ( l  -  Y5 ) T p C) ( 8 ' )
ooth for the electron and for the muon, where the superscript (c) stands for 
charge conjugate (or, better, lepton‘conjugate since there is no charge yet).
As (15') was obtained from the amplitude (8) we may think that the
amplitude (8') might be derived from the effective Lagrangian
' ^  *ff = e[éJc)(x)YP(l - Y ^ e ^ x )  + ^ c)(x)yP(l - y5 )u(c 5 (x) ]á£c } (x)
(19)
Taking the charge conjugate of this we have
C ^ ® ff C-1 = e[é0 (x)yP(l - Y5 )eQ (x) + Ü0 (x)yP(l - Y 5 )n(x)]Ap(x) (19')
where the hypothesis
C ApC ̂ C_1 = Ap (20)
was adopted.
To obtain the electromagnetic Lagrangian we need only "define" it as 
the half sum of (151) plus (19') to obtain:
^ 0  = e^ 0 (x)yP (e0 (x) + iT0(x)YPy0 (x)]Ap (x) (21)
(Thií. "definition" could be Justified by the necessity of summing over opposita 
directions in closed lepton loops (see Fig.2).) The universality of the lepton 
electric próperties follows from the universality of their weak interactions if 
we admit that the bare electron and muon have equal masses and that the (weak) 
renormalization will nőt altér the vector current densities and we obtain
= e[e(x)YPe(x) + ü(x)YPy(x)]A (x) (22)
em p
Electric charge conservation follows from the gauge invariance (11) 
and it is different from lepton number conservation which follows from the gauge 
invariance of the weak Lagrangian (l).
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Needless to say, in this model the lepton electrodynamics is finite, 
the unrenormalized electric charge is zero (z^ ® 0) and the standard local
I
electrodynamics should be valid up to distances of the order G* (if strongr
interactions are nőt.taken intő account).
In this model the electric charge should be eomputed as a function of
GF after solution of Eq.(9) or the corresponding ones fór S and D in (12).
2It is clear that these solutions will depend on the way the kernel TT(k ) is 
regularized. In the way we have obtained the electrodynamical Lagrangian 
(2 2 ), this regularization is nőt defined because the current-current weak 
Lagrangians (l) and (l8) are nőt renormalizable. If we started instead 
from a renormalizable Lagrangian like (l') then the renormalization of 
the weak interactions would fix uniquely (apart. from páráméters like the W
masses which could be fixed by cönditions in the frame of weak interactions)
2 2 the behaviour of the kernel Tí(k ) at high values of k and the V&lue of
the electric charge should be computable uniquely.
Should the main ’line of this scheme fór the origin of electromagnetic 
properties of leptons be at least partially true, many more questions remain 
open and await an answer. One of the first is the explanation of the
electromagnetic properties of hadrons. There, because of baryon rcumber
conservation, one cannot exchange neutrinos between baryons (or, rather, 
baryon quarks); one is then unable to think of the photon as a composite of 
hadron .quarks, as it was of lepton quarks (here we use the term lepton quark 
fór bare leptons).
Nevertheless, if one accepts the idea that weak interactions are 
responsible fór binding lepton quarks intő the photon, they should alsó be 
able to bind hadron quarks intő hadrons.*) (In the frame of recent models,
one has only to bring the W mass one order of magnitude higher than the
*) One such possibility was examined somé time ago by Thirring and coworkers^‘
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lower limits accepted at present.) The situation there is much more compli-
cated by the fact that, roughly speaking, the baryon quarks differ much more
from baryons than the lepton quarks do from leptons. Besides, öné probably
has nőt the (l + projector bút perhaps (l + and then one will
obtain ((X - l) proportional pseudoscalar and tensor vertices besides the(8)
nevertheless
vector and axial-vector one. One could /v think that by somé mechanism a 
massive vector composite system of baryon quarks is formed which has the 
same quantum numbersas the photon. Then, by weak interaction it will
have the possibility of transition intő the photon (the baryon constituents 
decay weakly in those of the lepton). This would then be a dynamical basis 
fór the explanation of so-called vector dominance. Naturally, one could 
always suppose,at low momenta, that the lepton composite^state, the photon 
is directly bound to the hadron and that the vertex obeys (10), from which 
electric charge conservation and universality follow, The intermediate 
of the massive vector boson would only be felt in the hadron electric founfaotor.
Bút many more problems regarding the renormalizability of this 
model and its implications fór higher-order processes have yet to be 
investigated.
At this preliminary stage the model has the attractive features of allow- 
ing the derivation of electric from weak lepton universality and that for‘ 
both electric and weak interactions the Fermi coupling constant represents 
the minimál distance at which the interactions are well represented by the 
local standard theory, while divergences disappear from electrodynamics and 
are left only in weak interactions.
But.apart from this and the possible self-consistency of the scheme, 
only natúré, through experimental evidence, can teli us if all this is nőt 
only possible bút alsó true.
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CALCULATION OF STATIC QUANTITIES IN WEINBERG'S MODEL*
W.A. Bardeen, R. G a s tmans+ and B. Lautrup, CERN - Geneva
1 )The work I want to talk about ooncerns the calculation of 
statio quantities in Weinberg’s model of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions 2\
By now, most people are acquainted with Weinberg1s model, so 
let me just recapitulate briefly the main ideas. One starts with a 
gauge theory in which a triplet of gauge fields couples to electronic 
isospin and a. singlet field to electronic hypercharge. One then in- 
troduces spontaneous breakdown of the symmetry - alsó called the Higgs- 
Kibble mechanism - by the introduction of a scalar boson field 
which has a non-zero vacuum expectation value. The net result of all 
this is to produce masses fór the e’lectron and somé of the bosons and 
various couplings among these particles.
In this way, one generates the electromagnetic interactions of 
the electron and the charged intermediate boson, W , the weak intei^- 
actions of the usual type, e D^(l+i 'í , plus neutral current
interactions of the type 0 Y ^  (l+i and e ?^(l+ia V ̂ )e Z ^  ■,
a scalar coupling ee0 , and, finally, various other couplings among 
the bosons themselves.
The interest in the model lies in the fact that it belongs to 
a eláss of models which have a very good chance of being renormalizable
Because of the gauge symmetry of the theory, one can in principl 
study it in any gauge. First, !t Hooft ^  examined a eláss of very
similar models in the renormalizable gauge, i.e., the gauge in which
2 2the vector boson propagator behaves like 1/k fór k -*<d . He can do 
this by introducin^í a set of ghost particles and additional vertices.
He then could show that these models were unitary.
* presented by R. Gastmans 
+ Aangeste^d üavorser, Ü.F.W.O., Belgium
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Por practical purposes, it is, however, mucn more desirable to 
be able to calculate in the manifestly unitary gauge, with a vector 
boson propagator
since one does nőt have to intr^duce unphysical particles or additional 
vertices.
Obviously, if the theory is renormalizable, then the calculation 
of physical quantities must lead to finite results in any gauge, alsó 
in the unitary gauge. On the one hand, the unitary gauge is the easiest 
one to calculate in, bút on the other hand, the divergence difficuities 
look much more severe. In this work we wanted to verify the finiteness 
of physical quantities in the unitary gauge.
The first problem which then arises is how to regularize highly 
divergent integrals associated with Peynman diagrams involving closed 
loops, since it is very desirable to have a regularizntion scheme which 
respects the symmetry of the theory. Fortunately, a gauge invariant 
regularization procedure exists, and the main idea for it is due to 
' t Hooft and Veltman
I shall now briefly describe this method. Suppose we live in 
a world with n space-time dimensions, then to evaluate Peynman 
diagrams, one would have to consider integrals of the type
>
Por n < 2m, the integrál exists and
. /
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This expression is a meromorphic function of n which can be analy- 
tically continued to complex va'iues of n, and which then defines 
all integrals, even the ones which are divergent for n->4.
How do we now implement this in specific calculations ?
i) We calculate everything in n dimensions, bút all physical 
four-vectors, like external momenta, polarization four- 
vectors, etc. , have only their first four-components different 
from zero. (The other n-4 components vanish.) We do the 
same with the Dirac V  matrices. All other four-vectors are 
n d imensiorial. Our wa.y of handLing the If matrices is 
different from ’t Hooft and Veltman*s way in which the 
matrices alsó are n dimensional. It is then impossible, 
however, to define a ( without introducing many anomalies.
ii) Our prescription now regularizes in a gauge invariant way all 
loops involving meson lines.
iii) Only spinor loop subgraphs now remain divergent, and these 
have to be regularized separate.ly, e.g., with a symmetric 
S separation, as has been done by Bardeen To make these
spinor loops gauge invariant, we need only cancel anomalies in 
the lowest order loops, and this can be done by introducing 
supplementary quarks.
iv) At the end, one takes the limit n - M .
Since we now have a consistent regularization scheme, nothing 
should stop us from performing reál calculations. Unfortunately, 
physical processes, like jA. decay to fourth order, involve more than 
20 diagrams, which means a considerable amount of work.
Therefore, we decided to look first .intő the calculation of the 
static quantities in the theory, since their calculation is much 
easier. It allows us to examine how our regularization scheme works, 
and to check the renormalizability of Weinberg's model.
The first quantity we looked at was the anomalous quadrupole 
moment of the charged intermediate boson. The five graphs of Pig. 1
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contribute, and the superficial degree of divergence is logarithmic.
It turns out that all graphs are separately finite, and we refer to 
Ref. 1) fór their finite values.
A much more crucial test of the theory is provided by the
calculation of the g-2 of the W. This time, there are ten graphs
(Fig.2) of which only those involving the ¥  and the leptons are
finite. The superficial degree of divergence is now quadratic. How-*-
ever, it turns out that the sura of all the other diagrams adds up to
1 )a finite contribution again
Then, we looked at the electromagnetic properties of the 
neutrino. In lowest order, there are two diagrams which could give it 
a charge (Fig.3 ). Fór the theory to be consistent, the charge of the 
neutrino has to remain zero, and this turns out to be the case, using 
the n dimensional regularization procedure.
Let me now make a few comments about the charge radius of the 
neutrino, which is defined as
where
/u - t e  F í q 1 ) ü  ^  ' -t i u
is the mátrix element of the electromagnetic current between nuetrino 
states. Four additional graphs now contribute alsó (Fig.4 ).
First, to measure a charge radius of the neutrino, one has 
"to get inside" the neutrino with Virtual photons (say by doing e V 
scattering). Bút then, one alsó has to consider the competing pro­
cesses in Weinberg's model, like two Z or two W exchange, and 
radi.atd.ve corrections to single Z exchange. Indeed, in Weinberg's 
model, all particles which couple to the photon must alsó couple to 
the Z. The consistency of the theory only requires the totál 
scattering amplitude fór e y scattering to be finite, and indeed 
we find that- F'(o) is divergent in Weinberg's model. It is clear 
from this that the neutrino charge radius is nőt a physical quantity 
in the model.
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Finally, we calculated the muon anomaly without any ambiguity
since the gauge invariance of the theory is respeeted with our regular-
ization sehemes, in contradistinction to calculations using, e.g., the
- limiting procedure. The graphs from Pig. 5 now contribute, bút
their numerical value is very small. No limit on the mass of the ^
can be deduced from the present or planned experiments of the muon 
g-2 .
This completes our tour of the static quantities in Weinberg1s 
model, and, in conclusion, we can say that our calculations support 
the claim that the model is indeed renormalizable.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
F igure. 1 : Feynman diagrams contributing to the anomalous quadru-
pole momant of the W.
Figure 2 : Feynman diagrams contributing to the dynamic anomalous
magnetic moment of the W.
Figure 3 : Feynman diagrams contributing to the self-charge of the
neutrino.
Figure 4 : Feynman diagrams which alsó contribute to the charge
radius of the neutrino, bút nőt to its self-charge, 
because of gauge invariance.























ANALVTIC RENORMALIZATION AND ELECTRON - ANTINEUTRINO SCATTERING*
Z. Horváth and G. Pócsik, Institute fór Theoretical Physics, Eötvös 
University, Budapest
1 ,  The üigher order weak corrections are interest ing both 
fór theoretical and experimental reasons. At low energies only 
negligible contributions are expected in higher orclers of G, 
while at higner energies the corrections rnight become large due 
to the strongly singular natúré of the conventional v-A four 
fermion interactions bringing in the possibility of the experi­
mental verification. Incteed, there are arguments c n  that fór
colliding lepton-antilepton beams 2x250 GeV, 0  =90°, the G^-or-
-37 Zdér differential cross section, 2 .10  cm /sr., surpasses the 
corrtsponding electromagnetic contribution.
in the present paper we give a perturbation treatment in the 
frameworic of field theory which is vaiid belovj the unitarity 
limit, several hundred (ieV. The method introduces a minimum num- 
ber of unknown parameters. This is contrasted to the approach 
based on unitarity and anaiyticity, ,
Instead of using tne 1-ather uncertain cutoff proceaures, we 
define the finite part; of an arbitrary Feynman graph by Speer’s 
method [3]. In renormalizable field theories this method is 
equivalent to the Bogoliubov-Parasiuk-Hepp renormalization.
The procedure to be followed is illustrated in second order 
or the weak: mteraction and applied to the £ - Ve elastic 
scattering. A diagonal electron-neutrino interaction is alsó 
introduced.++
+ Presented by G.Pócsik
++ The astrophysical significance of the Ő - V e scattering is 
emphasized e.g. in M
[1] A.D .Dolgov, L.B.Okun, V.I.Zakharov:Nucl.Phys,B37 /'1972/493 
[2} T.Appelquist, J.D.Ejorken: SLAC-PUB-950, October 1971.
E.R. Speer: Journal of. Math. Phys. 9 /1968/ 1404
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An experimental upper limit of the diagonal coupling constant 
has been reported by Reines [5] .At such energies, however, 
which we are interested in the e-V^, scattoring is merely of 
theoretical interest, in any case it shows undisturbed weak 
interaction effects.
In the next Section we define the physical amplitúdó in 
2 —order G for scattering, then the corrections are dis-
cussed to the cross section in Section ;>•
2. Speer’s method consists oi two steps. At first, we con- 
tinue each Feynman denominator in a formai gra^h intő a rcero- 
morphic distribution, 0) -> where
f  OjRe^ large enough /the only poles are located at 
and carry out the momentum integrations. The result is a mero- 
morphic function of many complex variables /called generalized 
Feynman amplitude/. In the second step a physical amplitude is 
defined by applying a generalized evaluator to the generalized 
Feynman amplitude [?]• Roughly speaking the generalized evalu­
ator acts as if one would take out the constant term in the 
Laurent expansion of the generalized Feynman amplitude. The 
generalized evaluator' can be conveniently identified by the 
operation
_ J__ y  \ cl ̂  \ d / i/
) Caii S, JCo<M
where the summation runs over all the permutations of l , . . . , k  
and the radius IV! =R^ of the circle Q  orientecl courjtjer- 
clockwise is assumed to satisfy 0 < R i<  ... <£ Rk ,^i ̂
As we said, we are interested only in effects caused by a 
single -loop which has the formai contribution
R.B.St üthers, H.Y.Chiu: Proc. of Cortona Conierence, p;>,1971 
^3 F. Reines: in this volume
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^ l R i A í .  C w / p + p . n )  
T í $ l J 0 - T ? * A - i O  h  ^A
■i
/ 2  /- 1  v  * «  í  (Q ‘ )j * í*-r: < ♦ « <í a ;  ( t f ) ,  -  
- M ) s « 4 ’ W i ,  <a-s% , 1 5 -^ -
Continuing the üenominators we arrive at the following genera- 
lized version of the invariants oi^ lor large ^
/ T Í G *  Ü  t ) - ±  >  •
a, ( i n )í 2 T M + S * )
r l ~ i o l * *■ v  - + f m i T r f  P ( ^ + ^ , ) r ’( 2 - s j r ,(-2 + ^ ) .
< {Q 1 S" M - " \ i & ? J  f e r ü ^ j r ^ ;
< ^ % V r ̂  (gg/ rr r % y 'J FÍVS,,*^} ^
with F the hypergeometric í'unction. The meromorphic structure 
is evident from the f"7 -runctions. Consider /3/ near.^ =0, nere 
the poles of d ( are of the form . Applying the gen-
eralized evaiuator / ! /  to / 3 /  we are led to the following phys- 
ical amplitudes
d M ) ] -  ’ U f á J  K  í
d; (<̂ >r-1 á- (Sp)a í X * ál-®” -
- Q ' V q ' f a + í r t k  { - q ' * 4 - t o j j ] ,
4 w M  ( S Í  f <*«''* « >  <'*■
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These functionc are everywnere finite including Q =0 and
q 2 = i .
3. The relevant graphs are dravm in Fig.l. Their contribut-
2
x z r x
‘i  e u . )  n.t/*-)
']•' Pe.+  P p  ' 
P"Pe- R t
( A ) O U )  .Fig,1. (B)
ionc to the S-matrix can be found as
< e ,1i?l| T w + T w U 1ü ) *
' f (V -  5 f  0  -4j) U e)(u [  (/|-45) U f ) A  ) -
-  B  ( p 2)






'fi +/rrve p * d 2
/6/
Ü  -; G
IÍT A2 d 4 (< £ )*  +  d ~  ( q f f
2 -i 
m e t y
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A S  denotes the strength of the diayonal Hamiltonian.
The cross section ol‘ the ^  scattering can he obtained 
by standard methods. In terma of the dimensionlesi. variables
C6]
| I Sá-tnt f f f ,  , /?/
^ = me -Pe i £ " ,7V. — (^ít  ̂v ) Pi>Pr
and í'or unpolarized electrons we /:'-et
rr 0* f  d ^ c o  (X* P* C ^ / n *  1 n  s I
•[ ( p.«o')U .p1) | A +B|a + (̂ p - ’ ( C(A*VBVc*ÍA>B))+
+ (w - p)(.Ui' p'J ^  j
and
% = — í = 4^ Jo cm2
/ 9 /
From /8/ is easy to get various distributions.
[6]J.N.Bahcall: Phys.Rev. 136 /1964/ 1164
.b'or instance, the angular distribution of the antineutrinos for 
an electron initially at rest is given by
dyU.- -2> U +  íoU'/^p))
A +B!5
+ Í C Í A W j H - C ^ A + ö j  +
+ í o U - /A?1)
t
no/
From this result it lollows that at low energies the higher
order corrections are small as is expected. On the other hand,
2
at about s=/lO0 GeV/ the corrections amount to 5-10 %» 
Numerical results are indicated in Table 1 for two extreme 
scattering angies and with \  = 1 .
A i 7 = 1 r %f i n - 4 r A p  í % ]
J T =100 GeV 5,4 0,08 7 0,13
{S =200 GeV 23,4 1,4 30
Table 1.
With growing energy the corrections becoiae more and more 
significant even below the unitarity limit. On the basis of the 
prececiing discussion a similar effect is expected in other 
lepton-lepton collisions too •
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Eowadays, there is, nowever, a disadvantagoous feature of 
the the őri os of higher ordor weak corxections and this is thu 
appearance of arbitrary polynoiuials [ 1 *2] walcing it difficult 
to draw clear conclusions. cxearlj, in the present approach 
the non-uniqueness of the analytic continuations gives rise to 
polynomials, presumably with loss coefficients than in analvtic 
approaches considering the oel'inite natúré of tieid theoretic 
aescription. In thxs raanner nur.ierical inforiaations concerning 
higher energios /e.g.Table 1 / are usable at best fór first 
orientation.
Turning to the problem .of polynoiuials, we first reiaaxK that 
by continuing tíie propagators in / ? . / one may introduce a suita- 
ble function, furtheriaore, the generál evaiuator nay contain 
another suitabie function. In such a way 
is stiil a generalized Feynman amplitúdó where
analytic around ^  =0 with reál cotaficients and ^(o(o)«^ . In
renormalizable field theories ^ÍX^XZ ) gives rise to i'inite renor- 
malizations, in the pre^ent case it modifieti the reievant ampli- 
tudes oy the quantiries
A C - | ^ [ » V c J
711/
.1-
Two furtner constants were eiiminated togetner with c{'  
through calculations of tracus. In a calculation working with 
massiess leptons C4 = . In Table 2 we show leptonic processes
of order where the constants app«.,ar and a compariaon is
made t o j í o x  . C 2 ]*
m  principxe can be aeterminea írom nőt i-oo low energy 
experiments, presumably they give contributions at most within 
the ordei of Tabló 1,
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Processes Parameters Parameters in (2]
/massless leptons/
vee -*■ vee cuct (ZtO)w. (>'ű! .
°̂2o ~̂ o + 
^




e\̂ -» eií. -II -
Vt/iy -> e Q, C* (A-jt Q) 2̂0 | Hl-f
Table 2
Let us assume CA l Cz give 7% at s=/100 GeV/2, 
then we ebtain c-^25, Cp= 1 5 * These values provide small correct­
ions at small and high energies,
Theoretically, analytic and ultra-high energy assumptions 
provide restrictions for the parameters fl,2j •
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APPLICATION OF TWISTOR THEORY IN WEAK INTERACTIONS
Z. Perjés, Central Research Institute fór Physics, Budapest
The purpose of this comment is to call attention to 
advantages of an interosting new portiele theor.y in the stud.y 
of weak interactions and, in particular, in neutrino-electron 
scattering. mhis, the twistor theor.y, is being develooed by 
R. Penrose /Details will appear soon in a fortheoming paper 
by MacCallum and Fpnrose (1 j/.
A twistor is, methematically, the "spinor'1 fór the 3U/2,2/ 
group which is isoraorphic to the 15 parameter group of con- 
formal transí'orrpations of space-time. Geometricall.y, it is 
represented in a non-local way by a congruence of light-like 
lines. Somé of the outst.^nding features of twistor theory are 
listed here:
1/ Fields can be deseribed by means of analytic twistor 
functions. Cn introducing a scalar product, in nn appropriate 
way, fór these functions, the.y become elemrnts of a Hilbert space.
I suggest thit we should call this the Penrose rcpresentation.
2/ Twistor theory offers a straightforward way oí co- 
varlant quantization. This is ensured by the covariant canonical 
structure of the twistor equations of scattering obtained from 
the unquantized problera.
3/ ITo perturbation expansion is needed fór the calculation 
of scattering enpplitudes. From the point of view of the weak 
interactions, this is an important virtue of the theory. ‘'"he 
calculation of mátrix elements, involving contour integrations 
over several twistor variables, is usually strenuous, howover.
L'./ So far, divergences did nőt emerge in the theory.
5/ ^he latest developments in twistor theory include the 
deseriution of rest-mass.
■̂ he structure of scattering mátrix elerents can be repre­
sented by graDhical methods analogous, to a certain extent, to 
the Feynman rules. It should be kept in mind how^ver, thet the 
twistor graphs represent the scattering process as a whole. Now 
somé graphical rules follow.
A dót » denotes a twistor variable /and a circle o 
means a con.iugate twistor variable/ over which contour integrotion
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is to be performed. A line labeled by ?n integer n, .ioining o dót to
a circle *—   o shows that helicity n /in units of -fi/?./ proceeds
from the dót to the circle. A kínd of helicity conservetion con be 
formulated such that the sum of helicities at each vertex must be zero. 
We have the further rule that exactly four lines meét at each vertex. 
Particles are represented by pairs of twistor lines. "Virtual particles" 
of the conventional theory ere replaced here by. a pair of paiá.lel lines 
,1oining different vertex pairs. Fór example, the twistor graph 
corresponding, in a sense, to a ^eynman-vertex in quantum electro- 
dynamics is
It turns out that a number of elementary processes can be 
described by the twistor graph
v
time
We might try to translate the V - A weak interaction lagrangian 
intő the twistor language. I am nőt ouite sure, howevei; that this is
the appropriate way to go. ^here are a number of uncertainties in
the weak interaction theory such as the existence of the W boson or
a self-current- term(_2]. This latter problem comes in when we consider
the process y( -> l Let us start with the assumption, therefore,
that the simple box diagram which elready proved to be useful in the 
description of analogous well-understood processes, can be used here 
with the appronriate modification of the helicities:
V /
Assumption -1 suggests
, / ^ V
In the limit of high-energv scattering £ 1 J ,
«e can easily evaluate this diagram and obtain the cross-section
C.ctg ~  with v’ the CI'S scattering angle. Though this result is
in agreement with the first-order perturbation calculation based on
V - A theory[2J , we cannot exclude the possibility that in the high
energy limit, scattering can occur on the opoosite helicity state of
the electron giving an additional C* ctg-^ ^  term to the cross-section.
fii R. Fenrose and M.A.H.I'acCallum, Physics Reports /to appear/
|2j F."^.Marshak, Riazuddin and C.P.Ryan: Theory of weak interactions 
in nart'icle physics /Wiley, 1969/.
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A THEORY OF UNIVERSAL WEAK INTERACTIONS OF LEPTONS
A.T. Filippov, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
/1/The conventional theory of leptonic weak interactions' 
has the well knovm deficiency that, due to non-renormalizable 
natúré of its divergences, it is in fact non-universal (see 
/?/
e.g. )• This deficiency is characteristic of the four-fer- 
mion theory with ( V 2 , V ' — l /p )
as well as the IVB-theory with
Apparently, non-renormalizability is nőt such an unavoidable 
drawback of these theories as it seems at the first glancé. 
Several methods for calculating higher order corrections in 
different non-renormalizable theories were recently proposeő 
(see e . g . a n d  references cited there). Using these me~ 
thods, based on a summation of infinity of diagrams, enables 
us to understand the characteristic difference between renor- 
malizable (R) and non-renormalizable (N) theories. In both 
theories amplitudes of physical processes have a singularity 
in Q at  ̂ -  0, bút in R-theories it is an essential sigu- 
larity while in N-theories it is a branch point. This asser - 
tion is nőt rigorously proved bút seems to be quite plausible. 
In fact, it was found to be valid for somé exactly solvable 
models with trivial S-matrix as well as for partial sums of 
perturbation theory diagrams (ladder diagraias^*^, superpro-
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pagators and diagrams constructed by use of superpropaga - 
t o r s ^ * ^  etc.).
The easiest way to understand the principal features of 
the methods of calculating higher-order corrections in N-theo- 
ries is to use the model of scattering on strongly singular 
potentials(for references see the review/®^. We note that the 
Schroedinger equation with a singular potential is nőt only a 
model of N-theories. Results obtained in this model theory 
may be directly applied to
calculating simplest corrections to lepton-lepton scattering 
ampl.itudes. Fór example, the Bethe-Salpeter equation fór lep­
ton-lepton scattering with vanishing totál 4-momentum of col- 
liding leptons can be reduced to Schroedinger equation with 
the potential V(r) f or . In a more generál case,.one
would obtain, instead of Schroedinger equation, somé higher- 
order linear differential equation or a system of linear dif- 
'ferential equations, the methods devoloped for solving Schro­
edinger equation with singular potential being applicable to 
this case as well. This enables us to estimate higher-order 
corrections to leptonic weak processes and to find the high 
energy behaviour of scattering amplitudes. It might be shown 
that the sum of the ladder diagrams
()()-•• o o r
1 s
with t > 0, s <0 gives us a reasonable quantitátive ap­
proximation for G , and with t< 0, s > 0  it
-y.
gives us a reasonable qualitative approximation for E vS ~  G 
The characteristic features of the approach to N-theories 
outlined above are as follows: 1) The renormalization of the 
vertex is necessary; it corresponds to adding 6 -type singu- 
larities to the potential. 2) Near S G"' the behaviour
of the scattering amplitude significantly changes anő its 
asymptotic behaviour for S oo iS bounded by unitarity cons- 
traints (qualitatively, the asymptotics of the scattering am­
plitúdó is similar to one obtained for scattering on the hard 
core potential V = c o  for ^ f V  = 0  for 't G 'z
3) The order of magnitude of the amplitude can be obtained by 
unitary cut-off after renormalizing the most divergent terma
-  e n A 2"'2 , i.e. these leading divergences are eliminat- 
ed by use of the vertex renormalization constant ZA and 
then the momentum cut-off parameter A  is chosen to be o f  
order G~v* . This obaervation is of special impcrtanoe as 
the simplest recipe for the estimation of higher order cor- 
rections follows from it.
ünfortunately, using this recipe is nct sufficient for 
obtaining a reliable quantitative result.
To this end, another methods nőt connected with a summa- 
tion of infinity of diagrams were proposed - the differential
/Q / /
interpolation method' J and the method based on using Pade
approximatione/ The idea of these methods has somé resem-
/11/blance to the renormalization group method' ' . One calculates 
a finite number of Frynman diagrams with a cut-off
FfC,A,. . .  ) = GF1 + G1F2CA,...) + G’ F3(A,...) (3)
and then transforms this expression intő another one for which 
the limit A - * 00 does exist and which coincides with (3) up 
to a given order of G. When Pádé method is used, one simply 
rewrites this eeries in the form of a ratio of two polynomials 
such as the ratio has a finite limit for A  oo . When the 
differential interpolation method is used, one constructs a 
linear differential (with respect to A  ) equation satisfied
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by a given finite number of terms in eq.(3). The solution of 
the differential equation has the form
F j (&,A,...) =  I  f í * ( G A (4)
(Ó
where 'fj are deterrained by comparing eq.(3) and (4). After 
renormalizing the expression (4) we .pass to the limit /\-»oo 
and obtain a finite resu.lt (fór the details of the procedure
/Q/
see refs.' y/ ).
Whichever method is used fór treatment of leptonic weak 
interactions, the conclusion is: the universality of the ori- 
ginal theory is strongly violated by higher orders. To illust-
rate this point consider perturbation theory diagrams fór the
processes \J^ -> U C ' and 1̂ 0 ' . The most diver-
gent contributions to functions F; are different fór* these
two processes (the same is true fór f  ^  (GA2) ). Fór example,
up to the second order, the amplitudes have the form 
G (  1 +  c G A J + ...) with different values of C fór dif - 
ferent processes. If we try to eliminate the leading divergen- 
ces by renormalizing the coupling constant, we obtain .
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where c' £ c and therefore Z ^ Z'. So the effective co­
upling constants describing these processes need nőt be equal 
and the universality is completely destroyed. One arrives at 
the same conclusion if one uses summation methods (see e.g^’̂ / 
Therefore, it is qute reasonable to consider this difficulty 
as the unavoidable intrinsic defect of the conventional theory 
of leptonic weak interactions.
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Many attempts to construct a theory which is free from 
this difficulty were undertaken (see rév. 7 * y/ ). In all
these attempts, many new particles and new interactions are 
introduced to make a theory renormalizable. If we insist on 
using only presently detected particles we must consider modi- 
fications of four-fermion interactions. It is true that all 
four-fermion theoriea are non-renormalizable bút we may say 
that somé of them are "less non-renormalizable then othex's".
In fact, there exists a four-fermion theory in which. the uni- 
versality holds fór all leading divergences because of somé 
internál leptonic symmetry and in which most dangerous leading 
divergences can be eliminated by use of one renormalization 
constant. Such a theory will be described below.
Note that the difficulty with universality does nőt seem
to be so dangerous in the case of semileptonic and hadronic
weak interactions. The well-known result conceming the quad-
ratic divergence of second-order mátrix elements of hadronic
/1S/and semileptonic week processes' •" is based on using Bjorken-
was
Johnson-Low technique, whichv strongly criticized because it 
did nőt lead to correct results in perturbation theory (se4^^. 
In addition to this, there is a possibility of compound natúré 
of hadrons described by somé universal dimensional parameter 
(say, the slope of the Regge trajectories). This parameter 
may play a role of a cut-off parameter A in weak interac­
tions of hadrons. This hypothesis does nőt contradict to scal- 
ing in deep inelastic processes as was recently shown by 
S.Drell and T.D.Lee. Therefore, it is cuite plausible to as- 
sume that in hadronic weak interactions there exists a cut-off 
fór momenta larger than A 1 GeV. This hypothesis is support- 
ed by the experimental data fór KL f * process and
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K1  - Ks mass difference, which are consistent with -5 G é fé  
Now we describe a new theory of leptonic v/eak interac - 
tions which is free from the difficulty with universality due 
to higher leptonic symmetry. Higher leptonic symmetries were
introduced previously by many authors. 0(35 or SUg symmetry
/17/was proposed in refs.' "  . Interactions invariant under 0(5)- 
group were investigated i n ^ 8^. (B.Arbuzov^^ and V.Kadyshev- 
a * / 18' have shown that in 0(5)-symmetric theory the decay 
—■* £  V V' is forbidden and therefore this symmetry must be 
broken).
V/e suppose that the leptonic weak Lagrangian is invariant 
with respect to rotations and reflections (R(4)-group) in a 
four dimensional leptonic isospace (or leptospace). The lep- 
tons and antileptons are described by spinors of this space
V =  K  V ‘ . f * ~ )  , f  =  C*5, v ‘ , p ~ ) ,
where t  ~  t + Ko and C- is the usual Dirac spiuor. To 
construct the theory we introduce four 4 x 4  hermitian mat- 
rices OC-i (i=1 ,2,3,4), satisfying the relations 
and six matrices Oícj — ( 2 i ) 1 representing the
generators of the rotations in leptospace. Then the weak- cur- 
rents have the form ^ ^ =  'f'̂ Lj 0 ^ T  (where 0^= JÍ^O+is))
,and the Lagrangian describing leptonic weak interactions is*
>r r ) ,  (6)
where Ai = A 1 and the usual summation rule is used. We stress
that it is the generators cf the rotations represented by C<(,j
which are used fór constructing the weak currents. This requi-
* The most generál Lagrangian which is?invariantPunder 
R(4)-group has the form L. . =G/4 [_( ) +c( T  ) J where
c is an arbitrary reál parameter. To prove this it is suffi-
cient to use identities, mentioned below.
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rement may be considered as a generalization of the universa-
lity principle aad it automatically follows írom a geometric
/17/interpretation of weak interactions (see ). The Lagrangi&n 
(6) is invariant under the transformationa of spinors 
^ t f i j ‘f lJ j ^  and 'f' -?■ i 'f' representing ro-
tations and reflections of the leptospace. Furthermore, it is 
invariant under formai Oiy -transfoi-mation 4' , S' 'Y
(where 0iT =  0<,(X20'3 CX4 ) which will be used later.
Consider now the subgroup of the three-dimensional rota- 
tions through the axes 1 ,2,3 of the leptospace and require the 
current d i2. "be coupled with the electromagnetic field
-with weak hadronic (charged) currents. To 
this end it is convenient to choose the following representa-
«
tion for <X -matrices: oih — T 3 ®  T,t f 1 ®
where T*. are the Pauli matrices. Then the charge mátrix 
Ql=1 /2( cxf 12. -1 )» connected with rotations in the pláne (12 ), 
and‘the mátrix F-̂  = - =  ló/*, íx̂  representing the
reflection of the fourth axis, are diagonal with the diago- 
nal elements QL=(0, -1, 0, -1) and FL=(+1, +1, -1, -1). Thus 
the multiplicatively conserved quantum number F^ may. be 
identified with the multiplicative muonic charge (muonic pa-
r i t y / ' W .
Fixing the representation tor the matrices Ot'y and
«
o^ —  X í ®  I > OCs  — —  T 3 <8 and using the
identity X  J ÍJ ~  (Jp ^  ^  C ' j '& s Y ) and the Fierz 
identity for anticóraműting spinors t  we get (omitting the 
matrices 0 H )
IV2
-  k \ z ( í »)(?[<) + 2 ( i T 6 ) ( p » ' ,) - 2 ( é v ' X ^ ) - ^ e ) f / i ^  
i L
+ 4(ée)(fi/+) -  2(e>)(é‘/0  -2(j*e)(pe) -  
-  { y V j O f V ' )  - ( 7 V ) ( 7 ' i / )  +  lH 9 v ) ( P ' P ,) +
+2(1/ v)(ée). -f 2-ívvKPf*) 2(yVX/7/u) ■+•
+ £ ( ? V X é e )  +  (Á^)* ■+ ( k V ) 1 +  (&e ) + f í / 4 f ]  •
The following essentially different processes predicted by
/20/ —  ' this Lagrangian can be detected in near future' ' :
fÁ-tevv'j vz-t-ve, ij'e -* y'e , € e-*/y* •
The most important experiment is probably a search of
at NAL, which was proposed by S. S.Gerstein. Our theory'pre-
dicts the definite relations between these processes which
are easily deduced from eq.(2).
Consider now the problem of higher order corrections.The
most divergent terms do nőt depend on masses of leptons and on
other interactions. So the highest divergences preserve the
symmetries of the original Lagrangian (1), includiiig oíy -
symmetry. As the most generál four-fermion interaction which
‘is invariant under rotations and reflections in the leptospace
and under (X^-transformation coincides with eq.(1 ), we con-
clude that these divergences may be factorized and eliminated
by renormalizing the coupling constant G. Then the main cor-
r r\M*-2)
rections will be given by next to highest divergences ~ e  A 
(up to a power of -tin,A) which for A  G~^ are of order G 
(up to a power of &1-G). These corrections may be different 
for different processes as the mass terms ^
break down the four-dimensional symmetry of the leptospace,
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the mass mátrix having the f orm
M u - ( ^ + i ) J  (8)
It is worth noting that a T-violation may be easily in- 
corporated in our theory by choosing the new representation 
for Cfy and
< - 0í,ws<p + etsti*<f , 0í;--«,íú.Y+«r“ *'P
which does nőt change (X,, , o(2 , (*3 and 0^ Oî - . The
Lagrangian (1) with these matrices violates T-invariance if
f  o  , T / z .
The theory alsó may be formulated in terms of the coupl-
rl H A*
ing of the currents with six vector bosons VVi j  , the
muonic parity being +1 for , W 2J , W31 and -1 for
w „  . w 24 , Wj, . The semileptonic interaction can be
introduced if we couple the hadronic currents only with the
charge leptonic currents i J3| or with W 23 , .
The weak hadronic currents may be constructed from baryo-
/21 /nic fields by using the method of ref. ' . With this aim we 
group all the baryons intő two four-component spinors (cí.^2^
Y+ =(p, Ysin et l * )
( 9 )
Y l  =  ( - H C Ú i 0  +  y cos©, Z ~ ,  - I s i h Q  + - Ocos9(
where Y  =  1//2 ( A ~ Z  °)# Z = ,//2 (A +  X ° J  and 0 is a reál 
parameter. These spinors correspond to antileptonic and.lep­
tonic spinors respectively. The charge mátrix is 0  u — Z >
[_H — i: Yi- "k*16 analóg of the muonic parity is rep­
resented by the mátrix F h =  ío^O^, Fw
The matrices Q H [_ H > F ^  give us the complete set
of quantum numbers defining the baryonic states. It is nőt 
hard to verify that from the conservation of L H and F^
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(independently of Ll and Ft, ) the usual selection rules 
|AS|íí-j_ and A S = A Q h follow. By defining the hadronic 
currents » which transform under rota-
tions and reflections ;Just like the corresponding leptonic 
currents we write the semileptonic interaction in the form
4 . = f + 7 M + 3 1 ' ) ] .  do,
One may verify that the semileptonic \ A T j =  l/%_ rule fór the 
processes with |AS/ —  1 is fulfilled fór this Lagrangian.
The most essential difference between this Lagrangian and that 
of Cabibbö is that eq. (5) predicts a nonvanishing vector 
coupling constant fór the transition / \  e V , This
prediction does nőt contradict available experimental data . 
Purely hadronic weak interactions will be considered in a 
subsequent paper together with a more detailed discussion of 
-semileptonic interaction. Here v/e only mention that by using 
neutral curi'ents the T7 \ =  /2. rule may be easily incorpo- 
rated in the theory (cf .ref.^22//). The conventional semilep­
tonic weak interaction may be constructed alsó by use of.the 
quark currents if we introduce the two component isospinor 
( p' , n'coiÖ ~f- A Sin 0 ) (see e.g. a paper by S.Y.Tsai^^.
The author is grateful to B.A.Arbuzov, S.S.Gerstein,
V.G.Kadyshevsky, M.A.Markov, R.M.Muradian, V.I.Ogievetsky, 
L.B.Okun and B.Pontecorvo fór discussions and remarks and to 
V.Gogokhia fór useful collaboration.
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Appendix
It is worth noting that the original theory may be 
rewritten in the IVB-form by using only two neutral W-bosons. The 
Lagrangian is
where and have the muonic parity +1 and -1
respectively. The intriguing feature of this Lagrangian is that 
S-matrix corrésponding to it is renormalizable if masses of 
all the leptons are equal to zero. This is due to the conservation 
of the currents and *r f  and can be proved
by using Ward-type identities or by spinor field transformations 
/fór the details see e.g. A.T. Filippov fs] /.
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Introductory R e m a r k s :  A  Partjai S u m m a r y
The talk which I will give today is on an experiment of a completely 
different character than the report on the v , e scattering experiment which
I gave on Tuesday. There, the goal is clear and the problem rather well de- 
íined. In contrast, the subject of cosmic ray neutrinos is still in an early 
stage and the experiment I will describe have goais which are of a m o r e  
diffuse and exploratory character.
The Case Institute of Technology, University of Witwatersrand,
University of California, Irvine (CWI) deep underground neutrino experi- 
ments have spanned a period of 8 years. Over 100 events have been identified 
as arising f r o m  the interaction of high energy neutrinos (> 100 M e V ) with 
the nuclei of the rock target surrounding the detector.
Ou r  motivation in undertaking the experiment w a s  twofold: w e  wanted to 
learn about the neutrino component of the cosmic ray fór its o w n  sake and 
secondly w e  hoped to use the high energy neutrinos above the 10 G e V  available 
at existing accelerators to learn m o r e  about the w e a k  interaction.
These studies w e r e  unique in that they used a detector m a n y  times larger
and located several thousand feet deeper than any previous work. E v é n  with
2this large, ~  150 m  , detector the count rate f r o m  m u o n s  penetrating the 2 
miles of rock above the detectors w a s  only a few per week. A n  effort of truly 
heroic proportions will be required to extend the m u o n  depth-intensity curve to 
greater depths.
T he neutrino induced m u o n  data w a s  scanned fór features nőt expected 
fór neutrinos produced in the atmosphere e.g. point or distributed sources of
#
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extraterrestrial origin, events of high multiplicity such as might arise f r o m  
supernovae or gi'avitational collapse, events in time coincidence with signals 
f r o m  Weber's gravitational radiation detectors etc.
N o  such p h e n o m e n o n  of great interest w a s  observed, bút limits have 
been established on these various processes. Fór example, S t e i g m a n \  have 
used our low energy (~100 M e V )  v data to set limits on the amount of anti- 
matter in the universe. Our data suggest that Seyfert galaxies s e e m  nőt to 
dérivé their energy f r o m  matter-anti matter annihilation.
T h e  limits on extraterrestrial neutrinos indicate h o w  difficult any i m -  
proved search fór these extraterrestrial particles will be in the face of the 
relatively largé flux of neutrinos of atmospheric origin.
Ou r  experimental study of the w e a k  interaction involves m e a s u r e m e n t  of 
the rates and angular distributions of neutrino-induced muons. The specific 
goals w e r e  to examine the energy dependence of the inverse béta cross- 
section, and to search fór the intermediate vector boson, spurred on by the 
knowledge of the high energy tail of the neutrino distribution. A s  w e  shall see, 
the experiment has n o w  progressed to the point w h e r e  our conclusions are no 
longer limited by our counting statistics. Further refinement of the results 
await m o r e  precise knowledge of its neutrino fluxes and cross-sections. A n  
improved experiment would benefit f r o m  m o r e  explicit m a s s  and charge m e a -  
surements of the v products involved.
With the advent of N A L  and C E R N  prime with sizable fluxes of neutrinos 
up to ~100 G e V  it is evident that the study of neutrino interactions using 
cosmic rays b e c o m e s  m u c h  less attractive. H o w e v e r  the cosmic ray neutrino
; pectrum falls as ^ so that the possibility of useful Information fro m  the
É
cosmic rays still exists.
High energy neutrinos and antineutrinos f r o m  decay pions and kaons 
pr oduced high in the earth's atmosphere by the primary cosmic radiation have
*
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long been considered a possible tool for the investigation of the w e a k  inter-
2 -4action . Interest in the investigation of the w e a k  interaction w a s  heightened
5
by the discovery in 1962 of the neutrino induced m u o n  although the considera- 
tions which led to the p r o g r a m  I a m  here discussing dated back to ~  1960. The 
extreme rangé of the product m u o n  produced in such inverse béta reactions 
(as opposed to that oí the eleetrons produced in V g reactions)
(V ,V ) + N  -  (n",n+ ) + N' + ••• (1)
V> H
provided the crucial advantage by allowing the identification of the neutrino 
interaction in target material far r e m o v e d  f r o m  the detector, in effect, adding 
the rangé of the m u o n  to the physical size of the detector. The consequent 
enhancement of the counting rate f r o m  (1) m a k e s  it the m o s t  readily detectable 
cf the cosmic ray neutrino induced reactions. The experiments here deseribed 
were started in fali 1963 and the data collection w a s  completed in October, 1971. 
The first clearly labelled neutrino event w a s  observed on February 23, 1965.
In order to identify (1) through the detection of a single product muon,
m u o n s  of atmospheric origin produced together with the neutrinos, sisler
muons, m u s t  be rejected. One possibility w a s  to löok for upward going m u o n s
with a detector situated near the surface of the earth. The background of
10
cosmic ray m u o n s  w a s  estimated to be ~  10 times the neutrino induced
signal. This truly formidable rejection ratio led us to seek a reduction in
m u o n  background by interposing a great earth shield. A  survey of deep mine
facilities w a s  undertaken and a suitable location found ~  3200 m  below the
surface of the earth at the bottom of the deepest m i n e  existent, Hercules
Shaft, East R a n d  Proprietary Mines, Boksburg Republic of South Africa. At
5 2
such depth (8.74 x 10 g m / c m  standard rock) only cosmic ray sister m u o n s  
v/ith energy in excess of ~  10 T e V  are capable of reaching the detector. 
Furthermore, the angular distribution of cosmic ray muons, d F  /d0, is 
aharply peaked in the vertical direction:
d F u (9) 10
---^ c o s  (0) ; 9 = zenith angle, (Z)
in contrast to the neutrino induced m u o n  flux which was expected to be
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approximately isotropic. Various estimates of the neutrino induced m u o n  flux
2
indicated a counting rate of a few counts/year in a detector of area 10 
meters. A  m e a s u r e m e n t  of the neutrino induced m u o n  flux w a s  undertaken in 
anticipation that the higher energy neutrinos available in the secondary cosmic j 
rays could aid the search fór the hypothetical mediating vector boson of the 
w e a k  interaction as well as reveal something of the character of the inter­
action at energies in excess of those available at accelerators.
T o  determine if the atmospheric neutrino induced signal coulcl be observ-
ed in the deep mine experiment, a detector of limited angular resolution w a s
5 2
operated at 76 level Hercules Shaft (8.74 x 10 g m / c m  std. rock). The
results of this experiment clearly indicated a substantial and unambiguous
neutrino signal.. Subsequently, a detector with larger aperture and better
5 2
angular resolution w a s  operated at a slightly greater depth (8.98 X 10 g m / c m  
std. rock). This detector determined the angular distribution of neutrino in­
duced events with m u c h  greater accuracy (± 1° vs ± lí?).
II. Experiments 
A. 76 Level
T h e  initial detector installed on 76 level is shown in figure 3 and con-
sisted of 54 liquid scintillation detector ranks arranged in two discontinuous
rails, one on the east side of the tűnnél and one on the west side, having a totál 
2
area of 180 m  . E a c h  ultra violet transmitting tank (5.5 X 0.56 X 0.13 m )  
fiiled with liquid scintillator w a s  viewed by four 5" photomultiplier tubes. W e  
will refer to three tanks displaced vertically as a b a y . A  bay on the east side 
of the tűnnél taken with the corresponding bay on the west side is referred to 
as a double bay.
T h e  design of the detector w a s  dictated by the need fór:
a) A  large and relatively inexpensive surface area viewed by a small n u m b e r  
of photomultipliers.
b) A  thickness such that energy deposited by a penetrating partiele would be 
well above that due to radioactivity.
c) A  height consistent with tűnnél dimensions and the desired hodoscope 
resolution.
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d) A  response function such that pulse height variations over the length of 
the tank were nőt excessive. The event w a s  located by the ratio of pulse 
heights seen at the two ends of the detector.
6
A  modification of a technique originated at CI^RN using plastic totally 
reflectmg walls w a s  found to satisfy our requirements. The detector contained 
s o m é  20 metric tons of liquid scintillator, a chemically inért mineral oil 
based mixture.
Analóg signals f r o m  216 photomultiplier tubes on line continuously were .
partially encoded and passed to an environmentally controlled house forfurther
encoding. These signals w e r e  displayed on two oscilloscopes and photographed
w h e n  appropriate coincidence requirements were met. Thirty-five neutrino
induced m u o n s  traversing the tűnnél at large zenith angles triggering tanks on
each side of the array were observed. The detailed arguments on which this
7
statement is based m a y  be found in Reines et al. F r o m  these data the hori-
-13 2
zontal m u o n  flux w a s  found to be 4 x 10 |j,/cm - sec - sr, in good agreement 
with that obtained in the m o r e  sophisticated bút smaller Kolav Gold Field 
g
(KGF) detector. (The K G F  detector recorded a totál of 16 neutrino events).
This agreement in spite of an order of magnitude larger cosmic ray background
at K G F  is by itself convincing evidence that v/e w e r e  observing cosmic ray
neutrino. T h e  success of the 76 level experiment stimulated efforts to deter-
rnine the neutrino induced m u o n  angular distribution with greater precision and
accuracy, as well as to elucidate m o r e  clearly the events in which m o r e  than
one partiele penetrated the detector, and to this end the second phase experi-
+5 2
m e n t  w a s  performed at a slightly greater depth (8.98 X 10 g m / c m  ) on 77 
level.
3. 77 Level
The 77 level scintillation detector physically embodied its predecessor in 
such m a n n e r  as to nearly triple the geometric aperture fór triggering, as shown 
in figure 4. The first four double bays of the 77 level detector repeat the 
geometry of the previous detector and serve as a c o m m o n  referent. , In addi- 
tion, an extensive Conversi Hodoscope array capable of defining m u o n  trajec- 
tories to within ±1° and with a spatial resolution of a few c m  w a s  installed at
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the sides of the scintillation detector.
1 .____ Scintillation Detector on 77
Siniilar to the previous detector on 76 level the amplitudes of the photo- 
multiplier signals determine both the energy deposition in the scintillator and 
the position of traversal along the length of the tank. T h e  discriminators 
were set fór good efficiency fór the detection of horizontal m u o n s  consistent 
with a low chance coincidence rate. However, the triggering s c h e m e  permits 
the system to be triggered by an acceptable fraction of the chance coincidences 
due to the natural radioactive background. These change coincidences are 
easily distinguished f r o m  reál events and provide a valuable check on the 
operation of the system.
2  .____Conversi Hodoscope on 77
The Conversi Hodoscope w a s  c o m p o s e d  of commerically available neon 
flash tubes. The tubes, 200 cm. long and 1.8 cm. in diameter, w e r e  con- 
tained in elements consisting of 56 tubes arranged in a double layer. Six 
elements, 3 vertical and 3 horizontal, f o r m  a submodule. Three submodules 
designated alpha, béta and g a m m a  f o r m  a modulé. Three modules covered 
one bay. The Conversi Hodoscope consisted of 48 modules containing a grand 
totál of 48, 144 flash tubes.
E a c h  tűbe has an optical face at one end to which is attached a photocell. 
T h e  photocell responds to the optical discharge of the tűbe and, in turn, 
latches on a thyristor serving as a m e m o r y  device. Fór each trigger nine 
modules w e r e  interrogated sequentially and the state of the thyristor displayed 
on a l a m p  board which w a s  photographed.
3. Experimental Results
T he composite detector w a s  operated fór a period of two years (live- 
time), during which over 500 events of all types w e r e  recorded. Of these 105 
were ascribed to neutrinos to which a zenith angle could be assigned. The 
experiment w a s  terminated w h e n  the statistical uncertainty in the totál neutrino 
rate approached that of systematic errors. Of the neutrino induced events 




Figure 5 . Shows a simple event at zenith < 70° it is ascribed to a v inter-
N t
action because of its great zenith
Figure 6 . A  forked event. The vertex of this event is too close to the side 
wall to infer that both particles are muons.
N o  events of this type display enough penetrability to be unambiguously 
labelled m u o n  pairs such as might signify W  production and decay. Nőt 
shown are examples of the occasional events in which a shower of particles 
penetrate the detector. In such cases it is nőt possible to unambiguously 
attribute to either a neutrino or cosmic ray interaction. This em phasizcs the 
difficulty encounter'ed in interpreting the results f r o m  detectors operating at 
lesser depths w h e r e  cosmic rays are m o r e  copious.
In the absence of detailed partiele identification in multipartiele events 
the interpretation of such events is open to dispute and in no such case can the 
specific type of interaction be unambiguously determined. However, the m is *  
interpretation of multipartiele events is thought to produce an e rro r  of < 5% 
to the m e a s u r e d  counting rate fór neutrino events.
T h e  experimentally recorded m u o n  angular distribution is shown in 
figure 7- A  clear separation between the cosmic ray m u o n  and the neutrino  
induced m u o n s  is seen fór zenith angles > 40°.
The nuinber of counts in zenith angle bin 85° - 90° is a direct m easu re  of
the horizontal neutrino induced m u o n  flux, F  (8 = 90°) . W e  find
\iv
-13 2
F  (0 = 90° ) = (4.0 ± 0.9) X 10 n,/cm - sec - sr.
M-V
The solid curve of figure 7 is a fit to the experim entaí data. We find in 
generál that the calculated angular distribut ions are quite insensitive to v a ria *  
tions of model parameters. T h e  fit to the data gives:
F  ^(8 = 90°) = (4.1 ± 0.4) x 10 ^10,/cm ^- sec - s r .
In good agreement with that inferred f r o m  the statistically poorer, less 
sophisticated 76 level experiment:
F  (0 = 90° ) = ( 4 . 2 ± 0 . 7 ) x l 0   ̂\ / c m ^  - sec - sr .
(J.V
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and that m e a s u r e d  at K G F :
F  (0 = 90°) = (3.5 ±  0.9) X 10 ^\i/crrí‘ - sec - sr.
f«L V
III. Analysis
A. High Energy Interactions
In the following, w e  give results of calculations of the expected fluxes 
fór the "76" and "77" level experiments. The difference between the calcu­
lated and the observed rates can then be used to piacé limits on the behaviour 
of neutrino cross-sections with respect to: (1) possible deviation f r o m  linear 
growth of the inverse béta cross-section. Y o u  will recall that this linear 
growth is expected f r o m  scale invariance, and (2) m a s s  limits on (or existence 
of) intermediate bo'sons of w e a k  interactions.
In the calculation, w e  consider several possible sources fór the observ­
ed muons. These are (1) the m u o n s  directly produced in inverse béta reactions,
(2) the direct m u o n  appearing in the production of the (hypothetical) inter­
mediate vector boson, W ^ .
Cross-sections fór the inverse béta reaction have been m e a s u r e d  at
9
accelerators fór neutrino láb energies less than 10 GeV. The behaviour of 
the cross-section at high energies is as yet completely unknown. Theoretical 
arguments suggest that the cross-section continues to rise linearly with energy 
until cutoff by s o m é  m e c h a n i s m  such as higher order w e a k  interaction or the 
production of the W  boson. W e  a s s u m e d  in the calculations that neutrino cross- 
sections per nucleon m e a s u r e d  at C E R N  can be directly applied to standard rock. 
Furthermore w e  a s s u m e  that antineutrino cross-sections per nucleon are equal 
to neutrino cross-sections except w h e r e  explicitly calculated. A s  an alternative 
to the latter assumption, an extreme case envisaged by D r e l l ^  , fór which the 
antineutrino cross-section is one third the neutrino cross-section at high energy 
is alsó considered. In the detailed approach explicit use is m a d e  of the struc­
ture functions fór the various interactions. The inverse béta reaction is divided 
intő three categories: (a) "elastic", (b) "quasielastic", and (c) deep - inelastic.
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With scale invariance, the calculated 'deep-inelastic1 inverse béta 
cross-section grows linearly with incident neutrínó láb energy. In order to 
investigate a possible deviation f r o m  this linear growth, w e  insert a cutoff at 
large m o m e n t u m  transfer in the amplitude of the f o r m
(l + q2 / M 2)"1 . (3)
T he parameter M  sets a scale in an otherwise scale invariant process. The
resulting cross-section no longer increases linearly bút increased logarith - 
mically at large incident neutrino energies. T h e  magnitude of M  determines 
the neutrino láb energy at which the 'deep-inelastic' cross-section departs 
noticeably f r o m  linearity. At
E  = 3 M Z / m  , (4)
V p
^ If M  is oo then point interact until unitary cutoff 
If M  is oo then point interaction and cr ~  E  
I hysically^ (until unitary cutoff)
If M  small then ct alsó rises rapidly ergo can in 
i w
principle obtain upper and lower bounds on M ^ .
Mention that a similar limit analysis has been m a d e  earlier and
independently by Dr. Z. Kuns&t. ( m  is the proton mass) the resulting
P
'deep-inelastic' cross-section is roughly one-half the linearly increasing 
cross-section. W e  expressly point out that should the boson W ^  exist, the 
parameter M  is the m a s s  of this boson and that in any event the factor (1) 
plays a natural role in all inverse béta processes.
In addition there should be contributions to the cross-section f r o m  the
( C h e n ^ )  these contributions are nőt large (~ 10%) and are reasonably model
production of other resonances. As described in our 1971 Phys. Rév. paper 
e n ^ ) e; 
independent.
In order to calculate the contribution of the direct m u o n  f r o m  W ^  
production, w e  have taken results of recent calculations on all W ^  production 
reactions. The energy transferred to the direct m u o n  is relatively small in the 
important energy regions for all W ^  production reactions. The process
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resulting in a large m u o n  ílux is the coherent reaction
v - > Z  - n - > Z - > W .
M- 1
since the high energy neutrinos, w h e r e  this reaction dominates, are available
in the cosmic rays. The result of these calculations is that only a small con-
tribution is expected to the counting rate fór boson m a s s  above about 4 GeV.
Because the carries off a large fraction of the incident neutrino
energy in production, the decay m u o n  can be important. However, the decay
4-
m u o n  preferentially c o m e s  out backwards relatíve to motion and so
carries on the average, only 1/4 of the W ^  energy. Nevertheless, the 
average decay m u o n  energy is larger than the average direct m u o n  energy.
In our prediction of this contribution to the rate w e  chose a branching ratio 
of 1 /4 fór
W . - n + v .
1 p,
T h e  neutrino induced m u o n  counting rate is given by the expression
d A
R . = ^ t  (Ev ) j(E v ,6) ^ N (Ev )a.(E v ) d e d E v (5)
w here
a) j j(L ,0) is the incident neutrino or antmeutrmo flux taken f r o m
v v +0.2the literature assuming a K/TT ratio of 0.2 ' . The totál error in this flux
. . . , „ . +13%is calculated to be ;
-  8%
b) dA/d9 is the differential aperture fór the detect. n of charged particles. 
In view of the large m o m e n t a  involved, the direction of the resultant m u o n  is 
taken to be that of the incident neutrino. The totál error in differential 
aperture is ~  5° ;
c) N(E^) is the n u m b e r  of target nucleons per unit volume multiplied by
the rangé of the resultant m u o n  or electron in rock.
d) o (E ) is the cross-section per nucleon per incident neutrino or anti-V v
neutrino fór the particular product under consideration.
T h e  calculated^minus observed rates due to (1) m u o n s  produced in inversc
béta decay reactions fór the assumptions
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(i) a (vp) = CT(vn) = c(vn) = o(vp) ^-75
(ii) a(v p) = 3g(vn) = o(v,n) = 3cr(v p)
+ 13% \
8%
inverse béta cross-sections m e a s u r e d  al C E R N  (± 25%), m e a s u r e d  horissontal
/ >
introduced oy uncertainties in the neutrínó, antimr. ;-ino ilux  ̂ 8n/ J ’
m u o n  flux i 15%).
For (i) the experimental re sült íavors saturation by 1 standard devia-
tion. The intersection between the calculated and observed rates occurs at
M ? » 4 . 0  GeV. Evaluating (E ) with M  = 4.0 G e V  gives a 50% reduction in
£>
the linear rise of the inverse béta cross-section with energy at E  = 50 GeV.b
For (ii), the experimental result if M  «  30 GeV, E  = 300 G e V  and in view of
s
the uncertainty, no upper limit can be placed on M .  The linear growth of the 
cross-section w.ould therefore be unrestricted.
Calculated rates including, (1) m u o n s  í r o m  inverse béta reactions,
± ±(2) direct m u o n  production of W .  , (3) W .  decay intő lepton pairs, are com-.
-1
pared with experiment as a function of M  in figure 8.
Fo r  (i) the experimental result favors no W  production. At one 
standard deviation, w e  find
4 0 £ M  > 3.0 (GeV/c2 ). (2J
F o r  (ii) a value of M  -Ti 2.0 is indicated at one standard deviation.
w
B. C o s m i c  R a y  M u o n s
The background of cosmic ray m u o n s  recorded by this deepest under- 
ground detector is of considerable interest in itself. So as an aside w e  give 
the result -- it is interesting that the neutrino signal contributes a non- 
negligible background in this connection.
Preliminary analysis of the cosmic ray vertical intensity, I , indicate
M1
I = (1.7 ± 0.2) x 10 11 (j,/cm^- sec - sr (9}
with an angular distribution nőt inconsistent with that obtained in the less deep 
K G F  experiment
C. Astrophysical Implications
O n e  of the m o s t  intriguing recently discovered p h e n omena is the signal 
detected by W e b e r  and attributed by h i m  to gravitational radiation. Using the
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results of the underground neutrino detector, w e  have set limits on (v + V  ) 
flux possibly associated with gravitational radiation
T o  a reasonable approximation, the neutrino rate in the detector is givl
by
(íű)R  = 3 \ EÍ(E) ct(E) d E  
E
w h e r e  í(E) is the differential neutrino spectrum, cr(E) is the reaction cross|| 
section, the rangé of the product m u o n  is proportional to E  and p is a paraj 
m eter characterizing the detector geometry. Since there is n a  information a 
to the energy spectrum of neutrinos which might conceivably be associated wijj 
W e b e r  pulses limits are deduced íor monoenergetic neutrinos.
-3 2
T o  evaluate the integrál a s s u m e  a(E) = aE, f (E) = 0.6 E  v / c m  -sec
cl
G e V  and E  > 1 GeV. T h e  result is insensitive to the precise value of the 
saturation energy taken here as 1000 GeV, and the f o r m  fór f (E) is accuran
cL
to within twenty percent of the actual value. A  search fór coincidences betwe 
W e b e r  pulses and charged particles penetrating <■ ír detector during 227 days « 
c o m m o n  run time í r o m  22 D e c e m b e r  1969 to 1 7 S^ ptember 1970 gave two even 
penetrating the detector within ± 2 min. of a W e b e r  pulse. The expected 
n u m b e r  of r a n d o m  coincidences during this time was 0.7.
In vi.ew of the poor statistics, the observed 2 counts are consistent with 
accixlental, and w e  take an upper limit of 2 counts per year. T h e  energy flux 
ratio reduces to:
>£/£g < 5 X 10_9/ E o TI (1 0
where T\ is the efficiency with which W e b e r  observes his events. W e b e r
estimates this to be T) ̂  0.1. T he upper limit on (v + V ) fractional energv
-8 ^ ^ 
at E^ = 1 G e V  is < 5 X 10 . Incidentally Davis & Bahcall have set upper
l im its  at lower  e n e rg ie s  using results í r o m  the solar neutrino detector.
Extraterrestrial Sources
In view of our detector1 s good angular resolution there exists the possi-
bil ity of detecting v  + V sources should they be sufíiciently strong.
1 r e m a r k  at the outset that the observed neutrino induced rnuons can be
ent ire ly  aceounted fór through atmospheric processes.
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The small contribution due to the interactions of primary cosmic rays
2
with the average 4 g m / c m  of interstellar matter traversed in their tor- 
tuous path f r o m  source to earth is completely negligible relative to the 
atmospheric v signal.
Incidentally, the data are noí: inconsistent bút lend no support to a uni­
f o r m  distribution of high energy v's in space.
W e  find f r o m  a search of the slcy as a i^mit on point sources a flux
J pt. source <  ̂̂
J átmos ph.
In addition, an extraterrestrial source could manifest itself in several ways.
a) Spatial and temporal coincidences with time dependent sources w hose 
positions are known.
b) Single or multiple events f r o m  a region of special interest in the sky.
c) Repetitive events f r o m  an arbitrary point in the sky-.
A s  an example w e  ».ave examined the neutrino signals for correlations 
with observed novae and supernovae. If w e  require a spatial, i.e. , angular 
coincidence ~  5° X 5° and a time coincidence within one m o n t h  of observed 
neutrino events, w e  eliminate all bút one candidate. A  supernova, 1970F,
•was observed 31 M a y  1970 and in the s a m e  direction (180° ambiguity) on a 
neutrino event w a s  observed 2 June 1970. The probability that the coincidence 
is accidental is quite large (~ 10%) mainly due to the high rate at which extra- 
galactic supernova are observed («~ 0.5/week). Furthermore, the relative 
timing of the events would imply that they are uncorrelated if 1970F conforms 
to generál notions of supernovae formation which suggests prompt short n e u ­
trino burst. Incidentally there are no time coincidences between the neutrino 
event of 2 June 1970 and W e b e r  pulses. W e  conclude, in the absence of addi- 
tional information, that the coincidence is m o s t  likely accidental.
W e  have alsó c o m p a r e d  the observed distribution of neutrino events with 
the coordinates of celestial objects and find no correlation between neutrino 
events and pulsars nor with supernovae remnants.
t
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Conclusion: A n d  so has ended this íirst foray intő the study of "naturally 
produced" neutrinos (> solar V energies). It is evident that w e  have found 
no surprises, an observation which is in s o m é  sense in itself a surprise since 
it is almost an article of faith, that given a m o r e  sensitive probe, n e w  
p h e n o m e n a  will reveal themselves. Bút it might simply be that w e  are using 
a hand magnifying glass where w e  should be using a microscope.
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As s u m e d  h e r e  
a(vp)=a(vn) 
=a(vn) = a(vp)
C e n t r a l  v a l u e
fcl0% c o u n t i n g  statistica 
£10% C E R N  c r o s s - s e c t i o n
±10% c o u n t  . stat.
±25% C E R N  c r o s s - s e c t i o n
C u r v e s  2,3 are lstd d e v . l i m i t s




AN ANALYSIS OF COSMIC RAY MUON NEUTRÍNÓ EXPERIMENTS




The present review has a two-fold purpose: (i) to briefly summarise the 
situation concerning the results from the two main coamic ray neutrínó 
experiments, both of which have now ceased operation (Krishnaawamy et al.
1971J Iieines et al. 1971a) and (ii) to refer to recent developments in the 
magnitude of the neutrino intensities and in o u t  knowledge of the neutrinq 
interaction cross section.
By way of historical introduction it is sufficient to remark that the 
feasibility of carrying out cosmic ray experiments to study neutrino inter- 
actions appears to have been first made by Harkov (19Ó0) and Greisen (1960) .
It was clear that the measurements would need to be made deep underground 
and it was the pionearing work of the India-Japan collaboration (Miyake et al.,
1961*5 Menőn et al., 1963) in the Kolar Goid Fields in Southern India that 
indicated that it would be possible to choose accessible underground sites 
which would give a low enough background of unwanted events to enable an 
unambiguous neutrino signal to be recorded.
The philosophy behind the cosmic ray neutrino experiments has been to 
calculate the expected muon neutrino energy spectrum from the measured 
muon spectrum as a function of zenith angle and to use this together with 
various forms of neutrino-nucleon interaction cross sections to predict 
the numbers of secondary muons fór the appropriate experimental arrangements.
The form of cross sections favoured was then that which gave the best fit 
between prediction and observation. An important aspect of 1he experiments 
was the search fór the intermediate boson, W, both by way of its effect on 
the measured rate of muon secondaries and, more important in the form of 
identlfiable signatures (i.e. the detection of muon pairs).
2. The Kolar Gold Fleld Sxperiment
In this experiment five telescopee and two magnet spectrographs were
used as detectors which were located in the Kolar Gold Mines in South India
_2
at a depth equivalent to 7?00 hg cm of 'standard rock'. The disposition
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of these detectors in the tűnnél is shown in Figure 1. At this depth the 
intensity of atmospheric muons in the vertical direction is attenuated by
Q
a factor of 10 compared with that at ground level.
The three types of detectóra used are shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. 
In each of these detectors there were two walls of plastic scintillators, 
separated hcrieóntally, between which were located arrays of neon flash 
tubes as visua.1 detectors. In- teleacQpea 1  and 2 and. ln._.bath. spectrographs 
only the projected angle of the muon could be measured, whereas in telescopes 
3, U and í> the flash-tűbe arrays were placéd in a crossed geometry and 
measurements of the spatial angle with an error of only + 1° could be achieved. 
Vertical walls of absorber were used in all the detectors and it was possible 
to distinguish between electrons and muons or pions which traversed the 
detectors. By studying tlje secondary particles produced in the absorber 
it was possible in somé cases to determine the sense of direction of the 
incident partidé.
The telescopes 1 and 2 started operation in early 1965, followed by 
telescopes 3, U and £ in 1966 and the two magnet spectrographs in 1967.
The neutrínó project was terminated in June, 1969. During the period of 
operation a totál of sixteen events were recorded which could be attributed 
to neutrinos, •.
The distinction between atmospheric muons and neutrino-induced muons 
could be achieved by studying the arrival direction of the incident partiele 
at the detectors. At the depth of the experimént the vertical intensity 
of atmospheric muons is about 10-'*'0 cm-2s ^sr ^ and this intensity falls 
off very rapidly with' increasing zenith angle. The neutrino intensity, 
however, is fairly isotropic, with somé excess töwards the horizontal 
direction. A spatial angle of $0° was adopted as the boundary beyond 
which it could be safely assumed that the events were due to neutrinos.
The aperture x running time appropriate to the neutrino-induced events 
(0 50°) fór the whole exper imént was U.71 x 1013 cm2s sr and the
horizontal intensity of neutrino-induced muons is found to be
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(3.5 + 0.9) x 10 ^  cm 2a 1sr 1. (Krishnaswamy et al. 1971).
3. The Case-Wits-Irvine Experiment
This experiment was performed by groups from the Case Western Reserve 
University, University of Witwatersrand and'the University of California
(írvine). The apparatus was located in the E.R.P. Mines near Johannesburg
3 -2at a depth of Q.7k x 10 hg om (standard rock). The detectors congjrised 
5U liquid-scintillation-detector elements on two sides of the tűnnél. Visual 
detectors in the form of large arrays of neon flash tubes were introduced 
at the later stages of the experiment. The coincldénce requirements fór a 
neutrino-induced muon were a pulse from a s;int illa tor detector element on 
each side of the tűnnél.
The experiment spanned a period of eight years and more than 100 eventa 
attributable to neutrinos were recorded (Reines et al., 1971b). Based on 
part of the events the horizontal muon flux due to neutrinos is (1;.2 +0.7) 
x 10 ^  cm ^s ^sr ^ (Chen et al. 1971).
U. Recent Developments
l*.l Expected neutrínó intensities
In order to calculate the expected frequencies of neutrino-induced 
muons the energy spectrum of muon neutrinos at the experimental locations 
must be known. The neutrino spectra adopted in the analysis of the K.G.F. 
data were those calculated by Osborne et al. (1965)"• The calculations were 
based on the sea level vertical. muon spectrum of Osborne et al.(l96í|) as 
dátum. A necessary feature of the high energy nucleon-nucleus collisions, 
the ratio of kaons to pions produced ( K/n ratio) was taken as 20%‘, this 
value was shown later by Ashton et al. (1966) to be nőt inconsistent with 
the measurements of the muoíi spectrum as a function of zenith angle.
The vertical muon spectrum of Osborne et a\ (196U) was based, in part, 
on a direct measuremont of the vertical muon spectrum by/Heyman and 
Wölfendale (1962) and although this measurerent has stood the test of 
time insofar as it3 spectr&l shape is concerned, it seems very likely that 




intensity at 1 GeV/c which has since undergone upward revlsion. To be 
spéciiic, the dátum wae the value of 2.U5 x 10-  ̂cra”2sec“ *̂. or-1 GeV/c”1 
given by Rossi (191*8) - an intensity that had been used by many authors - 
bút recent measurements etrongly suggest that thia is somé 10JÍ too low.
This conclusion comes from the work of Allkofer et. al. (1971), Crockes et al. 
(1971) and Ashton et al. (1972) and draws support from measurements of Bateman 
et al. (1971).
There arestill somé probléma concerning the muon intensities (email 
inconsistencies in spectral shape between different sets of measurements) 
bút it appears át present that in the important muon energy region 20 - 100 
GeV the intensity of near vertical muons should be raised by „10$.
The situation at large zenith angles is less clear. The measurements 
referred to (Ashton et 4I., 1966) were absolute values and somé measure of 
confirmátion has come from the wark of Fiint and Nash (1971) and Asbury et al. 
(1970). If these intensities are correct and the vertical intensities are 
raised then somé increase in the K/n ratio is indicated. In f*ct, however, 
the angular measurements are nőt sufficiently precise to enable the K/n ratio 
to be determined with any precision.
As a first approx^mation, allowance can be made fór any (small) ohanges 
in the predicted neutrino spectrum as a result of changes in the muon 
intensities, by relaxing the predicted frequencies of events by the ratio 
of the new and old intensities at the médián neutrino energy fór the 
detected events. Menőn et al«(l?67) have estitnatéd médián energies fór 
various neutrino interaction cross sections and the value appropriate to 
the cross section giving a best fit to the data is in the region of 1£! Q«V. 
This can, in turn, be related to a médián muon energy at sea level such ■ 
that these muons are associated with 15 GeV neutrinos and a change in 
muon intensity would perforce cause the same change in the neutrino intensity. 
Calculation using data given by Osborne (1966) indicates a médián muon 
energy of z 30 GeV in the vertical direction, which was used as a dátum 
in the calűulátions.
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As has been remarked already the K/n ratio cannot be determined with
precision from angular measurements, and oertainly nőt at interaction energies
correspondlng to 30 GeV muons. However, in view of what has been said it
would appear s&fer to assume a K/n ratio of h0% in the calculations (a more
detailed examimtion of this problem will be given in a later publication).
Increasing the K/n ratio to h0% would by itself increase the v intensity
\í
at 15 GeV by 8% in the horizontal direction and,,. 1Q% in the vertical 
direction (Osborne et al., 1965) to which would be added the 10$ increase 
in the muon intensity. When allowance is inadé fór the fact that the 
large angle neutrino intensity is higher than that in the vertical direction 
and the increased aperture of the detectors fór large angle events it 
appears that a reasonable procedure is to increase the relevant muon 
neutrino intensities by,lp$.
U.2 Neutrino cross sections
The neutrino-induced inuons come from the following neutrino
'
interactions:
(i) ELastic v + N + jx + N (
(ii) Inelastic v + N-» |i + N * + it’s eoc., 
and if the intermediate boson, W, exists:
v ^ + N jj. + N + W  (incoherent production) 
w ^ + Z + (x + Z +  W  (coherent production)
The leptonic decay of the W  will further contribute to the muon flux.
Neutrino cross sections fór processes (i) and (ii) have been 
measured in accelerator experiments up to neutrino energies of about 
10 GeV (Budagov et al. 1969, a, b and a). The cross sections fór the 
elastic and N* production reactions approach constancy at high energies 
because of the presence of the structure functions. The totál neutrino 
cross section has been found to increase linearly with neutrino energy 
up to 10 GeV (Budagov ei al., 1969c). őeyond that the behaviour of the 
cross section is nőt known, Theoretical considarations suggest that 
the totál neuorino cross section is expected to rise linearly with
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neutrino energy until somé mechanism, e.g. the existence of the intermediate 
boson or higher-order weak interaction, cuts off this increase (Bjorken, 1969).
It should be emphasized that the difference between the interaction 
cross sections fór neutrinos and antineutrinos needs examihatióni In the 
case of the elastic process it is expected that the neutrino cross section 
rises faster than that fór the antineutrino at low energies and they 
both reach the same asymptotic limit a little over 1 GeV. This prediction 
has been confirmed by accelorator experiments (Budagov et al, 1969a).. In 
the case of the inelastic interaction the situation is nőt so clear. The 
neutrino cro»s section measured up to 10 GeV has rather large errorsi 
° tót = (^.8 + 0.2) (10 cm 2 GeV ^ nucleon ^) (Budagov et al., 1969c)
and measurements of the antineutrino cross section are in progress in CERN. 
Preliminary results seem to suggest that the antineutrino cross seotion is 
considerably lower than that fór the neutrino.
In most of the analysés of the cosmic ray neutrino data in the pást 
it has been conveniently assumed that the inelastic cross sections fór the 
neutrino and the antineutrino are equal at high energies. Recent theoretical 
considerations (Bjorken and Pás chos,. 1970; Drell et al., 1969j Gross and 
Llewellyn-Smith, 1969) have indicated the possibility that the antineutrino 
cross section is lower and, as has just been remarked, this seems to be 
confirmed by the aváilable data from the CHRN experiment. Bjorken and 
Paschos (1970) have shown that a differenae in the neutrino and antineutrino 
cross sections is characteristic of the parton model and fór these and other 
models Drell et al.(1969) and Gross and Llewellyn-Smith (1969) calculate 
that the cross section fór ~ -N will be one-third of that fór v -N at high 
energies. A result of this is a considerable reduction in the expected- 
v-induced muon flux underground as will be shown sKortly.
The main aims of the cosmic ray. neutrino experiments are to determine 
whether the totál neutrino cross section saturates at high energies and, 
if so at what energy, and whether the intermediate boson, W, exists, and, 
if it exists, what limits can be placed on its mass. Conclusions drawn
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on these questions will depand on the accuracy of our knowledge about the 
form of the neutrino and antineutrino cross sections. In the present 
analysis both cases are examined, i.e. the ratio of the inelastic cross 
sections fór the neutrino and the antineutrino is assumed to be one and 
three respectively. If there is no boson, it is simply assumed that 
the inelastic cross section.-oontiauas .ta rise linearly with neutrino 
.energy up to a particular cutoff energy Eq. Above this energy the 
cross section is assumed to remain constant. Fór neutrino enörgy belaw 
10 GeV-fche cross sections used are those from the CSÍN experiment (Budagov 
et al. 19ó9a, b,c) and the mean fraction of energy taken by the muon are 
the same as fiven by Krishnaswamy et al. (1971).
If the boson eocists the cross sections must be modified by the 
propagator factor and the inelastic cross section will rise more slowly. 
Totál cross sections fór the coherent and incoherent production of the 
boson have been calculated by a number of authors (Burns et al., 1965}
Von Grehlen, 19.63} Chen, 1970} Brown et al., 1971). The cross sections 
and energy transfers to the muon adopted are those used in the analysis 
of Krishnaswamy et al. (1971). It should be pointed out that the existence 
of the boson contributes to the muon rate both by the directly produced 
muon and the decay muon.
Calculations have been made of the expected muon rate far the 
various assumptions. The results are shown in Figures 3 and U fór the 
cases of the ratio of the inelastic v to v cross section equal to one 
and threö respectively. The predicted numbers of neutrino-induced 
muons are those pertaining to the running time and geometrical acceptance 
of the K.G.F. experiment.
5. Comparison of Predlction with Observations
The measurements of the K.G.F. experiment are shown in Figures 3 
and h, together with the CWI (Case-Wits-Irvine) results which have been 
converted to comparable K.G.F. numbers. It can be seen that the two
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experimental results agree well within their uncertainties. The 
uncertainties on the expected numbers are at the one standard deviation level. 
A conrparison with the measurements brings out the striking fact that the 
uncertainties on the prediction are considerably bigger. The weighted mean 
of the experimental measurements from the two experiments has been used in 
the present analysis to compare with expectation.
In both Figures 3 and U, (a) shows the variation of the expected muon 
flux for various boson masses assuming that the linearly rising cross section
is modified only by the existence of the boson. The shallow minimum (at a
2boson mass of U.5 GeV/c ) arises because as the boson mass increases the 
contribution from muons associated with the boson falls bút this is, 
eventually, more than compensated by muons from the 'normál' inelastic 
process. In case (b) it is assumed that the totál neutrínó cross section 
rises linearly to a neutrino energy Eq where it reaches saturation due to 
somé process which does nőt lead to further muon generation.
We now examine the possible behaviour of the totál neutrino cross 
section. If the boson does nőt exist and » o_ , then a comparison 
favours the saturation of the totál cross section at energies nőt much 
greater than 10 GeV. However, it is nőt possible to rule out the case of 
no saturation at better than 95% confidence level. Assuming =3o<~. the 
predicted muon flux is lower and the predicted number for no saturation 
is only 1.5 standard deviations above the observed number.
Howev-er, if the boson exists and the linear rise of the inelastic 
cross: section is modified only by the boson propagator, then a''lower limit' 
on the boson mass can be set. In the case of ' Oíj_' , with' 95% confidence 
is' greater than 3 GeV/C2.
In the case of o 3<r- , at- one standard deviation its mass isV V
2 2 
greater than 3.U GeV/c and with 95% confidence > 2.6 GeV/c .
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6. Concluaions
In view of the likely possibility of a difference between the totál 
cross sections fór neutrinos and antineutrinos, it has become more dlffioult 
to establish firmly whether and at what energies the totál cross section 
approaches the limiting value. If there is a difference, the lower limit 
on the más8 of the boson, if it exists, will alsó fali and the possibility 
of a totál inelastic cross section rising continuouály with energy io someurtiat 
enhanced. It is clear that firm conclusions must await more precise data 
from the accelerators. The largest uncertainty at present is the totál cross 
section which has been measured in the CEEN experiment up to enBrgies of
10 GeV with somé 25 % uncertáirty and théré is alsó sigriificánt uncertainty 
in thé cosmic ráy neutrino-intensities.
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SEARCH FOR NEW LEPTONIC PROCESSES UNDEGROUND*
G.L. Cassiday, Department of Physics, University of Utah,Sait Laké City
I . I.nLroduccion
1 2  3Graat interest has been genercited by the Turin observations ’ '’
of a rate of stopping muons underground greatly in excess of the rate
expected from the slope of the muon intensity vs. depth curve (WSDI) of
rauon3 originating in the atuiosphere. There has been somé speculation
that the excess muon stopping rate might be a manifestation of new high
energy leptonic processes. In particular, the anomolous behaviour of
underground muons observed by the Turin group could be accounted for
U
with the W-boson model considered by Keuffel et • al as one possible 
mode.t to explain the Utah effect. A number of papers have sir.ce 
appaared"’’^ ’1 ’ * which saek to explain the excess muons as the decay 
proaucts of pions generated locally by more conventional mechanisros.
We present here somé preliminary experimental results of a search for . 
those underground muon and neutrino interactions (such as via the W- 
absorption process) x^hich yield large hadronic cascades.
The signature of such an interaction is a stopping muon in one 
of four liquid scintillator drums deployed on top of the main Utah 
detector^ and accompanied by a large amount of identifiable activity 
in the det.ec.tor itself. Ordinary stopping events ara rarely accompanied 
by great acíivity.
We compare our results with expectations obtained from detailed 
calculations of underground partiele production rates based on extra- 
polations of SLAG inelastic muon scattering data and a Monté Carlo 
calculation of the stopping pion multiplicity in hadronic cascades. 
Furthenaore, we speculate on the rates to be expected from the lí- 
absorption process as well as other possible anomolous high energy in­
teractions.
Re s earch supported by the National Science Foundation, U.S.A.
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IT. L.-:p*ct'?d Rates
The sourc.es of stoppad muons considered here are: (1) stopping
atmospheric muons; (2) muons íróra the decay of slow pions. (These pions 
c>i.e produeed in hadronic cascades generated locally by interactions of
the through-going muons.) Muons induced by neutrinos are negligible
_ 2 g
fór dr.pths up to 6000 hg cm , as deuionstrated by Grupan et al. We
present here the essentia.1 results of detáiled calculations by
Gassíday, Keuffel and Thompson (CKT) ? ̂  All results áré quoted fór an
-2
i.sotropicaliy active detector whose effective thickness is 100 g cm 
of standard rock (z = 11, A = 2.2), hereafter referred to as a standard 
detector.
The stopping atmospheric muon rate is obtained by differentiating
12 13the WSDI, folding in the standard muon angular distribution G(h,0) 
and integrating over the detector aperture. The expectations fór our 
experiment are presented in Table 1 and the results fór a standard 
detector as a function of depth are shown in figure 2. The results 
in figure 2 are all normalized to the through-going muon rate.
The calculation of the rate of stopping muons generated by through- 
going ones is greatly facilitated by considering an underground detector 
to be a target as well. This is permissible only if as many muons stop 
per grarn of rock as are generated per gram, a situat.ion which holds if 
the attenuation length of the through~going muons is much greater 
than the rangé of the generated secondaries , which is indeed the case.
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Iii order to calculate the stopping rate due to local muoproduction,
an estimate is ne ed ed of: (i) the multiplLcity m(v) of stopping charged
pions generatad in a liadronic cascade of energy , (ii) the differential
cross section ^  , ' (iii) and the local muon spectrum J(E,h,0). Here we
extráit the essential results of CKT főt ni(v) in which several
extreme ir.odels o£ liadronic shower developmerit were considered. The
0.75
best estimate is m(v) ~ 0.8v . The differenciál cross-section fór
domuoproduction has been obtained from fits to the existing accelera- 
tor data. Estimates of the local differential muon spectrum
were obtained by differentiating the WSDI and using the range-energy 
relation fór muons. The rate of stopping muons generated by muoproduction 
is then obtained by folding the local spectrum intő the cross section 
and stopping pion multiplicity and integrating. The results are then 
multiplied by a factor n which takes intő consideration the cavern 
surrounding the detector. Since slow negative pions are readily ab- 
sorbed by matter only those slow negative pions which emerge from the 
cavern roof and decay in flight will register a stopping muon. Since 
all such slow positive pions yield a stopping muon we take n to be 0.7.
The results fór the stopping rate induced by muoproduction are shown in 
figure 2.
In addition we have considered the effects of electroro^gnetic show- 
ers initiated by muon knock-on, bremsstrahlung, or pair production. The 
energy transfers involved are quite sma.ll (< 1 GeV) and the resultant 
contribution to the stopping rate is of the order of 10% of that due to 
direct muoproduction as demonstrated by CKT. These results are alsó 
shown in figure 2.
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I I t. Summary of Kxpoccatious _and Co,nparison With Otiiar Kxperimonts
Shown in Table 1 are the results fór: a 1.1 contrilmtions of stop—
—v
pIng imions to be expeeted au our depth oE. 1400 hg c*n “ Convencional 
produetion of tituons by neutinos is negliglblő compared to the above 
contributions exce.pt at very great depths underground (depths greater 
than fi000 hg cm  ̂. Fór example, Wolfendale' estimates approximately 
a 2-3% conLribution to tlio Túr in observation at 4270 hg cin ^ ) .
Shown in figure i. are the results of our estimates fór the rate 
of: observed stopping posi.ti.ve pions as a function of depth underground. 
’l'he experiv .in tál results are seen to agree with our calculations. At 
shallow depths locally gc.uerated pions ariae primarily Erőm low energy 
muon::: (E',J ~ tens of GeV) where the physics is well known except per­
li a ps , fór the Cascade siow pion multipiicity factor m(u). This agree- 
ment providas a strong overall confirmátion of our estimate fór m(v).
Shown in figure 2 are the normálized stopping muon ratios. Most 
exper imént a 1. results are in agr cement with our calculations except 
fór the Turin observations. It should be pointed out that the 'J.’urin
observat ions at 11.0, 175 and 300 hg cin were performed at a vertical
-2 odepth of 60 hg cm “ with a cwo counter telescope inclined at 60 and
7if employed to ioolc through the advertised slant depths. Consequently,
these results are quite sensitive to the locally generated muon flux
wb.i.eh principal ly results from vertical go ing muons. Fór example, a
f> o
2/o response of the Turin 73 trigger would e a s U y  e:q> La in their observed
stopping ratio. From calculations on the distribution of events as a
function of energy transfer, we find that 2% of the stopping rate at
Ihat depth is in illatod by events involving over 100 GeV energy transfer
whicli yield about 23 s I ow iniions and 100 electrons, so such a response
Ls nőt uureasonable.
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However, the 42.70 hg cm data point obtained with no external. 
triggering criter.ia imposed are a factor of 4 ahova our astimatas.
The probability of agreement is .003. £ven if we take an extreme 
limit fór our estimates we uaderestimate the Turin result by a factor 
of 2, the probability of agreement then becoming .03. Possibly, an 
anomoly is indicated.
IV. Present Experiment
The experiment employs four 150 kg liquid scintillators (drums)
designed to look fór stopping muons. These drums are mounted on top
of the main Utah detector (lOm x 12m x 6m, located at an effective
2
depth of 1400 hg cm ) permitting fór the first tirte visual classifi- 
cati.on of the stopping particles. Furthermore, two large arrays 
of cylindrical sparlc counters (CSC) have been mounted on top of the 
Utah detector on each side of the drums. These counters provide a 
further c.heck on partiele activity accompanying a muon stopping in 
one of the drums. In addition, in favorable cases, these counters 
serve to identify neutral-induced, hadronic cascades occurring in the 
main detector (see fig 3.)
Five phototubes view each drum. The trigger requirement is a 
simple coincidence between two pairs of phototubes at a bias level of 
about 10 MeV. The fifth tűbe is operated in a space-charge limited 
mode at the anode, which permits a decay eleetron to be seen in the 
presence of large prompt energy releases. The lower energy cut on 
the decay eleetrons is presently at about 20 MeV at which level a 
decay can be identified following a prompt pulse of several GeV. At 
tliis level approximately 10% of the eleetrons are lost.
-2
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Ttiu prompt, anode putsss üf the space-charge limited tuba-in each 
of the four drums are eoded and displayed álon" with the deeay electron 
pulses on a 20 }ise.c ncope traca. Tha .Last 3 psec of the trace is gated 
open alsó fór the display of the time-coded dynode pulses from each 
of thasa tubes. The main Utah detector is triggered in conjunction with 
a drum triggar. The Utah detector is then interrogated fór accoinpanying 
activity.
V . Resu.1 ts
From a plot of the time distribution of delays observed under- 
ground, of all classifications, and including somé everits where the 
main detector was inoperative, a 2.2 ysec signature was saen 
which insures we are seeing stopping muons. The greatest source of 
background stems from random scintillator pulses in conjunction with 
a through-going muon. Two sucli events have been observed in which 
the delayed pulse lies beyond 12 ysec. Since they occur mostly with 
a through-going muon, they can be rejected from the main detector in- 
formation if desired.
From table I, it. is evident that there is good agreement (within
the as yet rather crude statistics) between the observed and predicted
rates. The existence of locally-produced muons including the hadronic
cascéuie multiplication process is thus directly confirmed. On the
o
other hand, a_t ttiis depth (1400 hg/cm ) there is no evidence fór the 
Turin effect, which at a depth of 4270 hg/cm“ shows up as a fourfold in­
crease over our calculated locally-produced muon rate. Since the depth 
dependence of our calculations is much more accurate than the absolute





Hov.'f.vc-r, our rcau.lt by no means stands in contradiction to the.
Turin effect fór the following reason.
Tf r.lie Turin effect is reál, it is very likely dúc to somé new
high-onergy process. In this case, it may have quite a different depth
de.pen.dence than the conventional local muon interactions. Fór example,
if muons o £ 2 TeV are responsible, the depth dependence would (apart
írom fiuctuations) be about the same as the limiting exponential behaviour
of the depth-intensity curve. In that case, (an attenuation length of 
2
800 hg/cm ) our result is st.il! just compatible with Turin. (Interest-
ingly enough, such a slope would alsó still be compatible, within errors,
25with the Case-Wits-T.rvi.ne stopping muons, as analysed by Grupen et al.)
A similar depth-dependencá would be expected fór the W-boson model 
fór the Utah effect, and the absolute rate xvould be expected to be 
(at our depth) 0.2 day"* .
Shown in figure 3 is a typical event obtained. This visual Identifi­
cation ailows us to classify stopping events intő 3 categories 
(a) atmospheric (b) locally induced within in the roof of the surrounding 
cavern (c) locally induced within a drum.
The .interesting events are those locally induced with lots of 
accompanying activity. We note that at our depth about 10% of the local 
events should involve energy transfers greater than 100 GeV. Neutrino 
or muon induced W-boson events should involve energy transfers 
greater than 500-1000 GeV with about the same frequency as the 
100 GeV "normál" events. Thus far we have three candidates fór high- 
enr*rgy events in which the detector memory was saturated ( > 130 sparks 
in al! counters.) This rate is consistent with conventional predictions 
if the energy transfers are of the order of 100 GeV. An expanded memory 
pl us operádon of the CSC's in the proportional mode should provide us
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and those ind:jced by ordinairy muon inalastic scatteriag.
Furtherinóre, we are searching fór neutral induced events inside 
the main detector. We have two candidates, bút again since the rnemory 
was saturated, we c&nnot with certainty ascertain the energy of the event 
or the neutrality of its origin.
Consequently, in view of t.he previous questions raised and in 
view of our current lack of ability to tag the energy of an event or 
conclusively establish the neutrality of its origin we consider the 
matter of anoualous underground production still open to question.
Table I 
Scintillator Characteristics
Wumber of Scintillators 
Kffective tliickness, eacli 
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ÁTMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO INDUCED MUON FLUX AND THE NEUTRINO NUCLEON 
INTERACTIONS AT HIGH ENERGIES
Z. Kunszt, Joint Institute fór Nuclear Research, Dubna
More than ten years ago M.A.Markov^ ̂  and K.Grei -
/2/sen' ' have pointed out that the muon flux produced by at- 
mospheric neutrinos might be observed. From the quantita- 
tive e s t i m a t e ^ * ^  it was clear that this -induced mu­
on flux may be considered as a possible tool fór obtain- 
ing information about the high energy properties of the 
interactions, the existence of the intermediate 
vector boson (IVB) and perhaps on somé extráterrestrial 
sources^2^.
In the experiments performed in the Kolar Gold 
Fields^-^^ (KGF) and in the East Rand Propriatery Mine 
(ERFM)^6/̂  detectors were located at 7000 and 8710 meter 
water equivalent depth, where the huge background of the 
primary cosmic ray muons is reduced to acceptally low va- 
lues.
The muon flux obtained in these experiments in hori- 
sontal direction is as follows
X • (A.2. t 0.̂ )x|Őncm*l sf sb~1 (1)
Í E R P M )
and
I  (ír/*) *■ ( ■ j . r ± o . 6 ) x si*'
( K 6 F )
respectively.
Since more than 100 events attributable to neutrinos 
were recorded by Reines' group and only 16 events in the 
KGF experiments, in the analysis below the ERPM value will 
be used. Tlxe muon flux can be calculated by the integrál for­
mula as follows^ g
j(e,t) * ^ W  ff; (r f f ) dE> (2)
t *■
where N / Í V  + >»t 6 * 6 } is the intensity of the atmospheric
and "Vm  at horizontal angle 0  (measured to the 
w* r
*0n leave from Department of Atomic Physics, Eötvös 
Loránd University, Budapest.
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vertical), d ö ' V c t E ^  is the differential cross section 
per nucleus fór the reaction 2. — > ja + anything, -
ó & p /A x is the average energy loss of muons in the rock, 
is the threshold energy fór the muon detection, 
is the Avogadro’s number, Q  is the nucleon 
number of the nucleus. If we assume that d  E/* /cfxtó 
const, then we get a simpler formula
o*»
Iíe,£)=  ^  íN/fv*v,E,6»J ô Aíe )R(*e-í ) (3)
a
where (J"T is the totál cross section per nucleus fór 
the same reaction, R is the effective range-energy 
function of muons in the corresponding rock and is
the average energy ratio transferred to the muon from the 
neutrino.
In order to estimate the muon flux produced by the 
atmospheric neutrino we have to know i) the intensity of 
the atmospheric neutrinos N/ ( £ } ; ii) the average
energy loss of the muons or their effective range-energy 
function; iii) the differential cross section d r / d e * .  
and the average energy ratio transferred to the muon from 
the neutrino St . We adopted the values of the intensi­
ty as calculated by O s b o m e  et al J U  fór a ratio of 20% 
and fór energies between 1-10^ GeV. Beyond this region it 
is sufficiently accurate to take a straight line extrapola- 
tion on a log-log plot.
Fór the average rate of the energy loss of the muon 
in standard rock we used the expression proposed by Hay- 
man et al./8/ 
jjg -
~  ~áx ' + - 0 . 0 7 ?  3 f E )  +
+  l ö ^ b E ) *  q * v  C»nl §.»••<
where fór standard rock on the average b = 4.0. In the
2.
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first estimations of the atmospheric neutrino induced muon
f l u x ^ ,  fór energies less than 10 GeV the linearly rising
totál cross section obtained in the CERN heavy liquid bub-
ble chamber experiment^ was used. At higher energies
it was assumed to increase linearly up to critical energy
value where the totál cross section became constant. From
the measured muon rate the authors were able to dérivé
restrictions on the value of the energy where the satura-
tion began. There was a big uncertainty since the value
of &  was nőt known. The theoretical developments con-
c e m i n g  the deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering sti-
/11/mulated by the SLAC-MIT experiments' ' , however, called
fór the revision of these analyses. The first estimation
which assumed the scale invariance of the deep-inelastic
/ 1 2  /scattering was done more than two years ago' ' (see al-
We shall review and revise the results of this analy 
sis from the point of view of the quark-parton model pre- 
dictions. We shall see th&t the region of the slope values 
of the neutrino-nucleon and antineutrino-nucleon scatter- 
ing ( T i and 2  ) allowed by the Reines* experiment invol- 
ves neither the whole region obtained in the CERN experi­
ment nőt the whole region allowed by positivity conditions
/14/in the quark parton model' . Bút the interception of the 
parton and the CERN regions is completely inside the re­
gion allowed by this cosmic ray experiment. (See Fig. 2). 
Since the muon flux produced by atmospheric neutrinos ob- 
tains the main contributions from very energetic(<̂ - 100 GeV) 
neutrinos this result may be regarded as an independent 
and non-trivial support (of course nőt strong and nőt ve­
ry conclusive) fór the predictions of the parton model.
•In accord with recent measurements of the direct 
vertical muon spectrum it would appear safer to assume a 
ratio of 40% in the calculations of the neutrino 
intensities which would increase the value of the relevant 
muon neutrino intensities by 15% /6/*
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Muon Flux Produced by Neutrinos with Energy Less than 
10 GeV
In the neutrino energy region 0.12-12 GeV inforraa- 
tion about the neutrino nucleon interactions has been ob- 
tained in the bubble chamber and spark chamber experiment 
at and in a spark chamber experiment at ANl/^/*.
The most important points of the results relevant to 
the arbimation of the muon í'lux have been sumraarized by 
P a t t i n s o n ^ ^ .  In accord with these experimental results 
v/e propose to use the cross sections as given on Fig. 1 
which should give good approximation with the present un- 
certainties. At low energies (E^^T1 GeV) it is assumed 
that the quasi-elastic and -production reactions do-
minate and that G*V »$<TV • 111 interval £ v =1-10GeV 
the measured value of the totál cross section is used
Ci M  E v  /  /(5“ V — (O.S’i t O M 'S )  /per Küclcovt /  (5 )
Fór the reáction in the rangé $ - 1 0  GeV we assumed
linearly rising cross section with a slope of one-half of 
the slope given i n  {KJ, The used &  values are given in 
Table I.
Using the V m  and intensities calculated
/Q/ ~  “
by Coswik' we have obtained that the neutrinos with 
energy less than 10 GeV give about one-half of the measu­
red horizontal muon intensity
(JT/X) C *1. 40 t. O.ío)* AO C/rrí's'st* (&)
The error bar® come from the uncertainties of the slopes 
and the neutrino fluxes.
*See alsó the new antineutrino data presented at 
this conference (Degrange’ tqlk).
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Reaction Quasi--Elastic A -Production Inclusive
Neutrino —
Energy(GeV) %
1 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.2 -  -
1- 3 - 0.8 - 0.5 0.5
3-10 - — — — 0.5 0.65
T a b 1 e I.
Average energy transfer ratio &  for various processes 
in various energy rangé.
Contributions of High Energy Neutrinos (E^ ^  10 GeV)
In accelerator experiments the neutrino energy rangé 
extends only up to 10 GeV (Although it will soon be vast- 
ly extended at NAL*), therefore if we want to estimate 
the contributions of the high energy neutrinos to KB )  
we are forced to abstract those features of the low ener­
gy data and somé other measured processes (deep-inelastic 
electroproduction e»q.) which might hopefully be valid 
for the high energy neutrino nucleon interactions as well.
For the sake of clarity we should here dwell on de- 
fining the kinematics. In notation we follow Llewelyn
/A C./
Smith with slight modifications' .
Let us consider the process
VíM fl(k) **• M f)--- *>/* 'Vhadt’ons
where h., W  and p denote the four-momenta of the ini- 
tial neutrino, the final muon and the target nucleon. The 
cross section for this process is determined by a second 
ránk Lorentz tensor as follows
* See Barish's and Baltay’s talk, this conference.
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t P 1 C ff (8 )
We use the Cabibbo current*
4 » & S * 0  . *  »65^1
3* CO*(V*C0 * • $ > ) )  u 'e<-+ (V̂  f»H fV <*>) * • * $  (9 )
^  v/y
Assuiaing *P f T  t *?T invariance, Nxy^v can be expan-
ded in terms of five Lnvariant functions
V/f_ _ , _.VÍv, ’ /n ű \ . - r t . .  V/.,
'm *
,/- v í ví
W  '  (?(<0 '  -  ^  ^  <lV>+ h x W1 f<iVj -
(10)
v/here is the proton mass, M v  x pq, . To order "Ven
(Hl - is the rauon mass) the cross section is determined 
by W* « V>C/v and \X/3
áCm -áA’
-  l ^ ’iCh‘ %  W j ' ^ V íJ + Ö Í ’& m )
where * sC*1 and 0  is the angle between
the direction of the initial and final leptons in the_ 
laboratory frame. From positivity of the tensor \ * C
ó i )
it follows that
A Í ^ Q v  |W i V / í | £  (12)
The charge symmetry gives
W , v ? =  ( v x / ? p=  \ x / / h  <l V . r ,  * s * o  d 3 )
•In tfche following the strangeness changing part will 
oe ignored i.e. we take Q =0.
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Introducing dimensionless structure functions
' ' / M ' W i K f ) '  , i-*- ^
where U) * x_,« . The differential cross sec-
tion may be written in the form
r v,ir r  v,*‘
d V v '* G M e f ( ( - u -  ÍS» ) J i .  T
 --- ;—  =  7T L  «  ’ <u*- ® Ato* +
d w d ^  >(j 0 5 )
? *<4- 4 4 ») %  J
where ^ s - W s  . The scale invariance or automodelity/^^ 
found in the SLAG-MIT experiments fór the structure func­
tions of the deep-inelastic electroproduction at high 
Q x (20 G e V * > Q * H W * >  and V  ( V  <  12 GeV) 
can be extended fór this structure functions. Th*t£
•U<U -H
as atyTix the (^* functions approach a
finite nonzero value at all
(14)
t v .  < « >
Q-?**, co
This scaling law gives siraple asymptotic forms both fór
/17/the totál cross section "  and the average energy 
transfer ratio &
V/f GlNE-v/f G’HE n  „ v V  i l/ 4 ?  
&i*n ö ;  f a )  « —  2  - -jr « ^  ? (17)
k V " *  ' ' K x v
Due to the inequalities (12) we can write
and
(2 1 )
( 2 0 )
(22)
We can now discuss the high energy aspects of the results 
of the CERN heavy liquid bubble chamber experiment. In 
the energy region (g = 1 - 1 2  GeV) of this experiment* 
we do nőt expect scale in variant behaviour unless the 
scaling occurs in an average sense even in the non-asymp- 
totic region. Bloom and Gilman^®^ and more extensively 
Rubinstein et a l . ^ ^ ,  however, have pointed out that in 
an average sense all the electroproduction and photopro- 
duction data can be fitted with an universal scaling cur- 
ve in the variable ( M * «  1.5 GeV2 ,
©< Cs. 0.4 GeV2 ). By analogy, Myatt and Perkins^2^  as­
sumed in their analysis of the combined propáné and freon
data that scaling in co1®  occurs in the non-
Gl
asymptotic region and so they used all the events with 
E.^ ^  1 GeV. Fór the present discussion the important
points of their results are as follows
i) The scaling hypothesis in the energy region 1-12GeV 
is supported by the linear rise of the cross section and
» 2.S (JcV1 Q * £ ( l 5 ’Q e V t’ for W o f  the events.
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the constancy of the energy transfer ratio
'  o - 5 2 -* o o e  (2J)
ii) The data are compatible with the Callan-Gross 
relation which is alsó suggested by the electroproduction 
data C i = -fa. ) .
iii) The data suggest that is negative,
which implies that* Ő""V,S/
iv) The scaling function -fa. (V) , x ' - f i f x ' )  ,
y'P can be fitted by the formula (1- )^.
If in the description of the high energy (anti)neu- 
trino-nucleon interaction we accept scale invariance and 
the Callan-Gross relation, in the calculation of the ne- 
utrino induced muon flux only two free páráméters remain,
It is convenient to use as free parameters the first mo- 
ment i n te gm ls (18) t J(K*+ ki**) and K| * i C K r + K T )  
or the slopes (21) ^  = V j  k ,“ 4f% 5<ís and
* 2 f i  Wi + \ £ \  . The measured values of AtuJ
k give the following limits on and
(0-5H±O l3)á Kiá O.SMo.lo ( -O.frS- ú i (24)
The lower and upper limits on ^  correspond to 
and = +0.175 , respectively. The allowed re­
gion in the plane(Z*Z) is given on Fig. 2.
In the quark parton model from positivity conditions 
and the electroproduction data the following limits can 
be obtained on Kj
( O . I 8 ± 0 < M  ^  X K é. 0 . 5 0 ± 0 . 0 $  (25)
* The antineutrino data from the CERN measurement
give R. «. <r™ /c-vw  ̂ o . m t  o.oy
(see Degrauge's talk).
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In the £ 2  \ 1  ) pláne, the region allowed by the positi- 
vity condition in the quark parton model is inside the 
contour "a" of Fig. 2. In the quark parton model we ha-
/P'i /
ve the expression fór the slopes as follows7 '
"Z s. S X  [ U O O  + \  \
ú
(26 )
2  * .  J x  L 3 u . f > t )  +  ^ d f t o  +
where U , cU*) is the number of up, down quarks
with momentum fraction x  per cl< in the pro­
ton.
Since u. , A , U  , d  are positive func­
tions and the main contribution comes from the region 
X ~  1 we obtain
^  / e  ^  \ (27)
The allowed region in this case is one-half of the region 
given by the positivity conditions. Furthermore as we 
have l e a m e d  from Feynman’s talk the sum rule
í x  ( $ * ? (*) +  =  y  Í * [ u 6 0 +  <ffr) +  U 6 0  +
+  í M l d x  +  T *  í * x f  3 6 0  +  S O o U d / ^ 0 - 3 0
0
suggests additional restrictions on • £ + *  : if we accept
that the strange-quarlc contribution to this sum rule is 
less or about 10% (which is quite plausible) then we can 
obtain that
0. 6S" £  Í T  é  (29)
which is a small ai’ea in the ( Z t i  ) pláne (the dark spot 
of Fig. 2) having comparatively large interception with 
the név/ CERN data. Treating and 2  as free parame-
ters in the estimation of the contribution of the high 
energy neutrinos to the atmospheric neutrinos induced ho-
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rizontal muon flux v/e have obtained that only the region
whole region aliowed by the CERN experiment, nor the whole 
region aliowed by the positivity condition in the parton 
model, bút their interception is involved in it, this 
result may be regarded as a nontrivial (although nőt con- 
clusive) support given by hgih energy ( ^ 1 0 0  GeV)
neutrinos for parton models.
Contributions and Corrections b.y Assuming that IVB Exists
If IVB exists we have to take intő account the damp- 
ing effect of its propagator in the amplitudes of reac— 
tions (7) at high energies and we have to calculate the 
contributions induced by I V B  production react.io.ns to 
the muon flux. The modification introduced by the I V B  
propagator is very simple: we should use the factor
instead of G *  in tha expression 
of the cross section (11), (15)• Estimating the undergro­
und muon—flux we need only the difíerential cross sec— 
tion dí®"/d^, • Since the propagator [ t ú 4 r  ~J|j^ )) )  ^  
cannot be factor ized in co and , the integration
over Cü can be performed only if we know explicitely 
the scaling functions. Since they are, as indicated by 
the experiment/20^, smooth function of jf ? ) * ) it is 
easy to see that for the present purposes (regarding 
other uncertainties of the calculation) it is sufficiently 
accurate to approximate the scaling functions with cons- 
tants. We have calculated the contribution of the process 
(17) as a function of the IVB's mass for neutrinos
with energy higher than 10 GeV, using the cross section 
formula as follows
inside the contour "b" of Fig. 2 is aliowed by the mea- 
sured value of the muon flux. Sinc





IV"R can be produced in the Cb field of the nucleus 
by the reactions
í  ----’  /*. * W / +  2 '  ( } 2 )
/  coherent and incoherent /
and
tJ— ■> /A + W f  Q̂CÍ\noms
The totál cross sections and $  values fór these pro­
cesses have recently been calculated fór a wide rangé of✓ pp /
W  ^ - I p s o n  masses and neutrino energies ' • Chen
et al. , using these results have rnade a very thorough
analysis calculating the contributions of these reactions 
to the neutrino-induced muon flux. Muon flux values indu- 
ced by neutrinos ^ia^reaction ( 32 ) was alsó calculated 
by Coswik et al, , he, ho^jj^r, used unrealistically 
high value of • In paper Coswik*s estimation cor-
rected by a factor 1/5 is used fór the contributlon of 
reaction (32) and the contribution of reaction ( 3 3 )  is neg- 
lected. Since the results of Chen et al.'/22,/ are roughly in 
agreement with such an approximation, fór the present analy­
sis we adopt again these values.
Results, Discussions
If it is assumed that 3TB exists, the neutrino in­
duced muon flux is the sum of the contributions from the 
low energy neutrinos (6 ) , the high energy neutrinos and the 
IVB production reactions (3 1), (32)
i fH .M w )«■I t ("A) + t h í<rlt ,m«) +!*,(*/»,*u) (3A)
The horizontal muon flux is calculated fór different 
and V values / see eqs. (3 1) /. Assuming that
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7* ?  -  0-5T3 and using I L « 2A * <0 c m V 4 stl''*
and X  ou *• -4. where IJÍ, is the muon intensity via
* /°3/the reaetion ( 3 2 )  given by Coswik et al.'"'^ , we obtain
the curve A of Fig. 3* The curve B is obtained by using
2 * ^  * 0  3 8 *  * The curve n corresponds to
« 0 - k6 , f s  0.2.3 * ^iie values .suggested by Feyn-
man/^^/, with s >f. S-* /0<5c*f* and
I  u/ * The curve D repreeents a lower limit
on J  f r/t , Mw,) at 2 standard deviation.
Since according to the deep-mine experiment
lejcp ( ^ ) <  s*. 0  x  v°  °  < * "  ls‘ 4 s'tr'4 0 5 )
We see that the assumptions used fór the curve A are in
contradiction with experiment* Evén if we take intő account 
the uncertainties in the neutrino intensities the contra­
diction remains. Only the region inside the contour b of 
Fig. 2 gives values of 2. and “2  which are compatible 
with the measured muon flux. With the assumption used fór 
the curve B we obtain upper and lower limits on
M « /  ^  \ I C í * V  (3 6 )
With the slope values preferred by the quark parton model 
/ourve 0 on Fig. 3/ we can obtain only a lower limit 
W  ^  2.8 GeV. Pinally at confidence level more than 96# 
we can say that M w )  2 GeV•
lf IVB does nőt exist, bút in order to simulate the 
*
saturation of the cross section at high energies, the IVB 
propagator is preserved, the characteristic energy where
13 •
'These slope values are obtained in the Kuti-Weisskopf 
parton model, as well /24/.
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the saturation begins can be defined by E c * M u w  /jv\ ̂
The horizontal muon flux will be the sum J“ = JL + X h 
and we obtain inséead of the curves A, B, P of Fig. 3 the 
curves A*, B*, D* of Pig. 4. The restrictions on £ c 
given by A*, B* and D* are as follows /in GeV/
í-6 4 E," 4 -H- j í . í  É I f  >loí| (37)
Since there is no sijjn of saturation at energies up to 
12 GeV, the contradiction with the curve A* remains , 
therefore the allowed region in the ( T  , £ )  pláne 
/ Pig. 2. contour b / will only slightly be modified.
14.
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PROSPECTS FOR THE DETECTION OF HIGHER ORDER WEAK PROCESSES AND THE STUDY 
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1. Introduction
The first observation of weak interactions is now over 75 years old.^
An impressive array of understanding of a vast number of phenomena has been
achieved fór low energy processes, and yet somé of the simplest questions
that can be asked about the basic natúré of the weak interaction can nőt
presently be answered. In many ways we know less about this interaction
than we do about the strong interaction. Apparentlv Ifeisenberg was the
first to recognize the significance of the dimensionality of the coupling
2
constant of the lowest order current-current interaction. The lowest order
interaction being
ti G . .+
Heff = fi h h
where j j ^  are appropriate currents and G is the coupling constant. G has
2 2the dimensions of (length) or (l/m) with a numerical value
G = a. 01 x 10"5)/(mp)2 
In order to form a dimensionless parameter fór the weak interaction it is
T
frequently suggested to use s and to form the parameter'
X = Gs,
s being the only parameter of the scattering process that sets a length 
-2
(or m ) scale (s is the center of mass energy squared).
There is at present no experimental information that sets the length 
scale of the weak interactions. However there are two theoretical suggestiorts 
as to what the length scale might be.
1. The 'length' at the unitarity limit. If the weak interaction was 
pointlike all two body cross sections would rise like
and being pointlike only the S wave interaction is allowed. However, the
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unitarity limit fór the cross section fór S wave scattering goes as tt/ s , 
thus at a large value of s the weak interaction cross section must be
length associated with this value of s (which was called the 'fundamental 
length1 by Heisenberg) is
thus indicating that the weak interactions actually become 'strong' at these 
very high energies. It appears that the intrinsic strength and the rangé of 
force of the weak interactions are therefore intimately tied together. The 
interaction is strong in the sense that the S wave cross section is as large 
as any S wave cross section can be. (In strong interactions the low partial 
waves are strongly absorbed and thus the S wave cross section probably does
nőt stay at the unitarity limit; thus at the unitarity limit the weak
„ \
interaction cross section would likely exceed the strong interaction S wave
f* - T7 O
cross section, however, the actual cross section would only be a ^ ^ 10 cm
compared to ^ 3 x 10" cm fór hadron scattering cross sections, because of
the large number of angular momentum states excited in the hadron scattering.)
2. A second way to set the 'length' scale fór weak interactions is to
imagine that the exchange of a massive boson is responsible fór the weak
4force between two particles. The mass (N̂ ) of this hypothetical boson then 
sets the scale
modified to avoid a unitarity violation (at the energy /I^ = i). The
(3)




and the coupling constant fór the W coupling to say two leptons is semiweak 
and given hy
2 2^  « (M « x . 
w w
Thus the larger the mass M , the stronger the semiweak interaction becomes.
This illustrates again that the fundamental natúré of the weak interaction
is presently indeterminate, there being a tradeoff between the strength
and the rangé of the interaction. Experimentally it is, therefore, necessary
to determine either the fundamental dimensionless coupling constant or
directly measure the rangé of the interaction. Clearly measurement of a 
-1 7distance of 10 cm is a very ambitious undertaking since momentum transfers
2 2of ^(300) GeV/c would be required. Nevertheless as discussed later we
2
might contemplate observation of momentum transfers of (30) within the 
decade, in forthcoming neutrino experiments allowing a probe of distance 
down to % 10’16on.
Thei'e have been other suggestions as to a fundamental length of weak 
interactions in terms of the exchange of scalar bosons and a variety of 
other postulated particles.^ These particles were invented to provide a 
renormalizable theory of weak interactions.^
Recently a dispersion theoretic approach has been applied to the 
question of the high energy behavior of weak interactions starting with the 
posthumous paper by Pomeranchuk.» Other calculations have followed this lead. í 
There are no finn conclusions to be drawn from such analyses bút somé very 
interesting specu]ation about the processes that may dominate the weak 
.interactions at high energy are made. Alsó, as shown by Pomeranchuk^  if the I 
weak interaction becomes long ranged at high energy with a cross section that
approaches that of strong interactions, such ^ behavior cannot set in be főre
I
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an energy of the unitarity energy */s~. Dolgov, Okun and Zakharov have 
attempted a dispersion theoretic estimate of the lower limit of the
g
contribution from higher order weak diagrams fór lepton-lepton collisions.
Other theoretic attempts at handling the higher order weak interactions 
have focused on a sunmation of the contributions from all higher order 
diagrams9 ’1 ̂ he first such attempt known to us was made by Feinberg and
9
Pais and more recently by Arbuzov.
An interesting proposal fór modifying the weak interaction was made 
by Gell-Mann, Goldberger, Kroll and LowI^Their proposal would lead to a 
modification of the universality of first order weak interactions such that 
the diagonal and nondiagonal lepton-lepton processes would proceed with 
different rates.
Many other suggestions have been made fór calculating the higher 
order diagrams or fór formulating a renormalizable theory of weak interactions. 
(See Refe. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 fór an incomplete list).
A promising way to separate (or estimate) the rangé and 'intrinsic' 
strength of the weak interaction is through the observation of a certain 
eláss of higher order weak interaction processes. While the validity of 
such calculations is certainly nőt proved, as order of magnitude estimates 
these calculations make somé sense, especially when applied to pure leptonic 
systems.15,16,17,18,19If higher order weak processes are suppressed in all systems 
relative to first order processes then the observation of higher order weak 
processes will likely be carried out with low energy weak interaction processes 
such as a rare decay mode of K mesons because of the possible large abundance 
of such decay particles.
At the same time study of high energy weak interactions bring us cJoser
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to the unitarity limit where we expect surprises. These studies will 
likely be carried out with high energy neutrino beams or colliding lepton 
beams. In fig. 1 we attempt to summarize the present and projected rangé 
of energies available for weak interaction studies as well as the present 
rangé of transition rates that have been studied for K decays, in particular, 
in this figure we attempt to show the regions in these variables where new 
surprises in the weak interaction might be expected. The morál to be gained 
from this graph is that already experiments have covered a large rangé of 
energy and transition rates and we are close to the regions where surprises 
might be expected.
A short summary of the experimental measurements needed to 'unravel' the 
rangé and 'intrinsic' strength of the weak interaction is in order. The 
'intrinsic' rangé and 'intrinsic* strength are assumed to be tied together 
in such a way that
where g is the intrinsic coupling strength and m^ is a mass that characterizes 
the rangé of forces.
There are basically three ways to detect or measure the value of m^
1. Study high momentum transfer processes observing the effects of 
m^ in the form factor
2. Study very high energy scattering; in the vicinity /s m^ where 
higher partial waves will enter the weak interactions and a 'break 
down of locality' will occur.
3. Observe processes that can only proceed by 2nd oi bi^her order weak 
interactions and assume (on the basis of the perturbation theory




allogrim) that the rate fór such processes related to that fór 
first order processes is, order of magnitude,
F(2nd order) „ r2 4 ro.
T(Ist orderj * G V  (8>
In a more careful perturbation calculation the ratio of second to first 
in
order rates becomes
S2 « - 4  (9)
32-rr
where A js a cut off mass that is used to remove the divergence of the 
integrals associated with second order contributions. Fór nonleptonic or 
semileptonic processes these calculations assume that. the rangé or size of 
the strong interactions does nőt provide a cutoff to the integrál. ̂  ’̂ Such
an assumption can be justified on the grounds of current algebra or the
quark model or any model where the weak current couples to pointlike 
objects inside the hadron (like the parton model)^’̂ ítowever, this assumption 
does seem to violate simple minded intuition that the hadrons can nőt 
generally support high momentum transfers. Recent observations of inclusive 
processes where hadrons appear to be capable of supporting high momentum
0  A ”5 O T.
transfers, can be explained by parton or quark pointlike structures.1’ However,
it is nőt clear that pointlike structure is necessary to explain this
phenomena (nor in fact that it is really sufficient) and more inundane explana-
2Stions of the deep inelastic scattering have been proposed.' Therefore, it is nőt 
presently clear that the higher order processes are nőt cut off by the 
strong interaction in semileptonic or nonleptonic processes. Fór this 
reason it is very important that leptonic processes be studied.
hxperimentally techniques 1 and 2 require high energy particles and 
tlio possibi 1 ities fór such studies are only now becoming availablo with the
advent of high energy machines such as NAL and the Q:RN 300 GeV machine.
In practice such studies will likely be carried out using high energy 
neutrínó beams.
'lhe direct observation of higher order weak processes will likely depend 
on the intervention of a selection rule in first order weak interactions 
that are violated by the higher order processes. However, in somé cases it 
may be necessary to separate higher order weak processes from first order
contributions by observing the nonlocality generátor! by the higher order pro-
2ó 77
cesst Generally, therefore, the detection of higher processes will only 
be as sensitive as the validity of the selection rule. So far the best 
obeyed selection rules appear to be the absence of neutral currents in 
semileptonic processes and the |AS| < 2 rule fór nonleptonic processes.
In the next section we review the present status of the selection rules 
obeyed by the weak interaction.
It is interesting to note the different dependence on m^ in techniques 
1 - 3 .  Fór 1 and 2 the larger m? the more difficult it becomes to ’measure1 
m^ (or to detect a deviation from -* <*). However, fór the higher order 
corrections, especially fór lepton-lepton collisions, the larger m^ the 
easier it is to ’measure1 m^. Of course perturbation intuition may fail here 
bút if it does nőt then these techniques are complementary and should all 
be pui'sued. Fór example, it is difficult to foresee in the near future 
experiments that attain momentum transfers of (300)^ GeV/c^ and therefore 
mí, % would be hard to observe by techniques 1 or 2. However, fór
m£ 300 GeV the higher order corrections become maximai and might be detected
eventually in e e collisions as discussed below.
In table 1 we have attenipted to summari ze the present guesses fór the 
limit on A from V3rious vievrpoints, the low values of A all come from
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semileptonic processes or nonleptonic processes. This table might be 
viewed in the following way; there are hints that the weak interaction 
cutoff is low and therefore something interesting is expected to occur in 
weak interaction processes fór /s £ 10 GeV. Alsó if the weak force is 
transmitted by an intermediate vector boson the mass is expected to be 
relatively low compared to the unitarity limit. However, these speculations 
are based on calculations that in all cases involve hadrons in the weak 
process. It may still be that the low values of A in table 1 are (i) determined 
by the strong interaction rangé or (ii) that perturbation theory is nőt 
relevant. To answer the first question will require the study of leptonic 
processes at large s. Probably the answer to question (ii) will require study 
of weak interaction processes very near s ^ 1/G.
The plán of this paper is essentially spelled out in the index. We 
first review the status of various weak interaction selection rules and 
discuss briefly the prospects fór detecting intermediate vector bosons in 
the near future. The rest of the paper is broken up intő sections that are 
classified by the kinds of particles that participate in the weak process.
Each section deals with the processes suitable fór detecting higher order 
weak processes or the high energy behavior of the weak interaction fór that 
particular system.
a. Status of Various Selection Rules
The selection rules in weak interactions are nőt presently required 
by any basic theory; the rules being almost completely empirical. Fór this 
reason it is nőt known how exact such rules should be, and in fact somé 
selection rules are known to be broken at the 51 level in the amplitude,
However, somé selection rules are suspected to be exact in first order weak 
interactions, bút perhaps broken in higher orders. If this is true then the
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observation of a violation of the rule would be a signature fór higher 
order processes ; hűt, it need nőt be since the rule imight simply be broken 
by the first order weak interaction. Since the observation of the violation 
of CP invariance, we know that sometimes very small violations in weak 
amplitudes (or super weak) can occur, and perhaps small violations of other 
selection rules might equally be observed. Ilowever, in the case of the 
absence of neutral semileptonic currents (AQ = 0, AS i 0 processes), the 
upper limit on the violation has now been showii to be three orders of 
magnitude lower than the CP violation rate^  perhaps indicating that the 
absence of neutral currents is a better selection rule than CP invariance.
In table 2 the current upper limits on the amount of violation fór 
weak amplitudes fór the selection rules is presented fór:
AQ 0 leptonic processes
AQ 0 semileptonic processes
AS = AQ semileptonic processes
AS < 2 semileptonic processes
AS < 2 nonleptonic processes
A notable point in this table is the absence of any useful. limit on the 
AQ f 0 selection rules fór purely leptonic systems. Remarkably, the only 
well tested selection rule is the AQ f 0, semileptonic rule, and only fór 
the AS f 0 subclass.
ITie AT = 1/2 selection rule is now known to be broken by about 5% in 
the amplitude fór several processes suggesting that the rule is only 
approximate in all cases. We, therefore, neglect this rule in table 2. 





One morál that might be drawn from table 3 is that when searching 
fór higher order weak processes, violations of the (AQ f 0, semileptonic) 
rule would be more likely to pay off because the other selection rules have 
yet to be tested to a sensitive level. Fór example, if the higher order 
processes come ir* at the relatíve amplitude level of 10 6 , this is 4-5 
orders of magnitude in the amplitude lower than these selection rules have 
been tested, bút only one or two orders below the (AQ ^ 0, AS i 0 semilep­
tonic) rule. Evén if the second order process comes in (1-2) orders of
magnitudes below a primitive neutral current, it might still be possible to 
separate the higher order process as discussed below.
b. Detection of Intermediate Vector Bosons
The discovery of one or more bosons that couple semiweakly to leptons 
and hadrons and thus are candidates fór the 'médiátőrs' of weak interactions 
would go a long ways towards answering the basic questions about weak 
interactions posed in the introduction. Thus the search fór such hypothetical
bút crucial states is of great importance and experimenters are well aware
of this as can be proved by looking at the current proposals fór experiments 
32
at the NAL.
With the advent of high intensity neutrínó beams at NAL or CERN it
should be possible to produce, in a massive detector, adequate numbers of
33
W vector bosons to discover such a partiele if the mass is below ^ 12-15 GeV.
It alsó appears that the boson can be detected independent of the relatíve
branching fraction intő leptonic and hadronic final states and, therefore,
34
a conclusive search can be made in this mass rangé.
Higher mass bosons might be detected in hadronic or photonic interactions
at NAL or CERN up to the mass of 30-40 GeV, provided the cross sections fór
the production are comparable to the estimates o£ Ledennan and Popé and
35provLded the boson decays via the leptonic decay módé. We emphasize that 
in the rangé of 15-40 GeV it. will likely be impossible to conclusively 
exclude the existence of the intermediate vector boson because of the 
uncertainty of production cross sections and decay rates. Thus, up to 
^ 15 GeV an exhaustive search can be made and if conditions are favorable 
a W of mass 15-40 GeV could be detected.
The observation of a scalar charged meson is Virtually impossible due 
to the expected small production cross section and the suppression of the 
leptonic decay mode?6 If neutral vector bosons exist (perhaps producing so 
far undetected neutral leptonic current processes) and have any mass above 
the kaon mass, they likely would nőt have been detected up to the present.
A neutral W° could be produced in e+e collisions, bút sensitive experimental
?7
searches have yet to be carried out in these processes. It has been proposed
| _ 7 0
to search fór the existence of W° bosons using the process e e ■> p p . This 
search should be sensitive to the existence of any W° boson with mass below 
8 GeV using colliding beam facilities such as SPEAR/*^
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2. Lepton-Lepton Collisions
Without the obscuring effects of the strong interactions, lepton­
lepton scattering provides a ’clean' study of weak interactions. Ex- 
perimentally, the detection of weak lepton-lepton processes is just 
coming intő the rangé of experimental feasibility. There are basically 
three kinds of processes that may yield practical and interesting re- 
sults:
Study of the first two processes is becoming feasible because of the 
advent of high energy-high intensity neutrino beams at NAL and CERN. 
The s available to such processes, however, is likely to be limited to 
the rangé
Főt processes like 10 the requirements of coherence limits the mass of 
the three leptons to equally small values. Process 12 is the only one 
where values of s can be obtained where surprises and perhaps departures 
frcm the standard lowest order weak interaction theory may occur. In this 
case, s values in the vicinity of
might be attained with storage ring machines that are presently being con- 
structed.
v n + z + l + l + v ^ + z
+ - + 




S 'v 2meEv < 5 x 10'1 GeV2
s ^ 10 - 64 GeV'.2
i
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Unfortunately, since weak interactions are in generál overwhelmed
by electromagnetic interactions in process 12 , a special dispensation
is required to observe weak interactions. It has been recently specu-
lated that such a dispensation may occur under special circumstances at
38colliding beam facilities such as SPIIAR.
a. Deviations from the Universal V-A Theory in Lowest Order--the 
Diagonal Coupling 
Gell-Mann, Goldberger, Kroll and Low^ have suggested a theory of 
weak interactions in which the leading divergences occur only in the di­
agonal interactions (i.e. (^e)(vee) terms), which are thus speculated to
be quite unconnected with the off diagonal interactions (i.e. (v e)(v y)e y
terms). Thus, higher order weak corrections may be manifested in a re- 
sulting difference between the diagonal and off diagonal coupling con-
stants, which in tűm would be observable in s + 0 processes. In order
to test this idea it will be necessary to compare processes like
Vy + y" V y  + y‘ (13)
ve + e v e + e"
with processes like
Vy + e' + y" + ve (15)
Fortunately, these processes will likely be measured in the near future 
and the issue can be resolved.
Observation of process (14) may be accomplished in neutrino experi- 
ments currently underway at CT;RN using the Gargamelle bubble chani>er or
in early experimonts at NAL using the 15' bubble chamber filled with
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neon.
Reaction (13) is the most problematic since free muon targets do
nőt exist in natúré. A convenient substitute fór this process is the
w 40 proceiss
+ z -*■ y+y vyz (16)
This process can likely be detected alsó at NAL and the Harvard-Penn- 
Wisconsin Collaboration experiment (E1A) has been designed with this pro­
cess in mind. I will nőt go intő detail conceming the projected exper- 
imental difficulties in studying this process since Professor Mann has 
described this in his talk. If this process can be separated from back- 
ground at NAL, it should be possible to make a 10% measurement of the
cross section. Incidentally, the calculations of the rate fór process
40(16) are presently only good to ^ 10%.
We must emphasize, however, that the bulk of the events detected 
at NAL, even though the neutrinos are high energy, will likely have a 
low y+v^ invarient mass and thus the study of process (13) via (16) is 
at small s.33,^° Nevertheless, it should soon be possible to experimen- 
tally conpare the diagonal and off-diagonal coupling constants at low s 
and thus decide on the GGKL conjecture.
b. Psuedo Neutral Leptonic Currents
(i) Spacelike
At present there is no evidence to support the absence of first or- 
der neutral currents coupled only to leptons (see table 2). Recently it 
has been conjectured by Weinberg and others that such currents could 
exist in a renormalizable theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.^
39
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The most convenient processes to use to search fór neutral leptonic cur- 
rents in first order are
v + e -+■ v + e (17)
y y
+ z -*■ e e v^z (18)
Again process (17) is on the verge of detectability in present or near
future experiments. Fór example, process (17) can perhaps be detected
in the present CERN studies with Gargamelle if the cross section is no
41less than 'v 5 times smaller than the present limit on this process.
The present limit on the cross section fór (17) relatíve to the cross
section expected fór process (14) (on the basis of the universal V-A 
42theory) is
a(v + e’ ■* v +_e")
-- H--- ---- H----— <0.4 (19)
a(ve + e -*• ve + e )
13The lower limit of this ratio predicted by the theory of Weinberg is
a(v + e" -*■ v + e")
---ü---- r---- H.----> 0.125 (20)
a(v0 + e vg + e”)
The search fór process (17) in the neon bubble chamber at NAL is likely 
to be even more definitive. The study of process (18) is problematic 
because of the large background of Dalitz pairs in neutrino collisions.
If process (3 7) is nőt detected at the level of first order weak 
in bubble chambers it becomes interesting to see at what level the higher 
order corrections may come in and if the resulting cross section can be 
mcasured by massive target-counter techniques. An estimate of the cross 
section fór process (17) proceeding through second order weak processes
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and assuming that the weak interaction cutoff is at the unitarity limit 
(A -v /s^) gives19
-44 7
o(v + e 4 V(] + e ) * l.S x 10 HH(Ev)cni /GeV
where is the energy in GeV. Using full design intensity of the NAL
machine and a 500 tón Pb detector approximately 2 events of type (17)
would be produced per day. Thus, in principle, a purely leptonic higher
order weak process could be detected at NAL, provided the unitarity limit
provides the wéák interaction cutoff. We do nőt mean, to ijnply, however,
that it is presently known how to separate these two events/day from the
large background, bút only that the process seems in principle detecta-
ble under favorable circumstances. Note, however, that even at this level
the ratio of cross sections is
a(v + e" + v + e~) _
— £----  ---- k----   ^ io 3
o(ve + e -*• ve + e )
and thus the resulting limit on firít order weak neutral currents would
-2
only be at best ^ 3 x 10 in the amplitude. Thus, it appears difficult
to pút limits on the absence of first order neutral leptonic currents to 
the level that AS. ̂  0 semileptonic neutral currents have reached.
(ii) Timelike
Process (12) can proceed via weak interactions in several speculative 
ways: (1) direct channel production of a If on the mass shell; (2) a 
first order weak neutral current coupling of the fönn (ee)(yy); (3) an 
induced neutral current coming from higher order week interactions.
Experimentally, the detection of any of these weak processes requires 
a suppression of the dominant electromagnetic amplitudes and a unique
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signature fór the weak process. It appears that a sizable suppression
of the first order electrodynamic contribution can be obtained if the
initial leptons in process (12) are highly polarized in opposite trans-
yerse directions. A ’hole’ appears in the angular distribution of the
outgoing muons at favored vilues of 0 and <J> (cos0 = p *fL> cos<t>sin0 =
f>y*a, where á is a unit vector along the e polarization vector)^*^ This
’hole' is illustrated in fig. 2 as the ratio of the differential cross
section fór reaction (12) fór completely polarized initial leptons to
the cross section fór unpolarized initial leptons, and in fig. 3 in a
projection drawing of the differential cross section fór the two cases.
At the bottom of the ’hole’ should be a sensitive piacé to search fór
38any anamolies in process (12) including a weak interaction process. In 
particular the p longitudinal polarization will likely be sensitive to 
interference between first order EM and perhaps weak amplitudes. The polar­
ization will be enhanced in the ’h o l e i s  too early to conclusively 
conclude that amplitudes can be uniquely extracted in this way, bút there 
seems to be an intriguing possibility here that should be pursued. It
seems very likely that the existence of a W° boson with mass below % 8
38GeV could be directly observed in this way. Careful theoretical calcula- 
tions of tlris polarization and the background from higher order EM pro- 




a. Second Order Weak K Decays
The studies o£ K meson decays over the pást two decades have provided 
a rich field fór the study of natúré and the weak interaction. Nearly 
every symmetry principle of partiele physics has been successfully tested 
or found to be violated using K meson decays. The primary reason fór this 
richness of the K meson system is due to the large mass of the Kaon relatíve 
to the leptons and tt mesons. It is fortunate indeed that K mesons exist. 
Higher order corrections could, in principle, show up in any K decay includ- 
ing the nonleptonic decays. If the intrinsic coupling constant were large 
then the higher order corrections might be of comparable magnitude to the 
first order processes. Fór this reason exhaustive searches fór rare decay 
modes of K mesons is of considerable importance. Any rare decay that is 
observed wxth an anomalous rate relative to the best theoretical guesses 
fór the rate based on first örder theory, is a candidate fór evidence 
conceming higher order weak processes. In fig. 4 is shown the branching 
fraction levels to which exhaustive searches fór rare decays have been made.
In this figure are examples of processes with the lowest branching ratios 
that have been presently studied. As a rough rula of thumb exhaustive
searches fór rare K+ decay modes have been extended down to a branching ratio
of ̂  10 ** to 10 ^ ^  JFor K£ decays the corresponding branching ratio is
^(10 3 to 10 4) and fór Kg mesons the branching ratio is only ^(10-2 to 10’3).
-2Fór K mesons the branching ratio is ^ 10 , however, CP invariance requires
the K+ and K' decay ratios to be the same and the results from K+ decays can 
then be inferred fór K' decays. In somé cases it is possible to relate K°
L
and K+ decays of Kg and K+ decays and therefore the results fór K+ decays
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can be applied to the K°, Kg decays.
Recently searches fór special individual rare decay modes have been
-8 -9 29extended down to the branching ratio o£ 'v (10 to 10 ). Although only
a few experiments o£ this kind have been attempted we may hope that the 
branching ratios region of 10  ̂to 10 ^  will be searched considerably 
more in the future. The advent of high intensity K1 and K° beams at 
the AGS and the Bevatron will be the key factor in these studies.
The study of rare decay modes of K mesons therefore naturally divides
“2 -Aintő two parts. Studies of the branching ratio region of 10 to 10 
wnere nearly exhaustive searches fór all rare decay modes have been made 
and the branching ratio of 10  ̂to 10 where studies are just beginning.
It appears that no important surprises are found in the K decay processes 
observed down to the level of ^ 10 It seems likely that the higher 
order processes are nőt important in this region.
At iower levels the search fór HOW processes has been associated with 
the AQ  ̂0 selection rul.e and this seems to be the logical piacé to push fór 
definitive evidence of HOW processes. Hie most important decay processes 
in this respect are
K° + y+ii~ (13)
K“ -> y+y" (14)
K+ - írVe" (15)
-*■ TT+y+y‘ (16)
1T+ V \j (17)
K? h- 7r°e+e~ (18)
In the first four cases the decay can alsó proceed through a first order weak
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and first or second order electromagnetic transition. Unless interference 
is invoked between the I!OW and the electromagnetic processes, these 
processes can only be used to search fór HOW amplitudes down to the level 
of the electromagnetic amplitudes. In both processes 13 and 15 the nresent 
experiments have .approximately reached the level where the E.M. processes 
should be seen. These processes will probably nőt be useful to pursue 
the search to lower levels unless something is amiss in our present under- 
standing of the electromagnetic corrections.
Processes 17 and 18 are likely to provide the most sensitive way to 
unambiguously search fór HOW processes and push lower the limit AQ = 0,
AS f 0 currents. The first order weak-electromagnetic amplitude fór process 
17 is expected to be highly suppressed due to the zero charge of the neutrínó. 
However since the neutrino is likely to have distribution of charge the 
amplitude does nőt vanish. A crude guess is that the rate fór this process
should be at least down by q̂ - <r">2, where r is the electromagnetic radius
2 • -32 2 2 2of the neutrino. The best guess fór <r > is 'v 10 cm and fór q ^ m^
we obtain a suppression factor of 10 ^  in the rate.^Thus process 17
should be safe as a signature fór HOW or neutral currents down to a branch- 
-18ing ratio of ^ 10
The electromagnetic contribution to process 18 is likely to be strongly 
suppressed because CP invariance forbids the single photon intermediate 
State contribution to this process. The lowest order E.M. process will then 
be due to diagrams with two photon intermediate states. We can crudely
estimate the lower limit due to such contributions using a recent experimental
i + 4 5limit on K -*■ ír yy
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r(K' - 7r°e a-) 0 L(K „ 10-5. 2 x l(f5 * 10'10.
TfK^ * áll)---  r(K » all)
Using current theoretical estimates fór the rate of K+ tt+yy we find a
-12 45btanching factor of ̂  10 or less. The contribution coming from CP 
violation in the first order weak process is expected to be mucii smaller.
Experimentally, process 17 has been searched fór in two experiments 
each covering a different region of the available phase space ̂  best
limit fór the process that is independent of the behavior of the mátrix
-5 45eleinent is ^ 4 x 10 at the 90% confidence level. If a phase space or
52V-A mátrix element is assumed the limit is reduced by an order of magnitude.
It seems feasible to search fór this process, in the near future down to
the level of % 10*
Process 18 has yet to be searched fór in any definite way. Consider-
ing all factors this process is likely the best candidate fór a realistic
search fór HCW process if the branching ratios are below 10’ .̂
It is possible to estimate the rate fór processes 17 and 18 due to
?OW in perturbation theory as discussed in the introduction. Primakoff
19has estimated that
T(K -*■ 7rvvfTr°£,í,)„ or2__2n
- T tr ^ ?fc r 851:05 ec
where 0c is the Cabbibo angle. If these processes are nőt detected before 
-1210 in this ratio, A the resulting cutoff would be reduced to ^ 1 GeV.
»>• Interference Between Second Order Weak Amplitudes and Others
A possibly more sensitive technique to search fór HCW is to observe 
a large sample of events of the kind
K+ - ír V e '  (15)
that likely proceeds dominately through first order weak-first order li.M.
processes. An asymmetry in the momentum spectrum of the e+ and e could
come about because of the HOW amplitude interfering with the lowest order
process. Estimates of this effect have been presented in reference 27.
Until process 15 -is experimentally observed, it is impossible to estimate
47
the experimental feasibility of this approach.
c. Production of Leptons in Hadron Collisions (NN -> (£,v) + hadrons)
If (í.,v) lepton pairs were observed in hadron collision direct evidence
fór weak transitions in these processes would be obtained. Lederman has
suggested that at a high energy pp colliding beam facility it might be
48
possible to observe such processes. He has used an analogy with the process 
pp -*■ (£,£) + hadrons and attempted to extrapolate available data at low 
energies to these very high C.M. energies. Provided this all works, we 
might expect that high mass (£,v) pairs would be produced. In fact it 
might be possible to obtain events where
"L  '  V
Since the lepton system is at the same s as the unitarity limit we might 




(a) Violátion of Selection Rules
As can be seen from table 3, the only important selection rule fór 
nonleptonic processes seems to be the AS < 2 rule. The only obvious way 
to search fór HOW non-leptonic amplitudes is to search fór AS _> 2 transi-
tions. The only experimentally detected non-leptonic processes with 
AS > 0 are kaon and hyperon decays. The only AS >. 2 kaonic process is 
the interaction responsible fór the Kg - K£ mass difference. It is pre- 
sently thoüght that the mass difference is due to HOW which break the 
AS < 2 rule. Unfortunately, the mass difference is only one very small 
nunfoer and it has nőt yet been calculated reliably. The search fór other 
HOW amplitudes is likely to be best accomplished by looking fór the de­
cays of |S| > 1 hyperons intő S = 0 final states. Fór example:
= -*■ mr (AS = 2) (19)
=° -> pír" (AS = 2) (20)
íf + Tr'n (AS = 3) (21)
tt*A (AS = 2) C22)
With the advent of high energy proton beams it becomes feasible to 
produce copious high energy hyperon beams. Process (20) is the easiest 
to detect because of the two charged particles in the final State and the 
characteristic Q value of the process re lative to A -*■ tt p decay. There
is an approved experiment at NAL which will likely be sensitive to this pro-
49 -Rcess. It has been estimated that a branching ratio limit of ̂  10 can
be reached within a modest running time if the NAL machine runs at de-
50 _in
sign xntensity. March estimates that a limit of ̂  10 might eventually
be achieved.^®
Theoretical estimates of the possible HOW contribution to these pro­
cesses seem to be nonexistent and would be appreciated.
b. CP Violátion as 2nd Order Weak
In the Wolfönstein superweak theory óf CP Violation, the violation 
occurs in the mass mátrix with AS = 2. It seems to us quite possible 
(bút we know of no theoretical suggestions along this line) that the CP 
violation is a direct manisfestation of HOW processes.
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5. lligh Hnergy Neutrino Scattering
Clearly the most likely piacé to observe departures from the expect- 
ations of conventional, lowest order weak theory is at large s, in neutrino 
.scattering. It is fortunate indeed that under certain circumstances the 
hadronic systems in such collisions will likely behave as though they 
were massive, pointlike scattering centers. Thus we expect that very high 
momentum transfers can be achieved in early experiments at NAL and the 
CERN SPS.
As béfore we expect HOW process to lead to violations of certain 
selection rules in neutrino processes. In addition it may be possible 
to directly observe the nonlocality that HOW process may produce.
a. Electromagnetic Charge Radius of the Neutrino
The small distance behavior of weak interactions will be sensitive- 
ly pTobed by observing the charge radius of the neutrino. The best guess 
fór this radius leads tö a cross section ratio o f ^
a(v + N v + N) c 
---ü---------H----- ^ 10 3
aCv^ + N -+■ p + N)
We would alsó expect by analogy that the contribution to deep inelastic 
scattering would alsó behave the same way with
o(v + N ■+■ v + all) ,
— a------- h------- ^ io
o(vy + N -*■ p + all)
The process
vy 4 N vy + (a11) (19)
*
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could alsó arise from AS = 0, AQ = 0 first order semileptonic currents 
and from HOW induced neutral currents. Thus, we exoect that the search 
fór such induced currents will nőt be confused by EM processes (i.e. the 
charge radius) unless the resulting cross section is only ^ 10 5 of 
the charged current cross sections.
The measurement of the charge radius is in itself an interesting 
experiment. In order to separate the charge radius from the neutral cur- 
rents the Z behavior of the electromagnetic process would need to be 
observed.
b. Deep Inelastic 'Neutral' Currents
The SLAC experiments have given evidence that hadrons can 'act' 
point like if appropriate processes are studied (inclusive processes).^ 
Using high energy neutrinos, and hitting these 'pseudo point like hadrons* 
allows very high momentum transfers in the lepton-lepton system. To 
the extent that the hadrons act point-like,the HOW divergent intergals 
may truly be cutoff by the weak interactions and nőt the hadronic size.
It is thus possible that if the weak interactions cutoff is near /s^ 
the HOW amplitudes may be relatively much larger than in the case of semi­
leptonic decay processes. Thus, these processes may be almost 'lepton­
lepton like'
Experimentally it would be necessary to study the processes
Vy + N ^ v m + (allí C19)
and separate this from the large background of events
vu + N -*■ u + (all) (20)
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In particular it would be necessary to prove that there is no y in the
final state. It is likely that this can be easily done in a Ne bubble
chamber or the detector fór E1A at NAL if the ratio of cross sections
-2 -3 39fór these reactions is 10 - 10 Going to smaller ratios would like­
ly require a.major change of the experimental setup fór E1A or the use
of the Ne bubble chamber with an Extemal Muon Identifier to reject a 
larger fraction of events of type (20).
19
Primakoff has estimated the ratio of these cross section to be
a(v + N -*■ v + all) ?
— y-------- y-------- = z r
o(v^ + N ->■ y + all)
fór the integrated cross section. This ratio would likely be larger if
2 ?
only large q (= (p̂  - p^) ) events were used. Fór A ^ /s^ we obtain a
-3theoretical ratio of 'v 10 . Thus, if the weak interaction cutoff is at
^  if the hadronic system in reaction (19) does nőt nrovide a cutoff of 
the divergent integrál and if the cutoff procedure is valid, then the HOW 
induced process (19) will likely be observed at NAL.
c. Breakdown of Locality in Deep Inelastic Scattering
We now tűm to a brief discussion of the possibility of direct locality
C7
tests in deep inelastic processes of the type
+ N -*■ y + (all) (20)
and thus the direct observation of the 'rangé' of weak interactions. We use
the ordinary definitions of the vari ables fór process 20
q^ = 4E E sin^Q /2 v y y
v - E - E v y
x = q2/2\*T\p; y = v/Ev
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If scale invariance holds the differential cross section can be expressed 
entirely as a function of x and y. We assume that scale invarience holds 
and proceed to discuss locality tests (wnich test the locality at the 
lepton-lepton vertex if these assumptions are valid). We must distinguish 
two kinds of nonlocality in this regard.
(a) Type 1. In the (v-y) systern an orbital angular momentum of > 0 
is observed. Tests fór this kind of nonlocality were pointed out long ago 
by Lee and Y a n g ^  These tests take on a particular significance when high 
momentum transfer collisions are studied. The most generál expression fór 
the differential cross section fór inelastic neutrino scattering, if locality 
holds, is of the fönn
= G(q2,x) f(y;x,q2)
with f = I a /  and a = 0 fór n > 2.
n=0 11
(b) Type 2. This is the type of nonlocality that comes from a
meson propagating from the leptonic vertex to the hadronic vertex. The
mesonic propagator is then expected to modify the differential cross section
fór deep inelastic scattering. If scale invariance holds it would then be 
possible to write the differential cross section as a product of three 
functions (taking the diffraction model)
2 2
a^r- ’ %  M E  [V6] [1 - y ♦ y2] (f(q2)]
where, in particular we take the meson mass to be the W mass,
f (/l ) ~ ----- 5— '
Cl + q2/mp2
This might allcw us to search well above the mass rangé covered by the direct
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production of W's by neutrinos. If scale invariance is badly broken it 
would be difficult to use deep inelastic scattering to probe this form 
of nonlocality.
In fig. 5 is shown graphically the type of measurements that would 
be used to test fór a breaking of the two types of locality. We have
assumed that the NAL machine only runs at 200 GeV fór this graph. In one
2
case (q ,x) would be fixed and the behavior of the resulting cross section 
with y would be studied. If y^ or higher powers of y are needed to explain
the data, evidence fór nonlocality of type 1 would be obtained. In the
2
second case (x,y) would be fixed and the resulting q behavior of the cross 
section will be studied.
In fig. 5 is alsó shown the possible sensitivity of this probe of 
locality. Present tests of type 1 locality have reached the level of 
■v 10 13cm (in K-decay) whereas the experiment proposed here offers the 
possibility of studying distances of the order of 10 ^cm. An increase of 
two orders of magnitude in the locality check would clearly be of great 
interest.
We now briefly tűm to the question of event rates fór the deep
33inelastic process. We use as an example the predicted rates fór E1A.
This detector which is schematically illustrated in fig. 6 will have a
target mass of ^ 400-500 tons. This is to be compared with the large
bubble chamber at NAL with a target mass of ̂  1 tón and the Ne filled
chamber with a mass of % 20 tons.
In table 3 we present the expected rates/day fór events where q^ > 200 
2
GeV/c , under a variety of assumptions conceming the incident neutrínó 
beam fór 500 GeV/c protons in the machine. Evén in the most pessimistic
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case an adequate number of events can be obtained to carry out the 
the locality test described above. Thus it seems likely that. a definitive 
statement can be inadé conceming the rangé of weak interactions down to 
^ 10 ^an. With good luck and a 1000 GeV NAL proton beam perhaps 10 ^an 
could be reached..
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6. Smnnary .'ind Conclusions
The short ranged behavior of the weak interaction is nőt presently 
known. Within the framework of conventional theory a pointlike interaction 
leads to divergent integrals which must be cutoff. It is probably necessary 
to consider -different cutoffs depending on the type of process being 
investigated. Fór example, the cutoffs might be arranged as Â j , Â j , A^ 
denoting the nonleptonic, semileptonic and leptonic processes, respectively. 
We suggest that a further subdivision of the semileptonic taking intő 
account the quasi-point-like behavior of the hadrons in deep inelastic 
processes. We denote this cutoff as Agyjj fór semileptonic-deep inelastic. 
Possibly this cutoff is more directly related to the A^ whereas the A<^ is 
more directly related to A^. However, arguments based on the Bjorken 
technique would likely nőt differentiate these cutoffs.
Within this framework we can summarize the conclusions of this paper
1. The search fór AQ = 0 semileptonic decay processes limits 
AgL £ 15 GeV. Reducing this limit further will require the 
search fór AQ = 0 processes that have strongly suppressed 
electromagnetic corrections. Two processes were suggested where 
the electromagnetic correction is likely sufficiently small to 
allow a limit on Â j of ^ 1 GeV. The search fór these processes 
requires new high intensity K beams.
2. The search fór AQ = 0 leptonic processes, in principle, allow art 
upper limit to be set on Aj of ^(100-300) GeV. The experimental 
detection of such processes will be very difficult.
3. The search fór AQ = 0 semileptonic-deep inelastic processes will
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probably allow an upper limit of ̂  100 GeV to be set on
The experiment looks feasible at NAL either using the Ne bubble
chamber or the massive calorimeter-target detector.
4. A lower limit on can likely be set by observing the
resulting nonlocality (type 2). We guess that > 30 GeV
can be obtained at NAL with the large calorimeter-target dectectors.
5. The existence of a W° with mass less than 8 GeV and a W~ with mass 
less than (11-15) GeV can be determined using e+e" y+y~ and 
neutrino production, respectively. First order neutral leptonic 
currents at high Q might alsó be detected in e e -*■ y y •
6. A breakdown of locality of type 2 in the weak interaction might
7
be detected at high Q using deep inelastic neutrino scattering.
7. A crude limit can be set on by searching fór AS _> 2 decays.
Thus within this conventional picture it would be possible to bracket
^SLDI ^  AgLDi < 100 GeV and AgLDI > 30 GeV. This is about the best we
can hope fór. If Agy^j ^ Ag^ then the present limits on Agj would lead to
interesting-observable nonlocal effects in the neutrino experiments.
The most exciting possibility is of course that totally new phenomena
2
dominate weak interactions at large s and Q . In this regard neutrino 
microscopy alsó offers the exciting possibility of probing natúré in the 
new region of small distances.
We wish to thank Profs. J. D. Bjorken, A. K. Mann, C. Rubbia, and S. 
Treiman fór helpful discussions. This is nőt to imply that these people 
share the same optimistic viewpoint as expressed in this paper.
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Rate fó r Selected Deep Ine la stic  ,  
Scattering Events vdth q^>200(GeV/2)
(Based on the Parton Model)*
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CONCLUSION I I .
V.F.Weisskopf, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge
It is difficult to give a summary since the talks have been so good 
and so full of content. So do nőt expect of me now a summary, even an 
incomplete summary, of what has hapoened since Bruno Pontecorvo has given 
his summary of the first part of the conference. All I can do is to give 
you a perspective of what kind of, thoughts came to my mind during these 
days, I will nőt react to all papers, even to somé papers which I found 
extremely interesting.
Now with this excuse at the beginning let me start. This is a confer­
ence on weak interactions, especially neutrinos. Actually, we talked about 
*»*
other interactions because you cannot talk about weak interactions alone.
If you look at the famous four interactions - gravity, electric, weak, 
and strong our degree of understanding is very different.
I do nőt think we understand any interaction completely, bút let me 
normál ize our understanding of interactions by saying that quantum electro— 
dynamics we understand "one"• This^I should rather say, is a renormali- 
zation. Now on this basis our understanding of gravity - I am nőt saying 
raine, mine is zero - bút our understanding of gravity physics is about
0.7. The difference from unity comes from all these black-hole-problems
í
which appear when gravity becomes strong. I do nőt think we really know 
what happens then. i'orüunatiely - fór the summarizer - this has nőt Deen
discussed at this conference.
Now when we come to the weak interactions I think the coefficient
goes down considerably. I do nőt know what; the metric is, bút I would pút 
it at 0.2 at best, and we should pút the coefficient fór strong interactions
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at zero, should we nőt? So we do understand something about weak intern 
actions. I gave it a finite fraction, at least.
Before showing the first transparecy I would like to make a generál 
reraark which is a request to physicists who give talks. Since about a year 
people always cover the transparent sheet by a piece of blanlc paper and 
proceed í'rom the top, line by line. I find this procedure extremely 
awkward for the listeners or viewers or whatever you call them. The 
reason is this: Nobody is áble to grasp everything when the speaker says 
it. You have to integrate over a time interval both in the pást and alsó 
intő the future. A transparency shows something fehat will b« said later 
and, therefore, helps your understanding. The reason which people give for 
covering the sheets is that they would like to keep their surprises. If 
you really need a surprise then pút it on the next sheet. I am nőt sure 
whether other people feöl the same way bút I would like to make this 
request very strongly.
Our understanding of the weak interactions is rather old, in fact 
it is forty years since Fermi published his famous paper. Something has 
happened since then bút in a way nőt mucii.
What has happened since Fermi? There was the Sudárshan-Marshak idea 
of V-A the Lee-Yang P-violation, and then the idea and verification of 
the two neutrinos by Pontecorvo, Schwartz, Steinberger and Lederman. And 
there was Landau, of course, with the formulation O s v )  of the
\
maximum P-violation. Bút in principle it is the same thing since forty 
years, namely it is a weak interaction, so we are permitted to make use 
only of the first approximation, and we consider the leptons as pointlike. 
This is alsó true if one introduces a W-meson. The leptons still act as 
pointlike particles at the vertices and higher approximations are supposed 
to be neglected. This is the story since forty years. I'Tow we come to the 
troubles. There are four types of themes:
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1.Unitarity 300 GeV
2.Second order a p p r o x i m a t i o n c u t - o f f  necessary'VLO GeV 
"bad processes" and "nonrenornializable" quantities:
K  f
K l - Kg mass difference
4. CP-violiation
The first trouble comes from unitarity: at 300 GeV and higher the 
theory breaks down, by giving cross sections which are larger than the 
unitarity limit.
The second trouble - a very grave trouble, I think - is usually 
fialled the nonrenormalizable structure of the theory. This is a very bad 
worc*., Natúré must be renormalizable; if nőt it would nőt exist . Bút what 
one means by the word "nonrenormalizable" is that if one calculates certain 
effects in second order one gets divergences and one has to cut off. That 
again is nőt necessarily something very bad if the cut-off is at very high 
energy, or at somé energy where you have definite reason to believe that 
something new and different happens. Bút if the cut-off is already at 10 GeV 
or less, then one is in trouble. It means that there is something there 
which one does nőt understand- Here are two processes, (there are more^ 
where this cut-off is important. One is the mass-difference between the 
two uncharged ^  * , fór which one must cut off the theory at about 4 GeV
in order to keep it as small as observed. The other is the
decay, which appears in second approximation. In order to keep it as a small 
as the observed upper limit, there must be a cut off at less than 10 GeV. 
(This trouble has nothing to do with trouble N *  3; the second
2r  trouble
approximation has a reál amplitude and cannot interfere with the predicted 
imaginary one. See Oakes talk.^)
The third trouble is the famous process where we should
have found an effect on the basis of the observed K|. process, and
did nőt find an effect. We have heard a talk by Oakes about it; If the 
experiment is correct, we may be in trouble and have to look fór direct 
interactions. Marshak has proposed a theory which does that job.
I do nőt know whether you call the fourth a trouble or nőt. I find 
it disappointing that all this beautiful symmetry that Landau, Pontecorvo» 
and Lee-Yang have introduced is actually nőt true; there is a difference 
between world and antiworld - very disagreeable and unsymmetric. We do nőt 
know at this point whether the CP-violation is really a disease of our 
theory of weak interactions or simply a new superweak interaction of somé 
f orm.
I believe that one aspect has been neglected in the dicussion of 
weak interactions at this conference. It is the developments of Weinberg 
and Salam and other people who have looked at the problem in a somewhat 
different way than most of fche discussions during this conference. An 
important exception was the work which Dr.Filippov has presented here; 
it is a most interesting method to avoid the troubles mentionod under 2; 
these are the troubles which are the object of the Weinberg-Salam attempts.
We have discussed Marshak’s '’extension", of the weak interaction 
theory, w'->ich is based on problem four; He takes the CP-violation very 
seriously, bút ignores the troubles of N* 2. Weinberg’s procedure forgets 
CP-violation - he keeps it in the dark - and bases his ideas on attacking 
problem two; So therefore I thought it may be a good idea if I say a few 
words about Weinberg’s theory. It will be a very vague "al fresco" 
description of the way I see it, which may or may nőt be identical with 
Weinberg.
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Weinberg wants to unify quantum elentrodynamics and weak interactions. 
The fact that they have something to do with each other was already 
indicated since Feynman-Gell-tvlann’s CVG - both fields have the same 
sources, partially - so they may be related and the idea is to exploit 
this possibility. Bút there is a difference; it is the difficulty with 
"problem two", the nonrenormalizable structure in weak interactions, in 
contrast to the renormalizable electromagnetic interactions. I repeat, the 
word "renormalizable” is used to indicate that you are able to calculate 
higher approximations and do nőt get intő trouble in higher orders. If you 
want to formulate the weak interactions in analogy with quantum electro- 
dynamics you must introduce an intermediate boson in analogy to the light 
quantum. The intermediate boson, however must be a massive and charged 
vector field. We know that such a thing gets intő trouble in higher
approximation, it is nőt renormalizable. It is only renormalizable if you
\
pút the masses of these vector fields zero. So that is the idea of Weinberg.'
Let us start with a theory, with Lagrangian, in which the masses of 
all partieles are zero; then everything is renormalizable. We know that 
charged vector field3 with zero mass are gauge invariant and renormalizable 
^Yang-Mills). One then removes the fact that the masses are zero by 
introducing something new, namely a symmetry breaking field. It is a 
scalar isospinor field ^  > one component of which has a non-zero 
vacuum expectation value. The field ^  is supposed to break gauge symmetry 
and therefore introduces masses fór the particles. Bút let us leave that 
aside fór a moment. Now how many fields do I need to deseribe quantum 
electrodynamics and weak interactions? We leave out hadrons from the 
discussion. Weinberg hás an isovector vectorfield A which is coupled to 
the leptons with a coupling constant g and an isoscalar vector field B 
which Í3 coupled with g ’s
Isovector A2 Aj isoscalar B
coupling constant S
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Later on, when the symmetry is broken, these fields are broken intő 
two groups: A^ and A2 the charged ones are going to become the two 
charged W , A^ and B will undergo linear combinations to produce another
uncharged vector boson Z , and the photon field A :
( i  C V t,'V^ »
•CN f  = (r i  V  f 1V )  •
The symmetry breaking thing, as I said, is an isospinor scalar field which 
has the property that one of its components - at least that is one way of 
doing it - has a vacuum expectation value different from zero
‘C ' t *’ > v a e  *  X ,
that makes the masses nonvanishing ^
=  X
EM
bút leaves the mass of the -field zeros . Things are
n EHarranged that way that one of the fields, +1 , remains mass-less.
In order to do all this in a systematic way you will alsó have to 
ascribe to the leptons - electron, neutrinos, and muon - a certain isospin, 
and that can be done in different ways. Weinberg introduced an isospinor of 





The same is done fór the muon and muon neutrino*, We finally get relations
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between the g and g* and the charge e and the Permi constant G t
t  _  n i '  *
0 3 1  } Í T
T + 1
It is seen that there is a smallest possible value fór M which túrna 
out to be . 37 GeV. The natural choice £je gives a ^ 2  times larger 
value.
In addition this theory contains neutral lepton currents, a feature 
which, in principle, can be tested.
This procedure is a little arbitrary and perhaps nőt very elegaut.
It can be done in different ways, about which I do nőt want to say too 
much here. There is, however, a particularly pleasing feature of the 
theory which I would like, to demonstrate on the process e^+ e -*W + W .
Because the W has an "anomalou3" magnetic moment, with gyromagnetic ratio
the electromagnetic pair-production amplitúdó grows like E ás 
ifi —►oo. Further, the neutrino t-channel and Z s-channel diagrams do nőt 
cancel here, so that the weak pair-production amplitude alsó growa like E •
However, the weak and electromagnetic amplitudes cancel each other as
leaving a scattering amplitude which vanishes like 1/E as E-í»*o, ae
required by unitarity bounds:
y , . r ,  x ÁE
-  E
This cooperation between the weak and electromagnetic interactions In
solving each other's problems is one of the most satisfying featurea of
this theory. Of course the whole approach disregards the CP-violation
completely. It assumes that there is something besides, a small unknown 
superweaJc interaction. That is one of the weakness of the approach*
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I have spent somé time discussing Weinberg’s theory because it has 
nőt been systematically presented here. Marshak’s theory has been 
presented systematically and ably by its author and therefore I do nőt want 
to say much. Marshak’s approach is complementary in a way to Weinberg*s, 
namely he disregards - leaves in the dark - the cut-off problem áust as 
Weinberg does the GP-problem. Marshak emphasizes the CP-violation. He 
considers it as something fundamental and basic to the weak interaction.
In order to avoid strong CP-violáting processes he assumes that there is a 
law of Natúré that allows his W ’s only to appear in triplets - the triality 
quantum number. This will probably displease somé people. On the other hand 
Natúré seems to lőve the number three as we know from quarks, so maybe 
there is something true in it. His argument against just disregarding CP as 
the Weinberg approach does, is that after all, the CP-violation is a strong 
violation in weak terms^ namely it is of the order of g^ (the small g^ is 
the semiweak coupling constant), whereas the cut-off difficulties appear in 
the order of ĝ J which is further away. Well, that is a possible philosophy.
Both approaches are very interesting bút have certainly nőt yet 
raised the coefficient of understanding of the weak interaction by much, 
although I am personally quite impressed by the Weinberg kind of approach, 
namely to get the weak interactions and electrodynamics in one unified forn.. 
If it is true and possible it would be a big step forward in our under - 
standing: It would reduce the forces from -four 1:0 three. Of course Marshak 
would say that is nőt quite true because there would be another force 
(superweak interaction) so it is four again.
The rest of what I want to say is nőt directly connected with weak 
and electromagnetic interactions, bút with the fact that weak and electro- 
magnetic interactions are useful tools to investigate hadrons. There were 
talks about strong interactions in spite of the title of the conference, 
fór example the talks by Lee and Feynman.
Now my impression (this is what I want when
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listening to the present situation in strong interactions is that the 
strong interactions are strong bút nőt "superstrong." I mean that the 
strong interactions in a hadron produce momentum exchanges of the order 
of 1 GeV/c or less bút nőt more. The only direct proof of this - I am nőt 
even sure whether it is a proof, bút the only direct indication of this - 
- is the famous result that the perpendicular momenta in very high energy 
collisions so far observed are always smaller then one GeV. From this 
"smallness" we can concluae, that"scaling" exists. The word "conclude" is
an exaggerated expression bút from the small perpendicular momenta we may
2
hope to understand why things scale. It means if q and the energy s are 
all larger than one GeV, then the effects of strong interactions are nőt 
important and can be neglected along with the masses. Cross-sections should 
depend on dimensionless quantities which do nőt contain masses or coupling 
constants. Therefore you get the famous scaling laws which Lee has so ably 
demonstrated, in particular in electron and neutrino induced processes. We 
get neutrino cross sections which are essentially functions only of the
p
scaling variable x=q /2P.q
^ G • f
The elctroproduction crcss section apart from a trivial factor contains 
essentially two scaling functions f^(x)
All that follows from the fact that the masses and the interactions can be 
neglected if q^ and are big. Now can we? Here we must look
at two approaches, namely the Lee talk and the Feynman talk.
They look at the same problem by putting one aspect in the shadow 
and the flashlight on another aspect. Fór examplé, Lee puts the flashlight 
on field-theoretic consideration and Feynman puts it on other things 
(partons) . Now let me talk a lit'tle about Lee.
If one puts the flashlight on field-theoretical consideration one
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would say, scaling is suspicious because we know after all from electro- 
dynamics that, even if there are nőt very strong interactions, the ecaling 
law is really nőt true because of the famous logarithmic term at 
in higher approximations. When such a logarithmic term appoars 
scaling is broken because you cannot pút m=0. Now,surely logarithms may nőt 
be important, in particular in those processes which are induced by 
electrons and neutrinos, when they are multiplied by a small number, the 
coupling constant ol . Bút if there is a strong interaction field theory of 
the ordinary type then such terms will nőt be so small because even the 
one GeV-interaction is a relatively strong interaction. So be aware of those
O
terme, says Lee, scaling cannot really be there forever, for infinite q .
He says that scaling can only be valid in the interval lGeV* - S GeV2
when the logarithms are npt important whatever the coupling constants g 
is. Well, maybe. Now, Feynman says don’t bother with field theory, we know 
so little about it. So, let us apply simple concepts. We have no super- 
strong interactions as concluded from the famous perpendicular momentum 
distribution and therefore at very high energies we can consider the hadron 
essentially as an assembly of free partons. We can use the impulse approxi- 
mation which is just that. Of course, we have heard of quarks and the 
analysis of the spectra of hadrons seems to indicate that quarks are there. 
Who can resist the temptation to say that the hadrons consist of quarks?
Let me say here a word about this kind of looking at a hadron that 
moves fást. One must be very careful. If I have a hadron at rest and I look 
at its spectroscopy then we find the usual quark S U O )  or SU£6) spectrum for 
baryons with three quark constituents. Now let us look at this thing moving 
very fást. Then one should nőt expect that this fást moving proton should 
consist only of those three quarks, in the impulse'approximation.
The three quarks of the spectroscopic considerations are "dressedM quarks. 
After all the quarks have an interaction, even 1 GeV is nőt so weak, 
therefore they are surrounded by qq-pairs or maybe by gluons. When we speak.
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about a system of three particles, exhibiting certain spectra, v/e speak 
just like we do in the case of a nucleus of dressed nucleons. If things 
nőve fást and if q* is large compared to lGeV^and the strength of the 
clothing is orly one GeV, then yoii would expect that you really look at 
undressed quarks. That means we look nőt only at the three quarks bút alsó 
at the material ( quarks and gluonsjí which rnade up the dressing. This is 
why one should nőt take the three-quark-picture too literally if one looks 
at fást moving hadrons.
We speak about quarks and try to understand Natúré in terms of quarks. 
Let us nőt forget that there are grave difficuities with quarks, nőt only 
the difficuities which were much discussed here. If the quarks are ordinary 
particles bound by a 1 GeV interaction, than they ̂ hould have been 
observed; furthermore they appear to have the wrong statistics. We believe 
they have spin 1/2. ^hat is one of the nicest results of the SLA.C-MIT 
experiment. On the other hand, from the spectroscopic observations they 
seem to have Bőse statistics. That is terrible. Nobody knows what it means, 
so let us keep that in mind. I do nőt know what is worse of two things: 
that quarks do nőt exist or that they have Bőse statistics. I am inclined 
to feel that the second is worse.
Feynman expressed very nicely in his talk the fact that they do nőt 
exist as free particles, when he said that an isolated quark is really a 
state in the continuum of the spectrum of hadrons. Well, maybe Natúré is 
made in such a way that, if quarks are close together, then the quark 
state is well defined, has a well defined spin, fractional charge, and so 
on; bút if they are far apart then they are just nőt eigenstates of this 
strange Hamiltonian that Natúré has given us. The wrong statistics worries 
me more, maybe without reason, bút it does. .
Feynman remarked that the quantum numbers of the quarks are actually 
observable, in somé sense. Consider a quark, which is ejected by a neutrino 
or an electron. It then exists in space - he says - as a state of the
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continuuin (a "trail of hadrons". That state of the continuum has an average 
charge, has an average spin, has an average isospin and it is possible to
measure this in principle, at least. It is difficult, of course, because in
a high-energy process an ejected quark, say, with a charge 2/? makes a lót 
of trail. It has a comet trail of hadrons behind it and you have to 
observe all of them to find out that the charge on the average is 2/3 and 
nőt unity. It may be difficult to measure this. The main point here is 
conceptual: that you can really speak of a quark and its quantum numbers 
even if the quark cannot exist in free space.
V/e do nőt know whether the quarks exist, bút we have new handles to 
find out about the quarks. I do nőt want to go intő all detaiis because 
Feynman’s talk was clear enough. Bút still, I would like to point out a few 
of these handles which can be used to check the fractional charges of the 
quarks and other qualit.ies. Somé are inequalities, and somé are equalities.
The first öné is the ratio of the famous structure functíons of the
neutron and the proton near x = 1 \ #
■—  r  £  H  .
If that ratio turns out to be less than 1/4- or more than 4, then the quark 
picture is wrong. V/e have seen the experiment; it seems that it is júst 
about 1/4, so we do nőt need to worry so far, bút one never can teli what 
the experiments will give at the end. So this is one of the critical results 
fór the idea of a fractionally charged quark.
Another most important relation is the Llewellyn Smith sum rule;.it 
has an equality sign: \ —
- - 6
O
f*(x} is the third neutrino structure function in its scaling form.
As Feynman has shown us, these structure functions are combinationo 
of probabilities of spin or isospin up or down, of the three different typr 
of quarks. Therefore whenever you have a relation between those distributioc.
*
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functions then you can usually catch a critical statement about charge or 
spin of the quarks. You can get relations between distribution functions 
which are connected with the properties of these partons (quarks) and the 
Llewellyn Smith sum rule is one of those. If the quarks do nőt have 
fractional charges of 1/3 and 2/3» the right hand side would nőt be -6.
This sum rule is very interesting and maybe we will be able to check it.
The other relation contains the neutrino cross sections. Until we 
get intő the energy region where the W-boson plays a role, the neutrino 
cross sections are linear in E, and they are usually expressed in this ways
G* is somé kind of constant that contains G, and Z is a number which is 
óf the order of unity. Well, Feynman gave us the precise definiton. Now 
Z and Z C Z is the corresponding parameter fór the antineutrino cross
section) can be limited at least in two ways. The quark theory requires 
that __
Z +  2.
and as Feynman pointed out the sum Z + Z should nőt deviate from 3/4 by 
more than ten percent. Now that is a pretty strong requirement and so far 
it is all right. The other, less stringent condition, is valid fór the 
ratio- Z / Z as Feynman has told us
1  <  A  \
3  -  z
There is another very fine relation which has been discussed by 
Julius Kuti. It is a relation fór the spin-dependent structure functions 
r f U  and • They have nothing to do with weak interactions; they
have to do with deep-inelastic electron-nucleon scattering, when you look 
at the polarization both of the nucleon and of the electron. Then you have 
more functions, and one of those structure functions is in its
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scaling form which was precisely defined by Kuti. The integrál over the 
difference between proton and neutron has the wonderful property of being
This relation is quark-dependent. Of course, one has ascribed to a single 
quark the property that G^ is equal to one. The actual G^ com®a from the 
specific quark structure of the proton. Whatever that structure is, this 
relation must hold. This sum rule is going to be a very good test with an 
equality sign.
I am nőt sure whether my list is complete; there are probably more 
relations, bút I mentionod the most important ones. So the quark picture 
still lives, bút let me assure you that even if this all comes out right wo 
űo nőt really know anything about strong interactions. The whole theory in 
somé way is crazy. What are the forces? What are those gluons? Is there a 
new interaction? Nevertheless, here is a new way of looking at Natúré, and 
this is alroady somé progress.
Now let me at the end refer to the so-called quantum ladder. T.D.Lee 
has made such a diagram:
equal to
0
4Gd) - -  <952.
2o
—  m i
lo
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The 1 eV-region here is the region of atomié and molecular physics, 
the physics in which v/e live. Somé people say it is the most interesting 
physics and I cannot auite disprove them. Biology is there after all, and 
everything else in Natúré around us. Kuclear physics, nuclear phenomena 
are associated with the I.'eV-region; the next step is the hadron spectros- 
copy in the GeV-region, the resonance states which have been discovered in 
recent decades.
which is above 300 GeV where the weak interaction theory will be completely 
different. Only after having experimented in that region, will w* know 
whether Weinberg or somebody el se is right. Bút there may be something in 
between. In fact the Weinberg theory itself does point directly towards
would be the mass of the intermediate boson. Nobody knows whether it exists, 
bút obviously it must be found in that region whether it is Weinberg' s 
theory or nőt. So here we may get something név/ from experiments in an 
energy region v/hich will be reached in this decade.
Let me, at the end, teli you an interesting historic observation.
You know when all this started. It began in 1911 when Rutherford (i 
alv/ayg look at experiments ) made his famous experimént. The next step, 
nuclear physics, started in the year 1932 which was a wonderful year. 
Chadwick discovered the neutron, Anderson and Neddermeyer discovered the 
antielectron, and Fermi wrote his weak interaction paper. It was the year 
when strong interactions and weak interactions v/e re recognized, and alsó 
quantum electrodynamics got a big lift because of the antielectron. This 
was in 1932, 20 years after Rutherford. In the subsequent years nuclear 
physics has developed and in 1952 again something new happened} the third 
step began: Fermi discovered the first excited hadron level, the 
A  -resonance. So it is again 20 years, right? Now I do nőt need to say 
more. The year 1972 is the beginning of a new period in physics.
Thank you.
And then what do we expect? There is the famous
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